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Restraining Order Issued
Against Local Candy Firm
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Calloway County chapter of the
HONORED AT DINNER — lean Blankenship, former executive director of the
of the Red Cross board of direcAmerican Red Cross, is shown receiving a plaque from Dr. Harry Sparks, chairman
hip resigned the position MarBlankens
Mrs.
night.
Tuesday
tors, at a dinner given by the local chapter in her honor
daughter, Beth Lovins; her mother,
ch 31 after 13 years of service. Those pictured left to right are Mrs. Blankenship's
Blankenship; her husband, Macon;
Mrs.
Lovins;
Brian
,
Mrs. Herman Darnell; her son, Mark Blankenship; her grandson
Robert 0. Miller; and former
ecutive
judge-ex
county
and
member
board
Sparks;
Dr.
her father, Herman Darnell;
board chairman Holmes Ellis.
Staff Photo Bv Debbie N.Lee

Jean Blankenship Honored For
Her Years Of Red Cross Service
"She is a woman of diplomacy,
knowledge and wisdom," Dr. Harry
Sparks said of Jean Blankenship during
a dinner honoring Mrs. Blankenship's
contributions to the community
Tuesday night.
Approximately 40 people attended the
dinner for the former executive
director of the Calloway County
chapter of the American Red Cross.
The dinner, given by the local chapter.
was held in the dining room of the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Mrs. Blankenship resigned March 31
from the position she had held for 13
years. Her duties included contacting
armed service veterans and their
heading various
families and
educational and volunteer programs.
Dr. Sparks, present chairman of the
Red Cross board of directors, presented
Mrs. Blankenship with a plaque
honoring her years of service to the Red
Cross.
Holmes Ellis, who was chairman of
the board for five years, served as
master of ceremonies for the dinner.
Others speaking were Stuart Poston,
board vice chairman and hospital
administrator, and board member and
county judge-executive Robert 0.
Miller.
In addition to the previously men-

tioned members of the board of
directors, other board members in
attendance were Sid Easley, Leonard
Vaughn, Karl Hussung, Rex Alexander,
Walt Apperson, Paul Kiesow and
Harvey Ellis. Other members of the
board are Henry Holton, Lester Nanny,
Fleetwood Crouch, Dr. Ruth Cole and
Max Hurt.
In characterizing Red Cross as "the
greatest charitable organization there
is," Mrs. Blankenship related that Red
Cross was organized in Calloway
County in June 1917. The first executive
director was Mrs. J. D. Outland,
followed by Mrs. B Melugin.
Other directors who attended the
dinner and were recognized were Mrs.
Mary Pace, who served as director
from 1943-1965, and Mrs. Elizabeth
Thomason, who was director from 196566. Mrs. Blankenship was succeeded by
Mrs. Lucy Wright.
Mrs. Blankenship introduced her
husband, Macon, who served as personnel director of the Murray division
of the Tappan Company until his
retirement in 1976. Her daughter, Beth
Lovins, who is on a leave of absence
from the fine arts department of
White's Creek Comprehensive High
School in Nashville while she is pursuing a master's degree in theatre arts

at Murray State University, and son,
Mark, who received his J.D. degree
from the University of Louisville in
May and is now associated with
Hughes, Gregory and Haverstock law
firm, were also introduced.
Other family members recognized
were Mrs. Blankenship's parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Herman Darnell of Coldwater, and her grandson, Brian Lovins.
In addition to her Red Cross service.
Mrs. Blankenship was administrator
for the Calloway County Social Services
Fund for six years. She is currently
chairman of the Murray-Calloway
County Parks Board and is on the board
of directors of the Calloway County
Humane Society.
She has served on the Calloway
County Mental Health Board and was a
trustee of the Calloway County Public
Library for 12 years. She is presently
secretary of the library's holding
company and is on the Intellectual
Freedom Committee of the American
Library Association. Her name is listed
in the 1980 edition of Outstanding
Community Leaders.
Mrs. Blankenship had an article
published in the June issue of McCall's
and will have another article in an
upcoming issue of Good Housekeeping

Remnants Of David Growing
Weaker Over South Carolina
SAVANNAH, Ga. (AP) — Residents
GI this old seacoast city awoke today to
find thousands of felled oaks and power
poles blocking scenic streets as the
remnants of Tropical Storm David
grew weaker over the interior of South
Carolina.
On Hilton Head Island to the north,
downed power lines- caused fires to
break out in two resort motels this
morning and in Myrtle Beach, S.C.,
Mayor Eric Ficken estimated damage
to his community at $3kt million.
At least three deaths in the area were
blamed on the storm, which hit the
islands and coastal regions near the
Georgia-South Carolina border with
hurricane-force winds about nightfall
Tuesday.
But David was downgraded to
tropical storm status today and continued to weaken as it moved through
South Carolina with top winds of 50 to 60
mph in squalls.
At 8 a.m. CDT, the storm was centered near latitude 34.5 north, longitude
80.5 west, or about 50 miles northeast of
Florence, S.C.
Weather officials said the storm
could spawn a few tornadoes today in
eastern North Carolina and Virginia,
and a flash flood watch was posted
along the eastern slopes and foothills of
the Blue Ridge Mountains in Virginia.
In the wake of one of the century's
most destructive 'Storms, about 90
percent of the city of Savannah was
without power this morning. Police,
hospitals and other emergency agencies were operating with auxiliary
generators.
"We know we have thousands of trees

down and power lines and poles, but as
far as house damage, we don't know
yet," said James Shiver of the Chatham
County Civil Defense Office.
At Myrtle Beach, which was spared
the brunt of the storm, downed lines
touched off two major fires at motels
this morning. Firefighters battled
flames at a North Myrtle Beach motel
and three beach cottages. A fire at the
Crescent Beach Motel to the south also
threatened a nearby condominium.
Shiver described the islands near
Savannah, particularly hard-hit Tybee,
as "a mess."
"We've lost 40-to 70-year-old oaks,"
said Chatham County Police Lt. W.G.
Butler, "some of them three, four, five
feet in diameter."
"We were very fortunate," Savannah
Mayor John Rousakis said Tuesday
after the storm moved away from this
coastal city, leaving behind widespread
but light damage.
"Water is cut off, we have some
flooding ... but other than that, even
though there are inconveniences now,
people are in fairly good shape,"
Rou.sakis said.
David, which has claimed at least 900
lives, struck Savannah in its second
slap at the U.S. mainland in two days.
Heavy rains, high seas and anxiety
spawned by the hurricane were blamed
for at least seven deaths in Florida,
Georgia and South Carolina.
Trackers said the eye of the storm
was no longer identifiable as it moved
through South Carolina today. Tornadoes spawned by the storm damaged
or destroyed at least nine homes.
The National Weather Service office

in Columbia canceled flash flood
warnings for central and northwest
South Carolina at 3 a.m. "The worst is
now over for the residents of the South
Carolina coast," it said.
Meanwhile, Tropical Storm Frederic,
packing winds of 50 mph, was southeast
of the Dominican Republican and
moving west.
Several thousand people remained in
their homes as the barrier islands off
Georgia and South Carolina were
evacuated in preparation for David.

Program For
Handicapped
Gets Funding
The Calloway County School System
has received written notification from
the Bureau of Education for Exceptional Children of the State Department
of Education of the funding of a
secondary program for handicapped
students, according to Dr. Jack Rose,
superintendent.
Rose said the grant, totalling $50,000,
will fund the proposal "Project
Opportunity," a model project that
prepares secondary hanicapped
students for successful living and
economic self-sufficiency, Rose said.
He added the project combines a workstudy program with in-class learnines
and actual on-the-job experiences
There were only two grants awarded
in the state, Rose said. Hopkins County
was granted the other.

By MATT SANDERS
Staff Reporter
Calloway County Circuit Court Judge
James M. Lassiter issued a restraining
order Tuesday afternoon against the
operations of Kentucky Products Inc.
and its owner, Floyd Nixon.
The restraining order is the result of
complaint filed Aug. 29 in Calloway Circuit Court by the Kentucky Department
of Human Resources.
The complaint was entered by Marvin R. O'Koon, general counsel and
signed for him by Terry L. Morrison,
attorney for the state Department for
Human Resources.
The complaint alleges that the candy
company has "consistently and repeatly conducted [its] business in a manner
which is in violation of the Kentucky
Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act and has
on numerous occasions produced,
prepared, packed or held food under unsanitary conditions, whereby it may
have become contaminated..."
According to Calloway County Attorney Max Parker, the next legal step
is for Nixon and his lawyer, Don Jones,
to take action against the injunction.
Nixon said this morning a hearing on
the matter has been set for 1:30 p.m.
Monday,Sept. 10,in Circuit Court.
In his ruling, lassiter said Nixon and
the company are restrained and enjoined from:
-Producing, preparing, packing or
holding for sale any items of food as
defined in KRS 217.015[4], except for
items of food which were produced,
prepared, packed or held for sale prior
to the date of service of this order and
which have also been inspected by the
plaintiff's [the state Department of
Resources] authorized
Human
representatives and found to be
wholesome, safe for consumption, and
in all respects in compliance with the
Kentucky Food,Drug and Cosmetic Act
,KRS 217.005 to 217.215);"
"Transporting, selling, shipping,
reprocessing or otherwise disposing of
any items of foods which have been
quarantined by the plaintiffs's
representatives as stated above;"

Enrollment
In Calloway
Highest Ever
The Calloway County School System
has the highest enrollment in its
history, according to Dr. Jack Rose,
superintendent.
Rose said tentative figures show 3,031
enrolled in kindergarten through 12th
grade in the four Calloway schools. He
compared it with the 2,951 figure at the
end of the first month of the 1978-79
school year.
A breakdown of the schools, according to Rose,is as follows: Calloway
County High,924; Southwest, 579; East,
761; and North, 761. Rose added there
are six in the home bound instruction
program.
Rose estimated there will be around
510 students in the new middle school.
These students are already counted in
the total enrollment figure. Rose added
the middle school is expected to be open
after Christmas.
Enrollment counts have not yet been
figured by grades. However, Rose said
that he hopes to have those figures by
the Thursday, Sept. 6, special meeting
of the school board.
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hazy, warm
and humid
Hazy, very warm and humid
this afternoon, tonight and
Thursday. Highs both days in the
upper 80s. Lows tonight near 70.
Winds, light and variable this
afternoon and tonight.
Extended Forecast
Generally fair Friday through
Sunday, with temperatures
averaging near seasonal normals. Early morning lows will be
in the 60s and afternoorthighs will
be in the 80s.

•-•"Denying the plaintiff's representatives free access at all reasonable
times to the defendants' business
premises, or to enter any vehicle used
by the defendants to transport foods, as
the plaintiff's representatives are
authorized to do by KRS 217.155[1], and
for the purposes stated therein."
Nixon said his facility, the old school
building in Alm°, has had regular inspections from federal food and drugs
authorities and added that in his opinion he has received good ratings from
these officials. The only recommedations he has received have been for
minor violations, Nixon claimed.
Of the 24 offenses found by state inspector James Adams, Nixon claimed
18 were so minor that they were rectified before he ( Adams) left the
building.
Nixon said, in his own opinion, the
items that caused the injuction against
his company were:
•Scaling paint on the walls of areas
where ingredients are stored.
•A crack in the back door that might
allow vermin to enter the building.
•Product overflow build-up on stove
speed burners.
•Two dead cockroaches and nine
mouse pellets found in shop areas.
Other factors yet to be taken care of
are buckles in the floor of the storage
area, pits in the floor of the kitchen, and
weeds around the back of the building,
Nixon added.
"These are the most insignificant findings ever in an inspection," Nixon
said.

Concerning the violations, Nixon
claimed no health violations were found
in the cooking or candy production
area. He added that proper screening
has been put around the back door to
ke it vermin-proof. The build-up on
stove is cleaned each week, Nixon
d, and was not cleaned before the inspection.
But, Nixon emphasized that there has
never been live vermin found in the
building by any inspector.
However, Nixon did admit to not taking care of the paint situation.
"We were slow to take action. We
should have had the paint taken care of.
But now I will paint three rooms," Nixon said.
"I would like to invite anyone and
everyone to inspect our4facilities," he
added.
Nixon said Adams, of Owensboro, is
not the regular inspector for the district
incorporating the candy factory. He
said Bill Dillard of Hopkinsville is the
area inspector. However, he resigned
the job of inspecting the candy company due to "local pressure," according to Nixon.
Nixon explained part of the "local
pressure" to mean Calloway County
Judge-Executive Robert 0. Miller. Nixon continued to say that he has had
several past disagreements with Miller
and he thinks Miller requested Dillard
do "more than a normal inspection" of
the facility.
Miller was in court in Paducah this
morning and could not be reached for
comment.

E

Congress Returns To
Tackle Energy Problem
WASHINGTON (AP) — Congress is
back at work after a four-week vacation
and once again energy issues have the
Carter
the
with
spotlight,
Administration's energy policy being
scrutinized in both chambers.
Administration officials were going
before a joint hearing of two House
subcommittees today to back up their
claims that there will be enough home
heating oil this winter.
Meanwhile, a key part of President
Carter's new energy program —
subsidies for synthetic fuels — was to
be studied by a special Senate Budget
Committee panel trying to determine
whether the high costs of the program
can be justified.
Legislators from cold-weather states
have been skeptical of aksurances that
the nation will be able to meet Carter's
goal of a 240 million barrel fuel oil
reserve by Oct. 1.

Learn -To-Swim
Program Concludes
A picnic celebrating the conclusion of
the summer Red Cross Learn To Swim
program was recently held at the
Murray-Calloway County Park.
The guest list included the program
director, Mrs. Joyce Betsworth, the
volunteers and water safety instructors, as well as their spouses and
children. Following a poolside dinner
prepared by Opal Smith and Nelda
Smith, the guests were allowed to
swim.
According to Lucy M. Wright,
executive director of the Calloway
County chapter of the American Red
Cross, the enrollment for the four
sessions was approximately 800
students.
Mrs. Wright expressed her appreciation to the volunteers for the 2,500
hours of service they had given and said
that ilwould not be possible to operate
the program without their assistance.
Those who devoted volunteer hours to
the program were. Kim Sykes, Sue
Routerman, Cindy Holzschuh, Carol
Dallas, Mike Dallas, Rhonda Hagood,
Angela Rickman, Rebecca Whittaker,
Janice Chapman, Nancy Haneline,
Brenda Hosford, Karen Casos, Laura
Pitts, Sharon Whaley, Cozy McCuiston.
Natalie Garfield, Mary Lindsay,
Kelly Lovins, Lynn Rickerson, Cindy
Darnell, Lynne Loberger, Theriba
Beth
Overbey,
Hami, I,eesa
Rhodenizer, Carl Mowery, Susan
Crass, Kim Jenkins, Greg Garfield,
Rita Rollins, Beverly Mueller.
Lori Glover, Rita McKeel, Tina Swift,
Ginny Willett, Teresa Woods, Scott
Btokks, Lori Schumacher, Sandy
Holbrook, David Honchul, Jerry Jones,
Bill Miller, Lou Orr, Becky Wolf, Cathy
Mowery, Annette Haneline and Harriet
Beth.

They want officials to spell out
exactly how this will be accomplished.
The administrationalso will be asked
to justify its decision to sell $47 million
in kerosene and heating oil to Iran —
fuel Iran's revolutionary government
now says it may not need after all.
The president has justified the sale
largely on humanitarian grounds —
Iran found itself short on kerosene
needed for cooking, heating and other
domestic needs. But he has also noted
that the 2 million barrel, one4ime
export is small compared to the nearly
1 million barrels of crude oil this nation
imports from Iran each day.
have
officials
Administration
suggested it makes good sense to stay
on friendly terms with such a major
supplier of U.S. energy.
Today's hearing on the sale to Iran
was being conducted by energy-related
subcommittees of the House Commerce
arid Government Operations committees.
The Senate hearing will focus on
Carter's proposal that Congresl earmark some $88 billion over the next 10
years to help launch a new synthetic
fuels industry in the United States.

Grand Jury To
Convene Monday
The jury list for the Calloway Circuit
Court to open Monday, Sept. 10, at 9
a.m. with Circuit Judge James M.
Lassiter presiding has been released by
the office of Circuit Court Clerk
Frances Shea.
Names on the list include the
following:
Hugh Arnett, Thomas Earl Farthing,
Robert Hendon, James T. Fain,
Stephen Yarbrough, Dan Boaz, Jerry
Beane, Lyman L Dixon, Billy Morgan,
Jeanette Murdock, Glen Young
Crawford, Dorothy Jennings, William
Joseph Claxton, Bun Swann,
Cecil Estep, Ronald Armstrong,
Richard Elliott, Dick Sykes, Teddy
Morris, Faye Nell Kelso, Rebecca
Irvan, Gil Hopson, Rob McCallon, Leon
James Canfield, Robert H. Kelso,
James, Patsy
Wilson
Grace
McReynolds, Harry Allison, Deborah
Ann Dick,
Saundra S. Edwards. Ray Erwin,
Howard Brandon, Barbara Jean
Lovins, Prentice E. Darnell, William
Carroll, Joe Pat Coleman, Richard W
Knight, Ben Trevathan,. 0. B. Boone,
Jr., Clyde Roberts. J. I. Patton, Noble
Cox. Ben Grogan, Lacy Carr,
Betty Miller, Jennifer Darnell, Ted
Bradshaw. J. D. Howard, E. L Howe,
Jr., Ewen M. Beach, Hale Mathis, Pete
Panzera, Richard Lane West, James
Thomas Starks, W P. Hurt, Billy R.
Paschall, Jane Harrison Steely, Lula
Marelle white, and Fthupayne Love
Adams.
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Community Calendar Events

Miss Kathy Lovett Is Married
To Mr. Erwin At Kirksey Church
Miss Kathy Joyce Lovett,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Rudy Lovett of Murray, was
married to Kenneth Dale
Erwin, son of Mr. and Mrs.
James Dale Erwin of Hazel,in
a summer evening ceremony
in the sanctuary of the
Kirksey United Methodist
Church.
The double ring ceremony
was performed by candlelight
with the Rev. John A. Jones
officiating.
The altar was centered with
a 15-branch arched candelabrum accented with ivy
and two white doves flanked
by two baskets of white
gladioli and fuji mums with
greenery background and
light blue ribbons. Two 15branched candelabra and two
9-branched candelabra were
set on both sides of the altar.
The family pews were marked
with hurricane lamps accented with light blue ribbons.
Michael Jones of Mayfield
presented a solo program of
music on the piano. Selections
included "First Time Ever I
Saw Your Face," "Can't Help
Falling In Love," "We've
Only Just Begun," "Colour
My World," and "Time In A
Bottle."
The candles were lighted by
the ushers--Keith Lovett,
brother of the bride, and
Kerry Erwin, brother of the
groom—while Mr. Jones sang
—The Hawaiian Wedding
Song." The bride's brother,
Keith, then rang the church's
steeple bell signifying the
beginning of the service.
The grandparents and
parents were seated while Mr.
Jones sang ''The Way We
Were" and The Wedding
Song." The bridal party entered as the Bridal Chorus
. from "Lohengrin" was
played
Miss Laura Fones, accompanied by Miss Angela
Manning, sang "The Lord's
Prayer" while the couple
knelt at the altar. Mr. Jones
sang "Annie's Song" as the
couple lighted the traditional
unity candle.
Bride's Dress
The bride, escorted by her
father and given in marriage
by her parents, wore a formal
gown of white organza
trimmed with cluny lace and
venise daisy chains. A vshaped yoke of cluny lace
formed the bodice of the
princess lined silhouette.
Chains of daisies decorated
the trumpet sleeves and flared
from the shoulders to the
hemline in the vertical lines
and encircled the chapel
length train.
She wore a headpiece of
daisies and pearls. The
headpiece held the two-tiered
finger-tipped illusion veil
etched in lace.
In keeping with tradition,
Mrs. Lovett gave her daughter
the earrings that she had worn
on her own wedding day as
something old; the bride wore

Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Dale Encin
her wedding gown as
something new; her aunt,
Mrs. Don Paschall, allowed
her niece to wear her diamond
pendant
as
something
borrowed; and a blue-laced
garter was worn as something
blue.
The bride carried a cascade
bouquet of silk flowers consisting of pink, blue, and white
blossoms, baby's breath, and
blue tipped vises. Silk roses
from her bouquet were
presented to her mother upon
entering the church and to the
groom's mother on leaving.
Miss Belinda Smith was the
maid
of
honor.
The
bridesmaids were Miss
Teresa Paschall, cousin of the
bride, Miss Conda Stubblefield, and Miss Kim Erwin,
sister of the groom. Little Miss
Amanda Pierce, cousin of the
bride, was the flower girl.
The maid of honor, the
bridesmaids, and the flower
girl wore identical floor length
dresses of light blue and white
gingham trimmed in lace and
blue ribbon with the skirts
gathered to the bodice. They
each had a ribbon sash with
self ruffles at the neck.
Each of the attendants wore
a picture hat trimmed in blue
ribbon identical to the ribbon
on the dresses. The maid of
honor and bridesmaids each
wore a gold charm, a gift of
the bride, and carried a single
blue tipped rose with
greenery, baby's breath, and
blue streamers. The flower
girl carried a white wicker
basket of rose petals and
daisies with blue ribbon trim.
Ricky Cunningham served
as best man. Groomsmen
were Kevin 1,ovett, brother of
the bride: and Terry Lassiter
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and David Thorn, both cousins
of the groom. Ushers were
Keith Lovett, brother of the
bride, and Kerry Erwin,
brother of the groom. Master
Leslie Erwin, cousin of the
groom, was the ringbearer.
The groom wore a white
tuxedo trimmed in blue with a
blue ruffled shirt. His
boutonniere was a blue tipped
silk rosebud with baby's
breath. The groomsmen and
father of the bride wore
tuxedoes of light blue trimmed
in white with white ruffled
shirts. Their boutonnieres
were white silk rosebuds with
baby's breath.
The ringbearer wore a light
blue suit with a blue bow tie
and white ruffled shirt, His
boutonniere was a white silk
rosebud with baby's breath.
He carried the rings on a heart
shaped pillow of satin and lace
accented with love knots.
Miss Lisa Workman kept the
guest register at the table in
the vestibule of the church.
The table was decorated by a
bride doll, a birthday gift from
the bride's parents. Miss
Workman had a corsage of
carnations.
For her daughter's wedding
Mrs. Lovett wore a formal
gown of aqua-mint qiana knit
accented with a blousoned
wwaist and pleated skirt.
Mrs. Erwin, mother of the
groom, chose to wear a formal
gown of peach qiana accented
with a blousoned waist.
Both mothers had corsages
of yellow throated cymbidium
orchids.
Mrs. Paul Pierce, Kirksey,
and Mrs. Erma Lovett,
Murray, grandmothers of the
bride, and Mrs. Genona
Lassiter and Mrs. James Euel
Erwin, both of Hazel, grandmothers of the groom, had
corsages of white silk
rosebuds.
Directing the ceremony and
reception was an aunt of the
bride, Mrs. Don Paschall, who
was presented a corsage of
carnations.

COOKING
IS FUN
By CECILY BROWNSTONE
Associated Press Food Editor
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LUNCH FOR FRIENDS
Ham Roll Platters
Rolls
Bananas Sautes Shortbread
MRS. AVIS HEAD'S
HAM ROLL PLATI'ER
An inventive cook in Norwich. Vt., has kindly contributed this recipe.
Canned water chestnuts,
drained
Large seedless green grapes
Equal parts mayonnaise
and sour cream, whisked
together
Minced chives to taste
Large thin slices of baked
ham,from the delicatessen
Watercress
Halve or quarter water
chestnuts. depending on their
size, and slice extremely thin.
Quarter grapes. Stir in a
generous amount of the
mayonnaise and sour cream
mixture and the chives. Spoon
the water chestnut mixture
onto each slice of ham, and
fold the ham into a roll.
Arrange the ham rolls on a
platter.
with
Garnish
watercress. Serve at once

Reception
Immediately following the
ceremony the reception was
held in the fellowship hall of
the church. Upon entering the
guests were received by the
wedding party.
The table was covered with
a white cloth and centered
with a four-branched candelabrum arrangement of
white gladioli, shasta daisies,
and greenery.
The three-tiered wedding
cake was trimmed in light
blue and stacked by white
pillar columns. Between each
layer were white wedding
bells. The traditional bride
and groom statuette accented
the top of the cake which was
designed and made by Mrs.
Howard McCallon. Cherry
punch, mints, nuts, and the
cake were served from silver
and crystal appointments.
Adding to the decorations
for the reception was a doll
dressed identical to the
bridesmaids which was made
by Mrs. Don Paschall and
given to the bride as a gift.
Serving the guests were
Mrs. Ronnie Billington and
Miss Pam Pierce, cousins of
the bride, Murray, along with
Miss Cindy Lassiter, Murray,
and Miss Debbie Miller,
Memphis, Tenn., cousins of
the groom.
Rice bags were distributed
to the guests by Misses
Amanda Pierce, cousin of the
bride, Tammy Mahan, cousin
of the groom, and Lori
England.
After the traditional goingaway, the couple spent their
honeymoon at Ken Bar Inn.
They are now residing on
Hazel Route One.
Rehearsal Dinner
Mr. and Mrs. James Dale
Erwin, parents of the groom,
were hosts for the rehearsal
dinner held in the Fellowship
Hall of the South Pleasant
Grove United Methodist
Church.
Covers were laid for 30
guests.
The bridal couple presented
gifts to those helping with the
wedding.

Of Interest To

Wednesday,Sept. 5
Goshen United Methodist
Church Women are scheduled
to meet at 7 p.m. at the
church.

Thursday,Sept.
Murray Women of the
Moose are scheduled tci'meet
at 8 pxat the lodge hall,
North 1
Street.

Mission Groups of the Flint
Baptist Church are scheduled
to meet at 7 p.m. at the
church.

Garden Department of
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at 1 p.m at the club
house.

Baptist Women, Baptist
Young Women,and Acteens of
the Cherry Corner Baptist
Church are scheduled to meet
at 7 p.m. at the church.

Christian
Women's
Fellowship of the First
Christian Church will have a
potluck salad supper in the
church library at 6:30 p.m.

An outdoor free concert,
sponsored by the Student
Government and featuring
rock artist Gene Cotton,
comedian Jim Tetter, and
contemporary folk singer
Oliver will be at 8 p.m. in the
quadrangle in front of Lovett
Auditorium, Murray State
University.

Identical training days in missionary training are
Women's Missionary Union geared to teach the local
methods will be held at the churches in the southwestern
Jonathan Creek Baptist area of Kentucky.
Assembly on Kentucky Lake
Luncheon reservations for
on Friday and Saturday, Sept. $2 may be made by calling
7 and 8,from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
immediately the Rev. George
Kentucky Baptist Con- Gray, manager, at 1-3548355,
vention consultants will lead or persons may take their own
conferences for local church sack lunch. A 50 cent inleaders and members, with surance fee will be charged to
helps in better understanding each person attending the
the work for the associational training days' program.
leader.
Conferences are scheduled
for WMU directors, Baptist
.4
•
Women directors, leaders and
members ( plus conferences
for group leaders, mission
support, mission action and
mission study I; also Baptist
Young Women, Acteen, Girls
in Action,and Mission Friends
directors and leaders.
Among those leading conEvery flower has its owil
ferences will be Katherine
peculiar way of blooming and
Jasper, Rosa Fiechter, Ann
growing I enjoy reading of
Mary
Byrdwell, Gwen the night blooming plants
Phillips, the new state Acteen that never open until dark Or
Consultant, Cathy Howie, very late in the afternoon
Mrs. Tom Bray, Mrs. Garvice
The old-fashioned Four
Douglas, Mrs. Pat Key: and O'clock is one we rarely see
Mrs. W. C. White II.
today Our grandmothers ell
These drive-in days in
had them growing in a riot of
color. Another name is Dainty Lady They open at almost
exactly 4 o'clock in the afternoon and stay open most of
the night
Another late bloomer is the
Datura I remember them in
my grandmother's garden
and in my mother's They
were planted in a long row of
glistening green foliage, and
about dusk the trimpet
shaped blossoms would open
in a gleaming white They
would remain open all night,
4
%
the
"Meals on Wheels,
and if the morning were
lunches at Hazel Community
cloudy it would be almost
Center, and the lunches at
noon before they would fade
Ellis Community Center on
Very few catalogs list them,
Thursday, have been listed for
and it is a pity, for they are
the remainder of the week.
truly lovely Like the Four
Today the menu consists of
O'clocks, they would bloom
fried chicken, green beans,
year after year without
replanting
whipped potatoes, hot roll,
Another night bloomer that
butter, purple plum cake,
we are more familiar with is
milk, coffee, and tea.
the Night Blooming Cereus.
Thursday the menu will be
Hungarian Pork, squash, • From a sprawling, unattractive plant emerges the most
cabbage, corn bread, butter,
fantastic blossom imapple sauce, milk, coffee, and
aginable Five to six inches
tea.
across, it literally takes your
The Friday menu will be
breath with its beauty. It
roast turkey with dressing,
begins to open about 9:30 in
green peas, cabbage, carrots, the evening and doesn't fully
raisin salad, butter, banana, get its full size and spread unmilk, coffee, and tea.
til nearly midnight For
several hours it usually
means the gathering of family and neighbors to view this
unusual and beautiful flower.
I think we need to revive
some of the old-fashioned
flowers We rarely see
Nasturtiums, Sweet Peas, or
Members of the Fidelis
Hollyhocks or a myriad of
Sunday School Class of the
other plants, that the very
Elm Grove Baptist Church,
though of brings nostalgic
together with their husbands,
memories Vergenas were
held a covered dish dinner and
always in the old gardens,
period of fellowship on
and none of them were comTuesday, Aug. 21, at the home
plete without the sweet smelling Pinks
of Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Carmichael.
Let's put out some of these
They are all so eagy to grow
A songfest of church hymns
and add a touch of what
followed the dinner. Mrs.
might be called personality to
Tennessee Outland, class
your garden We don't want
teacher, was the pianist, and
them to be entirely forgotten
the Rev. Calvin Wilkins,
There are so many new
church pastor, led the singing.
shrubs and plants that are all
Present were Mr. and Mrs.
Joe Arnold, Mr. and Mrs.
Eddie Carmichael, Mr. and
Mrs. Leo Alexander, Mr. and
AT VANDERBILT
Mrs. Lynear Carter, Mr. and
James Stroud of Stroud's
Mrs. Aubrey Cook, Mrs. Ruby Auto Trim, Murray, is a
Futrell, Mr. and Mrs. Luther patient in Room C-3106,
Hendon, Mr. and Mrs. Keys Vanderbilt University
Keel, Mr. and Mrs. Milton Hospital, Nashville, Tenn.
Outland, Mrs. Tennessee
Lorene
Mrs.
Outland,
AT MEMPHIS
Underhill, Mrs. Dewey
Mrs. Guy (June) CunKimbro; and the Rev. and ningham of Murray is a
Mrs. Wilkins.
patient at the Baptist
Memorial Hospital, Memphis,
Pekinese dogs were given Tenn., 38146, where she was
imperial rank by a Chinese scheduled to undergo hack
surgery on Tuesday.
emperor.

Nutrition Program Menus
Are Listed ForThe Week

Group C Of Ladies

Tennis Plans Play
Group C of the Ladies
Tennis of the Murray Country
Club will play on Thursday,
Sept. 6, at 9:30 a.m. at the
club. Pairings are as follows:
Court One--Ann Haney,
Betty Buckingham, Norma
Frank,and Sandy Coleman.
Court Two—Sheila Grogan,
Janie Ryan, Frances Hulse,
and Annie Knight.
Court Three--Marilyn
Adkins, Sandy Brannon, Sue
Spann,and Carol Hibbard.
Court Four—Nancy Fandrich, Mug Rigsby, Yvonne
Hamby,and Vickie Miller.

Deborah M. Pasco
Is Eastern Grad
Deborah McMillen Pasco of
Murray _received her baccalaureate degree from
Eastern Kentucky University,
Richmond, in the 72nd summer commencent at the
school.
Ms. Pasco was one of 17
seniors to graduate with ''high
distinction" in the summer
commencement. Her degree
was from the College of Allied
Health and Nursing.

Darnall Reunion
Is Planned
On Sunday
The annual reunion of the
descendants of the late Henry
and Alice Darnall will be held
Sunday. Sept. 9, at the
Kenlake State Park.
All descendants and their
families are invited to attend.
A basket dinner will be served
at abou 1 p.m.

Twilight golf will be held at 5
p.m. at the Murray Country
Club. Members note change of
date for this week.

Special Training Days
To Be, Jonathan Creek

Senior Citizens

The menus for the Nutrition
Program for the Elderly at the
Douglas Community Center
each day at noon, for the

Knights of Columbus
Council meeting will be held at
7:30p.m. at Gleason Hall.

Carmichael Home Is
Scene Of Social By
The Fidelis Class

Thursday,Sept.
Ellis Center will be open
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for
activities by the Murray
Senior Citizens. For information call 753-0929.

Friday,Sept. 7
Golden Age Club will meet
at 12 noon at the fellowship
hall of the First United
Methodist Church.

Dillar Dollar Women's
Hazel Community Center Bowling League will begin
will open at 10 a.m. for ac- their fall season at Corvette
tivities by the Hazel Senior Lanes at 9 a.m.
Citizens. Lunch will be served
at 11:45 a.m.
Murray Lions Club Candy
Sale for Sight Conservation
Decorative Egg Workshop will be held from 2 to 4 pin.
County
Calloway
for
and 4 to 6 p.m. in Murray.
Homemakers Clubs' members
persons
and other interested
This is the last day to enron
will be held at 9:30 a.m. at the
County Extension Office, 209 in regular Monday, Wednesday, and Friday 16-week
Maple Street.
classes and must be attended
Today is the last day to on this date at Murray State
enroll in regular Tuesday and University.
Thursday 16-week classes for
Three Day workshop in book
credit and classes must be
attended on this date at decoration, papermaking
tools,
Murray State University.
equipment,
and
papermaking will open today
David
Counselor
Veterans
A demonstration and Display
Brien will be at the Depart- will be at the Calloway Count)
ment of Human Resources, Public Library from 10 a.m. to
Murray, from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. 12 noon. Demonstration of
to assist veterans and their papermaking tools and
dependents with claims for equipment will be at the Print
benefits due them as a result Lab, Fine Arts Center,
of their military service.
Murray State University,
from
10 a.m. to 4 p.m. For
Calloway County Library
Board of Trustees are information call 762-3784.
scheduled to meet at 8 p.m. at
the library.
Hazel Senior Citizens will
have activities at the Hazel
Friday,Sept. 7
Community Center starting at
WMU Training Day for all 10 a.in.
members and leaders of
Baptist adult and youth
Shopping for Murray Senior
organizations will be held at Citizens will be held and call
Jonathan Creek Baptist 753-0929 by 9 a.m. for morning
Assembly from 9 a.m. to 3 shopping and by 11:30 a.m. for
p.m.
afternoon shopping.
•:.

Down the

Garden Path t
p. wun.AMS
beautiful, but let's renieniber
the ones that have meant so
much to us in by-gone days
Do you have Lily-of-theValley plants If they did not
bloom as well as you had
hoped perhaps it was because
they need thinning out They
can get too thick in a year's
time Now is the time to dig
them and replant Use a

spading fork rather than a
shovel Divide the pips and
reset in soil with plenty of
compost, about four inches
apart That will give them a
fresh start for next spring
This weather is delightful
for outdoor work and we can
get floow:er beds ready for the
winter ahead Happy garden
ing

McCord & Cathe.y
Vows To Be.
Read On Saturday
Miss Donna June McCord,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Herbert Donald McCord, and
Michael Steven Cathey, son of
Mr. and Mrs. W. B. McCuiston
and of the late Gene S. Cathey,
have completed plans for their
wedding on Saturday.Sept. 8.
The ceremony will be
solemnized at 7 p.m. in the
sanctuary of the First
Christian Church with the
Rev. Dr. David C. Roos officiating. A program of music
will be presented by Maxine
Clark, organist, and Margaret
Porter, soloist.
The bride-elect has chosen
Miss Jamie Frank as her maid
of honor, and Miss Terri
McCord,
Debbie
Miss
McCord, and Miss Mitzi
Cathey as her bridesmaids.
Allyson Dodson will be the
flower girl.
Best man for Mr. Cathey
will be Johnny- Reagan.
Groomsmen will be Monty
Cathey, Del Purcell, and
Hewitt. Brown
Johnny

Crouch, Steve Gilliam, and
Roger McCuiston will be the
ushers.
Miss Carol Brandon will
keep the guest register.
Directing the wedding will
be Mrs. Tip Miller.
Following the ceremony the
reception will be held at the
University Branch of the Bank
of Murray.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend the wedding
and the reception. Only out of
town invitations will be sent.

For Information
Regarding

Electrolysis
(Permanent
Removal of Hair)

753-8856

With School Emblems
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Struggle For Writer As So
Many Foods Are Available

Recovery from heart attack
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Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.

DEAR DR LAMB -- Would
you please explain what is
meant by death of part of the.
heart muscle and myocardial
infarction' What is the life
span for a person who has had
such a condition' Can anything be done to improve the
situation'
DEAR READER - You're
asking about the common
form of heart attacks Infarction literally means death.
You can have an infarction of
the heart that means loss of
heart tissue or death of that
tissue, which is replaced by
scar tissue.
The major portion of your
heart is made up of a specialized muscle called the
myocardium. A myocardial
infarction means death of
heart muscle.

The common cause of death
of heart muscle is blockage or
obstruction of one of the
arteries to the heart. That's
what we call a coronary
occlusion If the occlusion is
caused by a clot in the artery,
it may be called a coronary
thrombosis
Everyone who has the common form of heart attack with
chest pain does have death of
heart muscle. It follows that
people can have death of
heart muscle and live for
years afterward.
You may remember that
Lyndon Johnson had such a
condition when he was Senate
majority leader and finished
out his term, later became
vice president and ultimately
president. Similarly, President Eisenhower had a heart

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake
FOR THURSDAY,SEPTEMBER 6, 1979
What kind of day will SCORPIO
tomorrow be. To find out what (Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
A conservative, possibly
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth dull, social obligation has you
itching for more exciting
Sign.
. times. Seek new contacts, but
or4
svs
ARIES
avoid overspending.
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
You may be concerned SAGITTARIUS
about the well-being of others (Nov. 22 to Dec. 211 )e
but uncertain how you can
Expect some opposition re a
help. Action overcomes inner career venture. Family
doubts.
members may prefer that you
TAURUS
spend on home improvements
(Apr. 20 to May 20
rather than career expansion.
The affairs of children and CAPRICORN
dependents may interfere (Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)V
with social plans. Keep in
Concern about a distant
touch with friends to avoid matter has you at a loss for
misunderstandings.
words. Talks with friends
GEMINI
j')-1151- provide fresh insights, but be
( May 21 to June-20)
realistic and curb wishful
Concern about a domestic thinking.
situation may interfere with AQUARIUS
career progress, yet you'll (Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
find ways to increase income
New career ideas are
after noon.
progressive, but don't get
CANCER
sidetracked by a friend.
(June 21 to July 22
Questions of joint finances
Worry about a romantic may be a sow-ce of concern.
fresh
situation possible. Seek
PISCES
avenues of entertainment for (Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
needed lift. The p.m. favors
Questions of commitment
travel and distant interests. affect romantic relationships.
LEO
Be realistic re career. New
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
contacts are exciting, and you
before
Do further research
can go ahead with travel
making a major financial plans.
move. A partner or close ally
YOU BORN TODAY have a
has an innovative idea re joint sense of responsibility and a
assets.
desire for service. Interested
no tat
VIRGO
in both art and science, you
A can
( Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
succeed in literature,
A problem re a child or theater, engineering,
loved one is possible. Others chemistry, and teaching. You
may disagree with your work well with groups and
solution. Still, talks with would make a good manager
friends are productive.
of an office or hotel. Often you
LUIRA
are attracted to businesses
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22l —
allied to the arts. Other fields
may
Unfinished obligations
in which you'll find happiness
press on you. Instead of include design, banking,
thinking how much needs to be psychology, philosophy,
done, tackle one task, and health care, research, and
you'll succeed.
social work.
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attack during his first term in
office. firished that term and
a second one and lived for a
number of years after retirement.
The outlook for a person
who has had a myocardial
infarction depends entirely on
bow much disease is present
in the rest of the arteries and
how much heart muscle was
damaged
If it's just a small area, it
might not affect the function
of the heart as a pumping
organ at all. The outlook can
be very good if it's a small
artery, if the rest of the arteries to the heart muscle are
wide open without much disease and if the person
improves his lifestyle.
The only way you can tell
what to expect is to know the
patient. That includes know
ing whether he is overweight
whether he smokes cigarettes,
whether he has high blood
pressure. whether he has high
cholesterol levels and what
kind of diet he eats.
To give you a better idea of
what to expect after a heart
attack, I am sending you The
Health Letter number 2-12,
After The Heart Attack. Other
readers who want this issue
can send 75 cents in check or
coin with a long, stamped,
self-addressed envelope for it.
Send your request to me, in
care of this newspaper, P.O.
Box 1551, Radio City Station,
New York, NY 10019.
What the future holds
depends a lot on the effort a
person makes In general, the
things a person does after a
heart attack to ensure a good
recovery and decrease the
likelihood of having another
are exactly the same things he
should have done to prevent
the first attack. That includes
elimination of excess body
fat, control of blood pressure
if elevated and elimination of
cigarette smoking.

Salad Supper Will
Be Held Thursday
At Church
By

cir/F

The Christian Women's
Fellowship of the First
Christian Church will have a
potluck salad supper on
Thursday, Sept. 6, at 6:30 p.m.
in the church library.
Officers for the year are
Mrs. Dan McKeel, chairman;
Mrs. Terry Hart, vice
chairman; Mrs. Bailey Gore
secretary; Mrs. R. H. Robbins, treasurer; Mrs. A. B.
Austin, corresponding
secretary; Mrs. James Boone
and Mrs. • Greg' McKeel,
service co-chairmen; Mrs.
Henry Fulton, membership
chairman.
who
Nobel,
Alfred
established the Nobel prizes,
a factory that
owned
manufactured nitroglycerine
commercially for the first
time.
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KIDPROOF
LEATHER SHOES

.1
Rambler

Another day
on the
playground,
and ii
Kidproof Leather
shoes still look
good!

You've seen it
happen The
Tumbles
moment your child
walks out the door all
kinds of things happen to
his new shoes Like a fast game of
tag. And (ouch!) kickball After which.
those new shoes never look new But now, there's JJ
Kidproof Leather 30 to 40 times more scuff-resistant than ordinary
leatheE• Yet. its reol leather: soft, supple And what's more, puddleresistant. Just wipe with o clomp cloth—no polish necessary Two of
many JJ Kidproof Leather styles: A. Ramblers for tough. young guys:
B. Tumbles T-strap for
podded top line, molded action sole.
active gals Slicked up with o molded Kroyton sole.
'Proven in lab and consumer tests.

30 Years rating Your Family: Shoes
SthoOree
s
°
1
o aif1
fl
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s Debra Ann Poole
•

Miss Debra Anti Poole and Ray L. Pierce will be married
Saturday, Sept. 22, in a ceremony at the Mobile Botanical
Gardens in Mobile, Ala.
The bride-elect is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. James E.
Poole of Daleville, Ala., and is the granddaughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Hugh Hurt and Albert Poole, all of Murray, and Mrs.
John Faup of Groton, Conn.
Mr. Pierce is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Raymond L. Pierce of
Mgbile, Ala., and is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Richard
Carley of Urania. La., and the late Mr. and Mrs. B. N. Pierce
of Mobile, Ala.
Ms. Poole is an honor graduate of Mobile College, receiving
her degree in psychology. While attending Mobile College,
she was active in Student Government,a class officer, and a
meniber of the Dormitory council, Mobile College Choir,and
the Chamber Singers. She is presently studying for a Montessori teaching certificate and is employed by the
University of South Alabama.
grooni-elect attended the University of Southern
Mississippf, and received a degree in psychology from the
University of South Alabama, where he will begin studies this
fall for a master's degree in public administration. He is
employed by the Mobile County Juvenile Court.
After the wedding the couple will take a wedding trip to the
Great Smoky Mountains National Park in Tennessee and
North Carolina. They will reside in Mobile, Ala.

Dera-Abbyr
By Abigail Van Buren

Abby's Informed
And Reformed
DEAR ABBY: You stated in your column that in order for
a man to convert to Judaism without circumcision he should
find a "reformed" rabbi.
Abby, correction, please. We are not "reformed- rabbis.
We are known as "Reform Rabbis". We in no way had to be
reformed. OK'?
RABBI YAVITZ IN L.A.
DEAR RABBI: OK. Oy veh! I stand corrected, which
makes me a reformed columnist.
DEAR ABBY: I will try to make this short, but I have so
much to tell that I could write a book.
I've been married 11 years. We have three wonderful
kids. My husband has beaten me several times. Sometimes I
had it coming. but most of the time I didn't.
The first time, he blacked my eyes and busted my jaw.
which kept me home from work. I got out a warrant for his
arrest, so he quit messing up my face. Then he started in on
my stomach and breasts where the bruises wouldn't show.
Once he twisted my arm so hard that he broke it.
Finally, I filed for divorce. Then you never saw a sweeter
guy. He begged and pleaded and laid his paycheck at my
feet, so I took him back. He v. as so nice I was beginning to
love him all over again.
Two weeks later he was accusing me of seeing other men.
He pulled me all over the house by my hair trying to get me
to confess. I had nothing to confess, but I yelled so loud the
neighbors called the police, and now he's in the slammer
again.
Should I let him rot there? His people tell me that my kids
need a father, that Jesus forgave seven times seven and all
that jazz. but I can't take any more of this. What should I
do?
HAD IT IN DALLAS
DEAR HAD IT: Your children may need a lather, but
they also need a living mother. If there is no hotline for bat'
tered wives, call your Family Service Association and ask
where a battered wife and her children can get shelter and
counseling. And please write again and let me know how
you are. I care.
DEAR ABBY: My problem is between my husband 1111
call him Harold) and my father. Harold is 29 and Dad is 70.
Six weeks ago they got into a heated argument over
politics. A lot of angry words were exchanged and Dad told
Harold never to set foot in his house again. (I'm sure Dad
didn't mean it, but he's too proud to apologize.)
Dad is very bull-headed. and I can't see him calling
Harold. Harold is very stubborn..and he won't make the first
move either.
My mother and I are both heartsick over this but we don't
know how to get the tsso of them together. Any sugges
tions?
ME AND MOM

By TOM HOGE
AP Wine and Food Writer
Weight watching is one of
my pet dislikes, but like so
many of us, I find it a constant
struggle to keep the pounds
within bounds.
This is especially difficult
when one writes about
gourmet foods and has to
sample all sorts of goodies. If
only they weren't blanketed
with those rich sauces!
Seafood is generally low in
calories and I was pleased to
learn recently that rock
lobster, at 32 calories an
ounce, is one of the least
fattening. It packs about half
the caloric punch of your
average hamburger.
Rock lobster does not have
the big claws of the American
crustaceans — which we call
Maine lobsters — despite the
fact that about two-thirds of
them come from Canada.
Some people call clawless
lobsters crayfish, which also
is wrong since the latter live in
fresh water.
What the rock lobster does
have is a large tail packed
with a solid piece of white
meat. Only the tails are frozen
and exported to this country.
What they do with the rest of
the crustacean, I do not know.
Rock lobsters can be found
in South African waters, off
Southern California and
Mexico, in the Mediterranean
and near Australia.
Seafood buffs tell me the
South African variety is
preferable because it comes
from the coldest waters, the
Benguela current, an icy
stream which originates in
Antarctica. The colder the
water the better the texture of
the meat,they say.
There are many nonfattening ways of preparing
rock lobster. Mixed with diced
celery, it can be used to stuff
tomatoes. Combined with
cottage cheese and hardboiled eggs:-it makes a nice
salad. But if you prefer it hot,
tryi this recipe for Lobster
Continental.
20 ounces boiled lobster tail
2 packages (10 ounces each)
frozen chopped spinach,
thawed and squeezed
Salt, pepper, onion and
garlic powders
8 ounces cottage cheese
1 beef bouillon cube
dissolved in 4 ounces water
2 cup tomato juice
1
/
sliced
fresh
cup
1
mushrooms
Dice lobster meat in bowl.
Season spinach with salt,
pepper, onion and garlic
powders. Divide spinach into 4
scallop shells. Spoon lobster in
equal parts over spinach
mixture. In saucepan, stir

cottage &lee*, bouillon and
tomato juice together. Add
mushrooms, stir over low heat
till sauce bubbles. Spoon
sauce over lobster in shells.
Bake in 350-degree oven 10
minutes or till hot. Serves 4.
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"little minds are tamed
and subdued by misfortune; but great minds rise
above it." - Washington
Irving.
Declarer runs into bad
luck when he discovers he
cannot establish dummy's
club queen. However, instead of giving up on making the slam, declarer has
another shot at using the
queen of clubs.
Declarer wins his heart
ace, cashes his trump king
and unblocks his ace of
clubs. A low trump is led to
dummy's eight and a low
club is ruffed from dummy. A spade is led to
dummy's ace and
dummy's club 10 is ruffed,
hoping to drop the king of
clubs.
Had this piece of luck
materialized, declarer
would have discarded a
heart loser on dummy's
club queen and 12 tricks
would have been assured.
Down on his luck, declarer cashes the spade
king and ruffs his spade
jack in dummy. Should he
simply surrender and give
up two hearts to West? Not
really, there is still the
opportunity to rise above
misfortune.
West's overcall has
marked East with only one
heart and, if he has the
king of clubs, declarer can
stuff East on lead and
force him to surrender a
ruff and discard.
So dummy's club queen
is led and, when East covers, declarer takes a discard in hearts. East is out
of safe leads and must lead
a black card. Either way,
declarer discards his last
losing heart while ruffing
in dummy and the defense

Miss Donna Marsha
bride-elect of Jim Sanders,
was honored with a household
shower at the home of Mrs.
Larry Roberts on Sunday
evening, Aug. 26.
The shower was given by
ladies of the Temple Hill
United Methodist Church with
Mrs. Larry Woodall, Mrs. Carl
Durham, and Mrs. Roberts as
hostesses.
Games were played before
the honoree opened her gifts.
The hostesses served refreshments.

Grove.6410f WOIT
Has. Social Meet
At Triangle Inn

Do you wish you had more friends? For the secret of
popularity, get Abby's new booklet: "How To Be Popular.
You're Never Too Young or Too Old." Send $1 with • long,
d, stamped 12S cents) envelope to Abby, 132
self add
Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills. Calif. 90212

The fate of Prance's Second
Empire was sealed in 1870
when the government decided
to declare war on Prussia. The
French army was defeated in
a few months and Napoleon HI
was captured and later fled to
England. France had to cede
Alsace and Lorraine to
Germany and pay 5 billion
francs indemnity.

v-5- A
NORTH
•A
w 76 4 2
• A 10 8 2
•Q 106 3
EAST
WEST
• 10 8 7 3 2
•Q 9 5 4
•KQJ109 w5
•53
•4
•K J 9 4 2
•8 7 5
SOUTH
•K J 6
W A 83
• Kt1J9 7i
•A
Vulnerable: NorthSouth. Dealer: South. The
bidding:
South West North East
Pass
3*
1.
1•
Pass
3+
Dbl
3.
Pass
Pass 4•
4•
Pass
4 NT Pass sqr
Pass Pass Pass
65
Opening lead: King of
hearts.
is held to only one trick.
Sometimes misfortune is
only a temporary thing.
Bid with Corn
9-5-B

South holds:
•K J 6
•A 8 3
• KQJ976
•A
South
1•

North
2•

ANSWER: Three diamonds. Show a good suit
and a strong hand. Game is
forced and all further bids
will aim at finding the
right level in the best
denomination.
Send bridge questions to The
Aces, P.O. Box 12363, Dallas.
Texas 75225, with self-addressed.
stamped envelope for reply.

Weddings-Portraits-Frames
Color Passports & ID's
While You Wait
IONE DAY FILM PROCESSING

ARTCRAFT
PHOTOGRAPHY
118 So. 12th - 753-0035

GYMNASTICS
LYNDIA COCHRAN
DANCE STUDIO
All New AMF Equipment
Built To Meet Competitive Standards

Member USGF
pow.

•••
•••••••
4100
..e.M.••••••••••••=.

ANNIVERSARY SALE
Thank Yoe For Six Great Years
.6.

10%.(Cut

0

ml
Gift
tel M
IA
seP
rclants
ha n di
&se
Shrubs 11
Flowers Not Included)

Off

Off
.4.

THREE BIG SEPTEMBER DAYS
THURS. 6th, FRI. 7th, SAT. 8th
Grandparents Day Is Sunday 91it
Only 84 Shopping Days Iii Christmas

FREE

Drawings For
Prizes

FREE

Come In - Look Around And Register
S.

If
DEAR ME: Tell Harold that out of respect for your
lather's age, the younger man should give in
And ask your mother to keep working on your father. telling him that since HE told Harold never to set foot in his
house again it's up to HIM to tell him he didn't mean it. And
may the bigger man extend his hand first.

RA G CORN, JR

E ACE

Miss Hayes
Is Honored
At Shower
Hayes,

Grove No. 641, Woodmen of
the World Fraternity, met
Thursday, Aug. 9, at 6 p.m. at
the Triangle Inn for a dinner.
Fifteen members and one
visitor, June Horton of Denver. Colo., were present.
Jeannie Lamb, president,
presided, and Linda Smith,
secretary, gave her reports.
Plans for coming activities
were made.
Games %Were led by Genora
Hamrick and Katie Overcast,
hostesses, who presented gifts
to the winners.

For the best in gourmet
cooking, order your copy of
-101 Recipes" from Toni
Hoge's Gourmet Corner. Send
$1 to Gourmet Corner, AP
Newsfeatures, 50 Rockefeller
Plaza, New York, N.Y. 10020.1

You Haven't Seen Our

New Country Store
You ve Missed Something
.e.
The Florist Where Everybody Is Somebody

JUANITA'S FLOWERS,INC.
j__.....
917 Coldwater Rood
.....,

--........1

mber 5, DTI
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Carnation Hot

FROZEN
FOODS
Frosty Acres Orange

Juice

79c
79c
'pkg 98c

Cocoa Mix
$1 19

Coke
•t4 Sprite
Iresca
Mello Yello
Tab

Box of 12 Packs
Reg. $1.35
Save 166

1201.

bearish Glazed

Donuts

14 oz. box

Frosty Acres Fresh Grated

Coconut

6 or.

Garden Delight French

Fries

Sib. bag

$1 49

Showboat

Pork
Beans

Bush

Chopped Kraut

10 oz. - Save 8'

ReagveS1186

8 oz Reg 51.95
Save 56

No Deposit

Bathroom
Tissue

Cans

Save 24c

69c

Denture $
Cleaner

Northern

00
1
$
4

2Oz. —
1
14/

Efferdent

2 Liter

0
$10
4 Cans

Hyde Park

Save 34'

Lawn & Leaf Bag:19

4 roll pkg.
5 count - save 26'

Gold Medal

Sunsweet

Flour

Prune
Juice

Plain or Self-Rising
Save 56c — 5 Lb. Bag
.
"
.00

49c

98c

romsMuh

Sunflower

2Oz.
1
4/
Save 18c

Meal

Kraft

89,
2 lb jar

For$11 00

6 oz. bag

$1 29

s
r
si
(

Save 60'

-s•"'

\14.1

Gov't. Inspected
Whole Only
lb

Field's Finest
Sliced

89c

45c

Pro-Leaguer
12 Oz. Pkg.

Bologna
1 lb. pkg.

Lower Overhead
Means Lower ?rice:

Syrup

$389

25 lb. bag

24 oz.
Save
16'

$129
Prices Good Thurs. Sept.6

Wieners 89c

Sealtest

•

Sour
Cream
16 Oz.
Save 20`

Center Cuts
$1.69 Lb.

Try Our Delicious
Store Baked

79c

$1 19 Ham & Chickens

Flavor Kist Sandwich

Cookies
20 oz.
Save 30'

PRODUCE

fko

lb.

Field Sliced

Dog
Food

thru Wed. Sept. 12

Lean Meat
First Cut

Pork Chops

Friskies

Dinners

Log Cabin

Bacon

8 01. save it

Strawberry Oven Cleaner
Spray 79c
Jam

Save 30`

Save 17'

Fryers

12 Oz.
Save
35c
Easy-Off

Bama

79c

Niblet
Corn $100
Cans

5 Lb. Bag
Self Rishing

Eac

3

Green Giant

Green Giant
Sliced or Whole
I

with $10.00 order

Marshmallo
Cremesa,:i0()Lc
Popeye
Puffed
eat

40 oz.
Save 15'

99c

Yellow Ripe

Bananas 4

lbs.

White Seedless

Grapes

lb

$100

69c

Fresh Crisp

Carrots

l ib bag

5 bat.

$d1

Freshen

2c,
1
11 2/

"If You Matc I ur P ua i y... 'ou ant :eat e ur rice
Home Owned
and
Home Operated
Joe M. Parker
and
Sammy Joe Qarker
,
Owners

We Reserve the

Right to Limit
Quantities
We Accept U.S.
Government
Food Stamps

Downtown Shopping Center

HOURS: 1 a. m•-9 p. m. Mon -Sot.
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Bible Thought

inion Page

And abo%e all their things put an
chant), *hien is the bond of perfectness. — Cotosslani 3:14.
Charity in its broadest sense means
brotherly love. The most perfect
manifestation of our Christian faith is
found in the acts of brotherly love
that we are all able to perform each
day.

EDITORIAL

'Soft' Energy
Alternatives
The Energy Project at the
Harvard Business School has
produced a new book "Energy
Future," which
have a
significant impactvr the continuing debate over the energy
crisis.
The leading school of
business in the country
provided the resources for an
authoritative and independent
study of the energy problem.
The study is pragmatic and objective, not influenced by
regionalism,
partisanship,
selfish interest or ideological
prejudice. It is free of
obligation to any history of past
mistakes or conventional ideas.
And therefore it is of singular
value.
Some of the findings are not
surprising. The energy crisis
exists. It is real. It is not a conspiracy. And it won't go away.
Some of the findings are
more unconventional.
The energy problem is stated
as a choice. The nation has
only two major alternatives for
the rest of this century — to import more oil or to accelerate
the development of conservation and solar energy."
The report says it is clear
that domestic oil, gas, coal and
nuclear power cannot deliver
vastly increased supplies. All of
them are needed but none of
them will meet the need. The
major contributions of new
energy must come, according
to the authors of the report,
from conservation and solar.
The approach is pragmatic,
not theological. The authors
state:
"We do not side with those
romanticists who have a vision
of the national life decentralized to the point where it
becomes a post-industrial
pastoral society. Still, we do not
subscribe to the views of the
other set of even more powerful
romanticists — industrial
romanticists, who believe that

it is possible to return to an era
of uplirnited production and
production alone can be
e nation's salvation."
It is probably realistic to accept the report's judgment that
by the late 1980s:
— We will be doing well to
simply maintain our present
domestic production of 10
million barrels of oil a day and
the equivalent of 9 million in
natural gas. Our reserves are
the most thoroughly explored in
the world and they are not infinite.
— Environmental and other
restraints are likely to keep
coal from growing much more
than the equivalent of 4 or 5
million barrels of oil a day.
If we want our economy to
grow without increasing the
present level of oil imports (9
million barrels a day), the
report sees the potential in ex(the
conservation
tra
barrels
million
of
8
equivalent
of oil a day) and solar (moving
up from the present equivalent
of 1 billion to 4 billion barrels a
day).
.
If the authors are right, the
steps needed will be difficult
but they need not be destructive
of our industrial system or our
way of life. Instead they will
protect both from some future
oil shock resulting from a cutoff of foreign oil.
The American people keep
hoping for a magic solution.
But there is probably no such
instant technological fix, no
matter how much of our tax
money is poured into the attempt to find one.
What is more likely to be
needed is more difficult to
achieve — persistent and
widespread efforts by our entire society to reduce energy
waste in all its forms and to increase in small individual ways
our efficiency in the use of
availableJanergy, especially
solar.

Washington Today

Rabbits Can Do
Extraordinary Things
An AP News Analysis
By WALTER R. MEARS
AP Special Cerrespondeut
WASHINGTON (AP) — It turns out
that even your nice, quiet, typical
Georgia rabbit can do extraordinary
things when threatened.
Like swim.
Rabbits are always turning up in
fables, and perhaps that's the moral in
the tale of the Georgia president and
the swimming hare.
A good many politicians are writing
off Carter as a oneterm president,
figuring that he can't rebuild confidence in his leadership before the
balloting starts on presidential
nominees six months from now.
It may be a bit early for that.
Incumbent presidents are not easily put
aside.

Funny World
The Bar None Steakhouse in NY has
labeled the gents room, MALE
CHAUVINISTS
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The one-term theory goes that Carter
will suffer defeats in some of the early
primary elections, perhaps to write-in
votes for Sen. Edward M. Kennedy,
perhaps to California Gov. Edmund G.
Brown Jr., and then wW step aside.
Tell that to the rabbit.
Carter's people insist that no matter
what happens in the early going, he will
not drop from the competition for the
1980 Democratic nomination.
And while the first round of primaries
is in Kennedy's New England,territory,
the second set is in the South, where
Carter's standing has not eroded as
badly as in other regions.
And if the current odds aren't good,
they aren't as bad as the ones Carter
faced four years ago, when he was an
obscure politician with the far-fetched
Idea that he could win the presidency.
In those days, Carter could have
;Addled off an armada of rabbits and
nobody would have paid much attention.
Still, when you look at the problems
the president faces, the rabbit probably
got off easy.
It doesn't have to run in 33
presidential primary elections next
year, with the polls bleak and the
econceny slumping.
Besides, as Carter tells the story, it
was all splash and no bash.
Originally, as Carter aides recounted
the fishing story he told them, the
rabbit, teeth bared, attacked while the
president was fishing near Plains last
April 20, and he repelled it with a canoe
paddle. When the rabbit tale surfaced,
Carter seemed amused by the fuss, and
described the beast as ''a quiet, typical
Georgia rabbit"
But as the yarn got out of hand, he
recounted a somewhat less dramatic
version of the encounter, saying that it
really didn't attack.
But maybe he'd better keep the
paddle handy. Come primary time,
there will be some Democrats trying to
take over the whole boat and push him
out.

Today In History

C Copley

mews service

i•

EARTLINE
HeartlIne is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems — fast. If
you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
Heartline, 114 East Dionon Street, West.
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
Include a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: We are 70 years old.
Recently we sold our ranch and have
bought a home. Our question: Are we
allowed to claim the $100,000 once-in-alifetime exemption on the entire sale,
land and home, or are we allowed to
claim it only on the home and a few
surrounding acres? — R.A.
We are told by IRS that the land and
house together may or may not be inciudeo in me exemption, depending on
the circumstances. Essentially, it
depends on what you have been doing
with the land, how much land there is,
and whether it came with the house
when you bought it or you acquired the
land later on. There are a lot of "If's" in
this case, as there often are when
dealing with IRS rulings. The best way
to sort it all out is to call your nearest
(or state toll-free) IRS tax information
service.
In your specific case, you probably
would be able to include the house and
land IF the land was just sitting around
your house not being used for anything
other than to look at, to walk on or for
the kids to play on. If you farmed the
land 'in question, bought it for investment purposes, or did anything to
make it clear or obvious that the land is
for a purpose other than personal use,
then it may not be included with the
house and the income from its sale is
taxable.
The only way to know for sure is to
call or visit the IRS tax information
service and let them play "20

Questions" with you.
HEARTLINE: I will be 62 years old
next year, and I intend to draw my
retirement early. I haven't worked
since 1964. I am getting disability from
the VA, but I only had 17 quarters under
Social Security, and so, couldn't get
disability from them. Will I be
penalized for all the years froxn 1964 to
1980 that I didn't work? And will it
reduce the amount I will receive? How
can I find out what was the highest
amount that I paid in to Social Security
and what my benefit amount will be? —
R.B.
If you are sure that you only have 17
quarters of coverage with Social
Security, then you would not be eligible
for a retirement benefit at all. If you
were born in 1918, you would need a
minimum of 29 quarters of Sneial
Security coverage to be eligible for a
retirement benefit. Be sure to visit your
Social Security office to get a correct
figure of the number of quarters you
now have. You can also ask them for an
estimate of your retirement benefits, if
you have the required number of
quarters for eligibility. And yes, if you
have several years before retirement in
which you do not contribute to Social
Security, it could lower your benefit
amount when you do retire.
HEARTLINE: I have sent the same
claim in three times for the exact same
treatment. Each time, Medicare
allowed a different amount. Now,I send
in the exact same claim again, and it is
turned down. I just do not understand
this at all. What should I do? — M.R.
You should file for a review of your
claim. Many times, this will correct
any problem. If the same decision
results from the review, and if the
claim in question amounts to more than
$100, you should ask for a hearing. You
can contact your Medicare carrier or
seek assistance from your local Social

Looking Back

Security office.
Heartline has developed a guide to
Medicare. For a complete explanation
of the Medicare program, send $1.75 to
Medicare Guidebook, 114 East Dayton
St., W. Alexandria, Ohio 45381
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AL IF Yol/
HATEDTIEm

By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, Sept. 5, the
2411th day of 1979 There are 117 days left
in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1972, the Munich
Olympics massacre occurred, with 11
Israeli athletes and five Arab terrorists
killed in an attack on the Olympic
village.
On this date:
In 1670, William Penn was arrested
for holding a Quaker meeting in Grace
Church in London.
In 1774, the first Continental Congress
assembled in Philadelphia's Carpenter's Hall.
In 1882, the country's first Labor Day
parade was held in New York City.
In 1865, Jake Gumper of Fort Wayne,
Ind., bought the first gasoline pump
manufactured in America.
In 1939, the Roosevelt administration
declared neutrality in World War II.
In 1976, three Palestinian terrorists
who hijacked a Dutch airliner freed
their BO hostages in Cyprus in return for
a promise of freedom.
Ten years ago: Attorney General
John Mitchell decided not to prosecute
candidates and campaign committees
that failed to comply with federal
election finance reporting laws.
Five years ago: British police thwarted an attempt to steal the famed
"Stone of Scone" from Westminster
Abbey.
One year ago: the Camp David
Mideast summit began between
President Carter, Israeli Prime
Minister Menachem Begin and
Egyptian President Anwar Sadat.
Today's birthdays: former attorney
general and convicted Watergate
conspirator John Mitchell is 66.
Missouri Sen. Joan baniorth la 43.
Writer Arthur Koestler is 71 Movie
producer Darryl Zanuck is 77.
Thought for today: A man must have
a certain amount of intelligent
ignorance to get anywhere — Charles
Franklin Kettering (1876-1958).

Letter To The Editor

Questions Figures
Dear Editor:
In the Sept. 3 issue of The Murray
Ledger & Times, I noticed a picture of
Mr. Tommy Blair, Route 1, Farmington, Ky., displaying a carrot he
recently grew. The dimensions of the
carrot were given as 12 inches long, 10
inches in diameter and as weighing
pounds. It seems from the picture of the
carrot that it is about 4 times as long as
it is in diameter. If the carrot is actually 10 inches in diameter, it would be
31.416 inches in circumference.
The dimensions given of this carrot
reminds me of a story I once heard.

Two men were discussing things that
they had seen. One said that he once
saw a cabbage head that covered an
acre of ground. The other said that he
once saw an iron kettle that was so
large that when filled with water and a
fire was built under it, that the water
would freeze on the north side and boil
on the south side. The first man asked,
"What did they use such a large kettle
for?" The second man replied, "To
cook that big head of cabbage."
Regardless of the dimensions, Mr.
Blair's carrot is a honey.
Henry Hargis
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10 Years Ago

The Story Of

SP4 Ronnie L. Manning, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Kenneth R. Manning, has left
for a tour of duty with the Armed
Forces in Thailand.
Deaths reported include Mrs. J S.
(Myrtie) McDougal, 81.

Garden Department of the Murray
Woman's Club were those of Mr. and
Mr3. William Pinkston, 1611 Magnolia,
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Phelps, 410
South Eighth Street, Mr. and Mrs.
Marvin Swann, 1641 Hamilton, and
Mrs. Hafford Parker, 407 North 10th
Street.

Dale Guthrie, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Ortis Guthrie of Murray, has returned
home after spending 10 weeks doing
mission work with the Mexicans and
migrants in Arizona for the Southern
Baptist Home Mission Board.
Selected as Yards of the Month by the

Mrs. Harlan Hodges reviewed two
books, The Least One by Borden Deal
and The New Year by Pearl Buck at the
meeting of the Kappa Department of
the Murray Woman's Club.

20 Years Ago
The Murray Rescue Squad will
conduct a bicycle safety program on
Sept. 7 from 9 to 11 a.m. at the Murray
City Park. The Murray Police
Department will assist in the program.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Johnny
Robertson, 81.
Dr. Ralph Tesseneer, professor of
psychology at Murray State College,
spoke on "Are You Frustrated?" at the
meeting of the Murray Rotary Club
held at the Murray Woman's Club
House. He was introduced by Robert
Perry.

Miss Donna Kay Bucy, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Bucy, was
married to Don Smith, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Eurie Smith, on Aug. 14 by the
Rev. J. H. Thurman as his home.
.

Marlene Edwards presented the
program on "New Year and New
Responsibilities" at the meeting of the
WSCS of the Hazel Methodist Church.
Mrs. Rex Huie is chairman of the
group.
Elected as officers of the Murray
Faculty Club were Prentice Lassiter,
W. P. Russell, and Clara Griffin.

30 Years Ago
The Calloway County Schools opened
today, according to Prentice Lassiter,
superintendent of the schools.
Boone Hill was reelected president of
the Western Dark Fired Tobacco
Growers Association at the annual
meeting held in the Murray offices on
Sept. 2, according to Holmes Ellis,
general manager. Joe Pace is
secretary-treasurer, J. H. Shackelford
is auditor, and Paul Paschall and
Lamar Hendon are local members of
the board of directors.
Charlene Orr, daughter of Mrs.

Laverne Orr of Murray, has accepted a
position as physical education teacher
at Owensboro High School.
Herbert Lee Williams has been appointed professor of journalism at
Boston University and as director of the
New England Press Association. His
wife, the former Mary Elizabeth
Roberts, will pursue graduate study in
piano and organ at the University's
College of Music.
Lt. Solon Gibson Hale of Pensacola,
Fla., has been the guest of his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Hale.

—178

County
Calloway
1822-1976

By Dorothy and Kerby Jennings
Copyright, 117i
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1914
Five fullsome years bloated the economic progress of Calloway
County to the extent that no reasonable goal appeared to be out of
reach of attainment, according to the politicians, press, and the general public. Cleaning up, or dismantling, that 'which had been
found of lesser value in the past, became a benevolent obscession.
Once the goals had been obtained through 1908 to 1913, the dynamic
force to find newer ways and means to maintain the momentum
vanished in thin air as silently as a morning fog would lift from
over Clark's River bottom. Under stress, Calloway folks do their
best; conquered goals destroyed the moulds of progress.
Perhaps, the only lane left open for the year 1914 was that
of the coming of the Redpath Chautauqua, a seven day cultural
event June 11 to 18, with appearances of a Children's Story Hour,
Dunbar Male Quartet, Harmony Concert, Cathedral Choir, Bohumir
kryl Band, plus prominent lecturers, sponsored by the Magazine
Club. The big 112 by 120 foot tent was erected on the high school
baseball diamond by a crew of collegians working their way through
school. The whole shebang was touted as a "moral and intellectual
uplift" to fill 2,000 reserved seats for $2 a season ticket. The staging
of any kind of paid performance on Sunday in this Bible Belt county
was sure to draw the fire and damnation of that memorable fundamentalist minister, II. B. Taylor, with the same persuasive power
he had effectively put the damper on the county fair.
No opposition wa_ heard from the united effort of county
poultrymen in support of Rooster Day, May 23, when buyers agreed
to pay the same price for roosters as they would hens-12 cents a
pound, excepting those with a full craw would go for 10 cents a
pound. On the surface the elimination of all old roosters over the
county had the finery of a benevolent gesture, the ulterior motive
was the elimination would assure infertile eggs during hot summer
days with longer lasting quality.
To Be Continued
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Researchers Compile Statistics
Of Past Miss America Pageants
11) PETER MATT1ACE
Associated Press Writer
ATLANTIC CITY, N.J.
i AP) — The new Miss
America probably won't be an
18-year-old baton twirler, a
big city folk singer or from
Vermont,
Alaska
Or
Maryland, according to a new
study.
She will likely be somewhat
better educated, taller and
less busty than her reigning
predecessers. It seems judges
are paying a little less attention to shaphness these
days There is even a slight
trend
toward
"more
masculine features."
These and other insights
were compiled by Dr. George
L. Miller and Dr. Chipei P.
Tseng of Northern Illinois
University who have studied
the hard, statistical facts of
the past 20 Miss America
Pageants and come up with a

40-page crystal ball called
'"The Anatomy of Miss
America."
They °say Miss America is
most likely to be a 20"2yearold, tall brunette with
green eyes, born in April,
whose waist is 12 inches
smaller than her bust and
hips, and who has a plain
name, plays the piano or sings
and lives in a small town in
California.
Miller and Tseng let the
public in on a conclusion long
suspected by many a
television pageant watcher —
"the females entering the
pageant are not intended to be
average American females."
Miss Americas of the 1960s
and '70s average 5 feet 6 inches tall, weigh 119.1 pounds
and measure 35,6-23.4-35.6.
Statistics prove that "a
definite bias toward swimsuit
winners is obvious.. Swimsuit

Dakota and Vermont. They're
proven losers
Instead, look for someone
It's small-town America
between
19 and 23 years old,
that yields most winners, the
researchers say. That's not between 5 feet 4 inches and 5
because the judge's disdain feet 10 inches tall, between 105
sophisticated city types. It's • and 135 pounds, and who
measures more than 34-21-34
just that big cities only send
one contestant to state or less than 36.5-25-36, they
pageants — and they are say.
outnumbered.
No dancers, baton twirlers,
Looking for a good bet to be actresses, comedians, folk
Miss America Saturday night singers and western singers.
without counting on Miss please. Ditto those with
common surnames.
California?
Never mind hair color.
Miller and Tseng say to
Add it all up — throw in a lot
forget Delaware, Maryland,
Missouri, Montana, Nebraska, of luck — and...
-There she is..."
Nevada, New Mexico, North

CHUCK
ROAST

USDA Choice Center Cut

Save 20° b.

CUBE
STEAK

GRO
BEEF

Family Pack

Fmk

Chuck Roast
Stew Meat
Pork Chops
Breast

lb

Center Cut

Bologna
Picnic
Ham
Pork Ribs

lb

Field Smoked

lb

Center Cut

COOL DRINK — 14-month-old Anthony Ortiz of San
Pedro, Calif., had the right idea on how to beat the 104
degree heat wave that hit the Los Angeles area with a
drink of his favorite brew in a tide pool
;

b.

Reelfoot Chunk

USDA Choice Boneless

Smoked

lb

Butt Portion

lb

Country Pride Fryer

Hyde Pork Pork

lb

Country Style

lb

5119

Ham Slices
99' Pork Chops
99' Sausage
Hot Dogs

5119

Morrell

lb
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PORK
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(water added)
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AM/FM DIGITAL
CLOCK RADIO

'2997

Lay Away

General Electric digital clock radio in handsome
finish cabinet Wake to music or alarm AM FM walnut griir
radio with 3
speaker
4m.

•

MEMOREX 60

90 •
,

GENERAL
ELECTRIC

Cabbage
Carrots
Caulifowler
Cucumbers
Bell Peppers
Green Onions

Apples
Jonathan
Red Delicious
Golden

Model 3-6013

Save
30°,

Yellow
3/99C Onions
4/$1°'

3 Lb. Bag

GBc

•

3 Lb. Bag

139

r

PORTABLE

)(MEMOREX
Oualitk

accessories

MEMOREX

BLANK CASSETTES
60 Min
$2
79

_

90 Niin

'4"

Central Shopping Center

SLICE
BACO

HAM

EA.

USE

audio recording tape and

Sava 21c
Nyde Park

S

$297

Aladdit s school lunch kits with matching unbreakatJ •
Thermo Bottles no glass to break keeps liquid or
hot or cold Favorite T V and =I'm book characters

MEMOREX

Save2P
Shank Portion

BICE'
Medium
Point
Pens
C

.—•
• N

.41ackil

Save 41°Lb.
/
1 4 Loin

Good Tboes.-Sun.

441addin
.„7-51111110 LUNCH BOX

•••••••ftroa

4W

5

Bel 4ir Cen
Limit Rights

$21?

AP laserphoto

•

Save 51° Lb.
USDA Choice

Save 31°
USDA Choice
Boneless

Todd
Trigp
Trimoie
Union
Washington
Webster

Proposals to provide suCh services are invited tram all
interested groups Such proposals and completOd grant
application materials must be received by the Corporation
On or before Friday. October 12 1979
Grant application forms and add•tione nforr^aTIon may
be obtained by written request to
Regional Director
Legal Services Corporation
Alianta kiegionai °nice
615 Peachtree Street. N E 9th Fiour
Atlanta, GA 30308
The public will have an opportunity to discuss the
proposals. and the subtect of legal services generally at an
open meeting in or near each service area under consideration unless it would be impractical to do so The time
and place of such meetings will be announced at a later
date In all circumstances the views of all interested
persons and groups are earnestly requested and will be
carefully considered

-

th r

Storey's Meats...A Super Way To &vit

The Legal ServicesCorporation is a private. non-profit
organization established by Congress to provide financial
support for legal assistance to poor people in civil matters
In the/tear future the Corporation will be allocating limited
funds to establish new programs or expand existing
programs, to serve eligible clients in various unserved
counties throughout the United States
Counties in Kentucky under consideration o r this purpose include
Livingston
Lyon
McLean
Marion
Marshall
Meade
Ohio
Oldham

Storey's
FOOD
GIANT

winners are the best bets for
crown."he

PUBLIC N. ICE

Ballard
Caldwell
Calloway
Carlisle
Crittenden
Fulton
Hancock
Hickman

St

Similiar
To niustrations

CASSETTE RECORDER
Features
pushbutton
operation, AC line cord,
bafteries (net inaleded).
Battery ea/ eleetrie.
Model 3-6013

'2997

COUPON
Limit One Per Customer
Pillsbury

Browni

1-6 Sunday

One
Per Customer
Betty Crocker
Layer
Limit

recelen.

Cake Mixes

$1"

Isei 2/99‘

toil Oily At Sloter's
Exp. Sept. 17th

11-I Mon.-Sat.

COUPON

Good Only At Slorty's
Exp. Sept. 17th

COUPON
Limit One
Per Customer

Buc
Wheats
101 el. 69
4
Go.dOAtSisrs
Exp. Sept. 17th

COUPON
Limit One
Per Customer

Mug-O-Lunch
Instant Dinners

2/7T
fesd Only Al Sterey's
Exp. Sept. 17th

COUPON
Limit 0,.
Per Custo'ner
NSW

BBQ Sauce

494

nes.
bed 0410%ifs

Exp.S.17th
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Storey's Food Giant... A Super Way To Save
Save 80° On One
Prices Good
Sept. 5th
thru Sept. 11th

Sunflower
Starts Wed. Aug. 29

CORN MEAL

PICK UP YOUR FREE GAME TICKET TODAY.
DON'T MISS YOUR CHANCE TO WIN!
000$ CHART EFFECTIVE AUGUST 219 1971

THE ODDS...

ir Center
Rights Reserved

$1000

WIN UP TO

C••• 606 Wes •C669•6406 0411,6 0 20 pm,
11060,I7g Malone 911,••• 00•9P14401040 IOW MOMS
10.1.170.•••••••• Il•Mucky 10•0••••••.0114000

1017 500

10 6 319

5 Ul• 2E11:

100

7.. 22 ISO

10 , 750

1 ••

632

,50

,••• •5 067

7 .., I 7157

1 in

*71

5

260

1 07

9 100

10

700

10

263

2

, 000

,0

2 275

1.1

i 75

7*n

63

,

,5 050

I."

151

al

12 ‘ ill

42

TOTAL NO
990215

79 560

I..

13/

1.n

9000!

o Save

10 , I in 221 SOO

000S FOR
ONE C.A616
11066T

10

100 ..._

Sch••••• 90000000 OWN Cl Wm prom:Mon •
9406•
NovennIA• 27 1979 Now./ COO 4(.6 4
on* •••••• Owns WW1.•••0090090

PECK UP YOUR rime emu TICKET TODAY.
DON'T MISS YOUR CHANCE TO WIEN

0006 FOR
13 CAME
TICKETS

Nui4EILM
Of
PRZIES

MIZE
0•0.06

040o0•••••10ne annum*/ al 6•00 106•19 vim
°Nan Demote 700•1* yD. COIlOCI ••••116.
wOu, chenc•• otCWyQ

00O3 FOR
26 CAME
TICKE Ts
PluS 10
SA00111
015C5

lu 5

1 r

Limit One Per Customer
With $10.00 Additional Order
Excluding Tobacco & Dairy Products

38

Store Hours 8 a.m. to 11 p.m. Everyday

Martha White

Scot Lad

FLOUR

PEACHES
290k;

(with coupon below)

Slices
Chops
ge
gs

lb

S169
Vera"r s

ib

$199 Gmgerale

k Pork

6 pock

S189

Kroft Wrapped American
lb 5129

_1139
12oz.

Singles

I

89 Miracle Whip
Kroft

12 oz

(Lin* Otter

qt.

$109

Tide

Kraft

Detergent

Velveeta

Scot Lod

Gold Medal

Corn

Flour

Scot Lad

Puritan

Green Beans

Oil

21,) sr
5 lb. bag

98c

32 oz. 5169

Bright & Early
Orange Juice

DRINK

Frozen Concentrate

We Accept U.S. Gov'tFood Stamps

.8akpAi,
•

Super Inflation Fighters

139
39'
sio9
3/69'

Bologna
Corn Dogs
Chicken Snak Box
Creme Horns
Yum Yums
Fired Pies

&

15' Off Label

Sugar

each

$119
lb. bag
Was $1.2.5

Dishwashing Liquid

$1"

22 oz.

24,z.
Was $1.26

794

Was 99°

Instant Tea

24 oz.

3 oz.

Lemonade
Mix
10 oz. $199

Pork &
Beans

Kraft

BBQ
Sauce
!sot

Polish Pickles

Was $2.42 $199

Van Camp

Was $2.53

Neffetz
Domowy Ogorek

Lipton

3/99'

Lux

Crisco
oil

Country Time

894

694

Was $1.09

Was 1111'

3°3

2/69'
Was 41'

Maxwell House

Coffee
Was $2.69 $239
1 lb. bog

rozen & Dairy Specialsaling
Scot Lad

Orange Juice

12 oz

Morning Star

COUPON
Limit O,ss

Per Custo•rmw
Nein

BM Sauce
IA sa.

494

tissd 0411AISNifs
Exp. Sip. 1%

COUPON
Limit On*

Per Customer
Alert% White

Flour
S111.149

68',

Good Dalt AI Sister's
Exp Sept 17th

COUPON
Limit Ono
per Cu
Peat

sugar CrisP
II

ea. $109

Ulf OM AI Serey's
Exp. Sept. 17th

Scramblers
COUPON
Limit One Per Customer
-

Cyth 1

Dog Food

W lass$529
Gald Oalp Al Show't
Exp. Sept. 17th

120:

'
86
79'

24 oz

69'

Sealtest

Cottage Cheese

12 oz

65'

Mute Maid Chilled

Orange Juice

CASH
POT
$20000 $1
Week's

‘MIP1111=1111,.-t-2_-_kroy Hash Brown--.1yr

Potato Patties

This Week Win

64 oz.

$129

L sVtfi
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Seeks $3000 To Help Other Blind Collegians

Blind Student Cycles To Raise Money
CHATTANOOGA, Tenn.
the fivespeed bicycle built for flat tire. McJunkin
said a
— A blind college
I
two v. hile the other followed in blind
Scottsville,
Ky.,
student who with two other
a car
restaurateur treated them to a
men rode a bicycle from
McJunkin said about 50 free breakfast, the
Kentucky
Chattanooga to Louisville,
persons have contributed School for the
Blind in
Ky., says the trip taught him
approximately $600 toward Louisville made dorm
rooms
some hard-earned lessons.
the goal of $3,000. The students available for two nights
and a
Larry McJunkin, the lone
had asked sponsors to con- Louisville
churchgoer
blind member, said the first
tribute six cents per mile
day showed them the journey
ridden — and plan to auction
would
be
physically
the bike to raise more. They
demanding.
call their program Bicycling
-We were dog tired," the 27- for the Blind.
year-old McJunkin, from
They left Chattanooga Aug.
Murfreesboro, said Tuesday' 20 and arrived in Louisville
in a telephone interview. "We Aug. 24. They stayed with
weren't in good shape, and friends, but spent one night in
STOPOVER, Ky. (API —
after 50 miles on a bicycle, we a Hodgenville, Ky., motel Cleanup and restoration efwere worn out."
room paid for by a passing forts by state, federal and
On the advice of more highway employee who, county employees are in high
seasoned cyclists, he said, the declining to identify himself, gear seven weeks after floods
three used baby powder to gave the students $20 after a swept through the easternavoid saddle sores during the roadside conversation.
most communities of Pike
280-mile trip.
Their ride took them over County.
He said they were blessed hills and mountains, through
The flooding July 15
with good weather most of the traffic and into repair shops. destroyed or badly damaged
way but had to battle McJunkin said the bike, some 100 homes in the Phelps,
weariness and bicycle break- bought for $235 just two weeks Majestic and Freeburn areas
downs.
before the trip, was plagued as 4 inches of rain fell between
The trio, students at Ten- by a derailer chain that kept 3 a.m. and 6 a.m.
nessee Temple University in breaking and, at one point,
The flooding also damaged
Chattanooga, rode in an effort broken rear wheel spokes.
nearly 50 businesses and nine
to raise money to help other
The bikers planned to churches, flooded Phelps High
blind students attend the average 50 miles a day, but School and washed out roads
private college.
surprised themselves by and bridges.
McJunkin's fellow travelers making more than 70 one clay,
"We are making progress
were Daniel Harrison, 21, of he said.
and things are on the way
Poplar Bluff, Mo., and Robert
Their benefactors included back,- Pike County JudgeOwens, 21, of Tampa, Fla. a Hodgenville garageman who Executive
Wayne
T.
Harrison and Owens alter- charged them nothing for Rutherford said Tuesday.
nated riding with McJunkin on towing in their car and fixing a Rutherford has been super-

replaced their car's failing
alternator.
McJunkin said if he
organizes another bike trip
next year, he will try to get
more persons to participate.
The
students
proved
something to themselves this
time out, he said.

"I had this philosophy, and
this trip helped me get it in my
nund a little more," he said.
"if we fail, if we don't reach
Louisville, we at least failed
trying. That kept us going at
tunes when we could have
quit."

Flood Cleanup Rolling

IT'S TRADITION—In keeping with the 60-year-old family tradition, Michael
Levengood chauffeured his bride down Poulsbo, Wash., Main Street, in a wheelbarrow
after their wedding. Married to the former Kathleen Morgan, he joined a string of 40
levengood fa rn brides to be wheeled in such fashion.

Security High For Funeral
Of Earl MountbAatten Today
LONDON, AP — Scotland St. James Palace, where it
Yard mounted extraordinary lay in statè to the historic
security precautions against abbey near the Houses of
Irish terrorist attacks today Parliament.
as foreign delegations and the
Hundreds
of
armed
greatest assemblage of detectives
re posted along
royalty in 27 years gathered the route as people began
for the funeral of Earl gathering.behind barricades
Mountbatten.
before dawn. Normal traffic in
Police with dogs trained to the heart of the capital was
sniff out bombs combed stopped.
Westminster Abbey. Security
The security men were on
men checked sewers along the the lookout for two numbered
route
of
the
funeral passes for the abbey area that
procession, and
police .4'ere missing and possibly
sharpshooters were posted on stolen. One, for the abbey, had
buildings along the way.
been issued to a construction
Armed agents of Scotland firm renovating the ancient
Yard's Special Branch building. The second, for
guarded the six kings, three parking on the Horse Guard's
queens, nine princes and Parade 250 yards from the
princesses, Luxembourg's abbey, was taken from a car
Grand Duke Jean and that was stolen and abangovernment leaders from 14 doned.
nations who were present. It
Members of the Irish
was the biggest royal Republican
Army's
gathering since the death in Provisional wing, fighting a
1952 of King George VI, father guerrilla war to unite Norof queen Elizabeth II.
thern Ireland with the Irish
The U.S. delegation was
headed by elder statesman W.
Averell Harriman, a personal
friend of Mountbatten for 50
years.
No invitation for the funeral
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
was sent to the Japanese A first-stage ozone alert
government, whose forces in remains in effect until further
Southeast Asia surrendered in notice after its issuance by the
1945 to Mountbatten as Jefferson County Air Pollution
supreme allied commander in Control District.
that theater. He shunned the
The air pollution index stood
Japanese after the war, and at 214 at 9 a.m. Tuesday and
Buckingham Palace indicated officials said that is in the very
that he left them off the list he unhealthful range. The index
drew up when he planned his as down to 110 by 5 p.m.. a
funeral several years ago.
level in the unhealthful range.
The flag-draped coffin of the
It was the third such alert
79-year-old soldier-statesman for the summer in which the
and cousin of the queen was to public is asked to curtail
be borne on a gun carriage unnecessary driving and
drawn by 131 Royal Navy industries are requested to
officers and enlisted men from reduce emissions.

Ozone Alert In
Effect, Jefferson

Republic, blew up Mountbatten's fishing boat in
Donegal Bay Aug. 27 and a few
hours later killed 18 British
soldiers with bombs just inside the border of Northern
Ireland. One of Mountbatten's
14-year-old grandsons, his
daughter's mother-in-law and
a 15-year-old boat boy also
were killed.
Irish Prime Minister Jack
Lynch and British Prime
Minister Margaret Thatcher
were to meet after the funeral
to discuss operations against
the IRA, but Lynch has
already announced that he
would reject Mrs. Thatcher's
requests for permission for
British troops to cross the
Irish border in pursuit of IRA
men and for British security
men to be present for the
questioning of IRA suspects
arrested in the republic.
The Irish police have
arrested two IRA members
and charged them with
planting the bomb that killed
Mountbatten, and at least four
others are being gunted.

OPEN

7

vising debris removal and
planning for some $2 million in
road and bridge repairs.
Rutherford noted that the
Federal
Emergency
Management Agency, that
recently supplanted the
Federal Disaster Assistance
Administration, has been in
charge of the recovery effort.
While the judge-executive is
generally pleased with the
way things have been going he
said emergency housing
should have been provided
more quickly to all in need.

About three-fourths of the
temporary housing will
consist of mobile homes, officials noted, and about half of
them will be in two group
sites.

A modified application
process enabled flood victims
to avoid some paperwork
while seeking assistance at
one of the three one-stop aid
centers. Applications were
reviewed by a panel made up
of several federal agencies

Debris continues to be
cleared from ditches and
creeks, damaged buildings
are being repaired or replaced
and most roads have been
reopened to travelers who
don't mind a few bumps, officials noted.

A.M.

GOODOVEAR
SERVICE STORES

AUTO SERVICE C.ENTEIN

Mangione Drops
Out Of Election

radials put
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LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Mary Mangione, a two-term
member of the urban county
council here has dropped her
bid for re-election in
November.
Mrs.
Mangione
said
Tuesday she is withdrawing
from the race and will run for
another political office in 1981,
but will not specify which
office until Jan., 1981.
Her fifth district council
seat will automatically go to
Mrs. Mary McNeese.

mOney-saving
belts
lob 01
age'

ViVII
P1SS/BOR13
whitewall
plus 51 45 FET
needed
no trade

Sale Ends

Saturday Night

NG
OUR BEST SELLI
POLYESTER TIRO

It's A
Pizza-Looking
Taco-Tasting
Good Deal.

995
11
blackwail

Streak 7$. A75-13tire
FET and old
o's 51 63

Power

GOODYEAR SERVICE STORES

WHERE QUALITY AND CONFIDENCE COST NO MORE

El DEEP DISH
MAG WHEELS
G,JG .21

'
Charge It
'

Expert wheel service also

available

Mounting —

$2 off a large Taco Pizza.

. ,
a

niucm
risTpaccrousPi
t 2;47/i
heficlar cheese, b.ef topping and
refried beam; Then Pap it of with
fresh lettuce. tematoes,onions and
more cheddar cheese That's a

(
SItraI
rti w
oifth
f aem
th i

K

prya loot( pne teen trusting pizza'

II

111

Orie coupon per party per visit at participating
Pizza Hut- restaurants.
Offer gool only on regular menu prices
tHrovet SePt lOth
12th II eltesteet
Murray Pizza Nut
MI III MI IN MI MI MI 11111
"
6I. 1
IIII MI 1111

.
.
1
•
41
Lube & 011 Chang*
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HELPS PROTECT MOVING PARTS
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c
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air
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1
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Use any of these 1 other ways to buy
Our Own Customer Crebit Plan • Master
Charge • Visa•American Express Card
• Carte Blanche • Diners Club • Cash

VOW AlfIFIra AY

•

I
Taco Pizza. 1

Goodyear
lietvilvinigeomsw

Balancing - Alignment

Mk FOR 11101

al.1
.
4
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Chrome
lugs extra

Deep-dish. slotted one-piece aluminum wheels High gloss finish
shines bright — draws attention to your car'

topseal battery piciects
checaing,
Periodic
waterieg stays
against Improper resist,. eget
slinks,
clean in
overchararg
vibration and
COCK
PIES IIATI04

TM

Just Say

$
36
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38
1517 5
95
44
95

'
,
with W.

VIW

that previously operated independently of one another.
The state has assumed
responsibility for finding
temporary housing and Bill
Montgomery, the program's
administrative assistant, said
he expects to have all flood
victims relocated by the
middle of this month.

0

110 Aliv all fir

'1588

Parts and additional
lify1C1114
needed
front wheel drive and
Chevettes extra

AVair

$

eztra if

HELP* PROTECT TIRES AND VEHICLE PERFORMANCE ,
• inspect and rotate all sped susponston and
four ems • Set caster
steering systems • Most
camber, and toe -in to US cars, some imports
proper alignment • In.

Engine Tune-Up

•

Front End Alignment
and FREE tire rotation
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r yl

0 °

•

arAlliP

j

AVIV AV MAIN

includes listed
parts and labor
no extra charge
for air conditioned
cars. $4 less 10,
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and starting
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Pass Interference Calls,
Lack Of Breaks Doomed
Murray,Says Gottfried
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By TONY WILSON
Ledger & Tunes Sports Editor

It was late in the fourth quarter, and from
Jeff Gardner's view, the situation looked
good. "I saw (Ken) Gowdy go up, and I
thought he had it." So, too, did Southeast
Missouri receiver David Gross.
Gross, watching from the ground in his end
zone as Gowdy deflected SEMO quarterback
Joe Young's pass, stared upward in frustration. Then something fell into his arms.
swear, he laid there for at least a second
before he even knew what he had," Gardner
said. It was the ball, and the touchdown and
subsequent conversion enabled the Indians to
tie Murray Stale 21-21 last Saturday in the
Racers'season opener.
SEMO's late flurry overshadowed a performance by the Murray defensive line that set a
school record in limiting the Indians to a
minus-40 yards rushing. That eclipsed the old
mark of five net yards allowed Iowa
Wesleyan in 1967.
But the 214 yards the Racer defense gave up
in fourth-quarter passing, a figure that seems
out of place when placed next to the impressive rushing defense, is a deceiving one,
says Racer coach Mike Gottfried.
"I think we got a little gun-shy late in the
game," he said. "The pass interference calls
made our guys a little afraid, and the breaks
just seemed to go the other way."
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Gardner, a 6-2, 230-pound junior guard from
Evansville, Ind., was named Murray's
outstanding defensive player after he racked
up five solo tackles and assisted on four
others, including four tackles for losses.
"They started mixing things up a lot, making it a lot harder for us to put pressure on
them," said Gardner when questioned about
SEMO's surging pass offense. "We had to
guard against the draw and some other
tliings, not just rush the passer."
Gottfried felt fatigue also played a factor in
his defensive line's performance. "We're going to give Paul Littles and Larry Maze (both
guards) more playing time. There's more to a
pass defense that just those three guys in the
secondary," Gottfried said. "Things like cutting down on the passer's time and improving
our underneath coverage are just as important."
Mike Watson, the other starting defensive
guard, is a transfer from East Mississippi

Junior College. He has had little time to learn
the Racer defense, but already he is impressed with his teammates and their attitudes.
"This group is together. Even when the
breaks weren't going our way against SEMO,
nobody got down on anyone else," he said
following practice yesterday. "The defense
was on the field for a long time in that game,
but I don't think we were tired."
It's the play of newcomers like Watson
(eight tackles ) and safety Terry Love (five
tackles and a blocked field goal) and
returnees like Glen Jones (five tackles, a
blocked kick and the forcing of a fumble I,
Richard Lanpher (eight tackles ) and Kenny
Woods (eight tackles) that prevents Gottfried
from pushing the panic button.
"We've got some GOOD people on our
defense," he said. "But almost everyone is
young, so we're going to make mistakes early.
-It's just like (defense coordinator) Frank
Beamer said: 'We're going to have a good
defense, but we're going to get hurt by the big
plays early because of our inexperience."
Murray was burdened with 134 yards in
penalties, including 83 in pass interference
calls. "That's got to be a record, too," Gottfried sighed.

With linebacker Tony Boone out due to a
knee injury for at least this Saturday's game
against Evansville, the defense will be
without a single senior.
And the fullback corps may be minus
sophomore George Turnley and Kenny Davis.
Turnley, a 5-9, 198-pound sophomore, sustained a pulled thigh muscle, while Davis, a 6-1,
210-pound junior, is ill of the flu.

Gottfried says he wasn't unhappy with the
performances of Brian Crall and Winston
Ford, who completed two of six passes for
eight yards after starter Ricky Ray missed
most of the second half because of a leg
cramp.
"I compare a reserve quarterback to a
pinch-hitter in baseball," Gottfried said. "He
has to know that he's got to come off the bench
and do something immediately. They (Crall
and Ford) just haven't had the time to adjust
to that situation yet."

Is Earl Weaver The Best?
By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Speccial Correspondent
What magic does Earl
Weaver weave that makes
hint the best manager in all
baseball'
"He has good talent to work
with but he does a hell of a job
manipulating it,- concedes
Yogi Berra, senior Yankee
coach who has managed
teams in both the American
and National leagues. "He
seems always to make the
right moves."
"Earl gets more out of his
players than anybody- I've
ever known," adds Reggie
Jackson. "He's a fun guy to be
around. He's got a steel-trap
mind but he manages to keep
you loose.
"1 would rate him one in the

Oriole Skipper
Makes Magic
top two managgers in all
baseball."
Reggie, who played in three
World Series at Oakland under
Dick Williams, now at Montreal, declined to identify the
other manager in his private
"Big Two." Chances are it
isn't the New York Yankees'
volatile Billy Martin.
This was the year that was
supposed to produce another
dogfight between the Yanks
and Boston Red Sox for the
American League East title,
and look what happens.
Weaver takes an Oriole team

'We're coming to...

11•4111M,
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COAST TO COAST STORES
total hardware

rated no better than fourth in
the
preseason
prognostications and proceeds
to run away with the race.
He has picked the pockets of
the Red Sox and Yankees.
Leaving the Labor Day
barrier for the stretch run,the
Orioles had the winningest
record in either league — 90
victories — with an 842-game
lead over the Milwaukee
Brewers, 11 over the Red Sox,
15 over the Yankees.
One of Weaver's main attributes, in addition to his
faculty for inspiring top effort
from his players, is patience.
Earlier, this year, there was
pressure to take Steve Stone
out of rotation. Weaver held
firm. Stone came through. A
similar situation arose a year
ago with left-hander Mike
Flanagan, who finished 19-15
in 1978 and has just won his
20th this year, first to reach
that plateau.
The puckish, graying boss of
the Orioles long has been one
of the least appreciated and
least decorated of baseball's
field generals.
In 11 years as Baltimore
manager, longest with the
same club of any current
skipper, he has won five
Eastern Division titles, three
American League penants and
one World Series.
During the height of his
success, 1969-1974 when he had
three straight seasons of 100
victories and over and led the
division five out of six times,
he was repeatedly passed over
for Manager of the Year
honors in the Al'. The award
finally came to him in 1977
when the Orioles tied for
second behind the Yankees.
Through 1978, he ranked
fourth on the all-time list of
major league managers in
wordost percentage. As a
major league manager he has
never beenelower than fourth
— that only once, last season
— and has not had a losing
season since his first year as a
manager in 1967 — 22 years
straight now above .500 in
minors and majdlos.

With returnees like Glen Jones (49), who blocked an Ed Hotz punt last Saturday, and
newcomers like Mike Watson (88), Murray State coach Mike Gottfried is confident that his
defensive unit will jell as the season progresses.

No Easy Match
DuPre, Connors'Opponent, Is In Open To Win It All
By BARRY WILNER
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK — Anyone who
thinks defending champion
Jimmy Connors has an easy
match today in the U.S. Open
quarterfinals because he's
playing unseeded Pat DuPre
hasn't seen DuPre play lately.
Last year at the Open,
Connors eliminated DuPre in
a tough third-round match.
That loss was a confidencebooster for the 24-year-old
from Anniston, Ala., who went
on to the semifinals at
Wimbledon. DuPre came into
this year's U.S. Open with one
purpose — winning it all.

•If you don't come here to
win but just to play well, you
might as well not come," said
DuPre, who outlasted seventhseeded Harold Solomon 3-6, 63, 6-2, 4-6, 6-4 Tuesday. It was
DuPre's second straight
upset. He beat No. 13 seed
Gene Mayer on Sunday.
Today's other feature
matches include top-seed
Bjorn Borg of Sweden against
No. 5 , Roscoe Tanner in a
rematch of their Wimbledon
final last July; women's topseed Chris Evert Lloyd,
gunning for her fifth consecutive Open title, against
No. 5 Evonne Goolagong

Cawley and fourth-seed
Virginia Wade of Britain
against Billie Jean King, who
is ranked ninth.
DuPre has no fears of
Connors. who whipped Brian
Gottfried 6-2, 1-6,6-4, 7-5.
"We've played four or five
times and every match was
close," said DuPre, who has
never-beaten Connors. -I have
nothing to lose against Connors: There's no question the
pressure i,s on him."
Pressure is something
Connors, the No.2 seed,
responds to marvelously. In
the fourth set of his match
Tuesday, Gottfried was

serving for the set at 5-4. But,
Connors, slamming winners
from his backhand and
forehand, won the next three
games with ease for the
victory.
Tanner had no trouble with
No. 14 seed Tim Gullikson,
sweeping to a 6-3, 6-4, 7-5
triumph. John McEnroe, the
third seed, easily disposed of
unranked Tom Gorman 6-2, 64, 6-1. McEnroe, who last
played against the Nastase
last Thursday in a raucous
atmosphere, was unaffected
by the layoff and the crowd,so
rowdy in the Nastase match,
rarely got closely involved in

Six New Teams Make Prep Rankings

Owensboro Bumps Tates Creek
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. — Six
new teams cracked the
rankings and Owensboro
powered its way to the top of
the heap in State 4A in this
week's Associated Press
Kentucky high school football
poll.
Owensboro, 3-0 and unscored upon, blitzed Owensboro Catholic 49-0 and
dislodged Lexington Tates
Creek from the State 4A lead
with 15 first-place votes from
a panel of sportswriters and
broadcasters.
Newcomers to the poll were
Bowling Green, Covington
Catholic, Belfry, Harrison
County, Ft. Campbell and
Elkhorn City.
Louisville Trinity, 2-0,
routed Ballard 27-0 and
retained the No. 1 ranking
with 19 votes in Jefferson
County 4A. St. Xavier, 2-0,
remained second after nipping
Seneca 3-0. Iroquois. 2-0,
received the remaining vote
and climbed from fourth to
third after handling Manual
21-7. DeSales, 2-0, slipped a
notch to No. 4 after
decisioning Fairdale 7-3.
Butler, 2-0, remained fifth
ranked after routing Pleasure
Ridge Park 41-0.
Tates Creek, 2-0, received
four votes and slipped to No. 2
in State 4A, despite a 21-0
shutout of Danville. Franklin
County, 3-0 with one vote,remained third after a 14-0
beating of Madison Central.
Franklin-Simpson, 2-0,
thumped Russellville 28-6 and
remained top-ranked in Class
3A with 17 votes. Scott County,
2-0, got one vote and jumped
two spots to No. 2 after
humbling Clark County 26-0.
Woodford County, 2-1, blasted
Anderson County 33-0 and
remained at No. 3. COington
Catholic, 3-0, ripped Fort
Thomas Highlands 31-7 and
ousted the Bluebirds from the
rankings. They were replaced
by Belfry and Harrison

this one.
Lloyd, the top seed among
the women, dropped a set in
the Open for the first time in
four yeambefore rallying past
unseeded Sherry Acker 4-6, 60,6-2.
Acker lost that formula,
however, and Lloyd moved on
to meet Cawley, the last
woman to win a set from Lloyd
in the Open,in 1975.
Third-seeded Tracy Austin
was extended to the very limit
to defeat No. 11 Kathy Jordan
4-6, 6-1, 7-6. Austin won the
tiebreaker 7-5.
Unranked Sylvia Hanika of
West Germany upset No. 6
of
Fromholtz
Dianne
Australia 6-7, 6-4, 6-4 and No.8
Kerry Reid of Australia
squeeked by Anne Smith 4-6,75, 7-6. Reid won the tiebreaker
7-4.
Reid faces Navratilova and
Austin plays Hanika in the
quarterfinals.

Top-ranked Mayfield, 3-0, higher to third by whipping
continued to roll in Class 2A, Whitesburg 26-0. Class A
landing 19 votes and running champion Ft. Campbell, 1-0,
its winning streak to 28 games gained one vote and the No. 4
with a 40-0 rout of Hopkin- ranking in its new class by
sville. Heath, 2-0, remained hammering Hancock County
the runner-up with a 7-0 vic- 54-0. Somerset, 1-1, fell from
MURFREESBORO, Tenn.
tory over Trigg County. third to fifth with a 21-16 loss to
Madison, — A full house of 15,000 fans is
Pikeville, 2-0, moved a notch Richmond
topranked in Class A.
expected to be on hand when
Madison's victory netted 18 Boots Donnelly makes his
votes for the Royal Purples, 2- debut as Middle Tennessee
They Rate As Best
0. Bellevue, 2-0, got one vote coach Saturday. The Blue
and moved from fifth to Raiders host North Alabama.
2-0 184
1.Franklin-Simpson 17
LEXINGTON. Ky. AP — Here are
2-0 124
2.Scott Co
the top five teams in each class of Kensecond after a 49-6 victory
2-1
es
3.Wocdford Co
"People say they are glad
tucky high school football, with first-place
over Erlanger Scott. Camp3-0 62
4.Covington Cats
votes in parentheses, records and total
we don't have to open with
24
2-0
5.1
tie
Belfry
got
the
bellsville,
3-0,
points.
Tennessee State anymore. I'm
3-0 24
Harrison Co
remaining vote, but fell to
Class AA
not. North Alabama is every
Jeff Co AAAA
3-0 198
third after edging Green
1 Mayfield (19)
2-0 198
1.Trinity (19)
bit as tough, and maybe
2-0 168
2 Heath
2-0 140
2.St Xavier
County 14-7. No. 4 Paintsville
79
2-0
3 Pikeville
tougher," says Donnelly.
2-0 92
3.Iroquois
also slipped a notch after a 341-0 36
4 Ft Campbell (1,
2-0 64
4.13eSales
1-1 34
5 Somerset
Donnelly left Austin Peay,
7 victory over Fairview that
2-0 82
5 Butler
Class A
Tigers'
record
at
1where
he won the Ohio Valley
evened
the
2-0
196
1 Rich Madison 181
State AAAA
2.0 110
1. Elkhorn City, 3-0. rounded Conference title in 1977, last
1.0wensboro (15)
3-0 186 2 Bellevue 1
3-0 102
2.1.ex Tates Creek (4)
2.0 160 3 Campbellsville Ili
out the rankings by shredding season to return to Middle, his
1-1 84
3.Franklin Co (1
3-0 122 4 Paintsville
Mullins 61-6.
alma mater.
3-0 36
4.Henderson Co
2-0 78 5 Elkhorn City
County, which tied for fifth.
Belfry, 2-0, .edged defending
champion Russell 6-0, dropping the Red Devils out of the
rankings. Harrison County
shut out Ashland 26-0. Lincoln
County and Independence
Simon Kenton also received
No. 1 votes.

5.Bowling Green
Class AA A

2-0

Donnelly
To Make
Raider-Debut
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STEVE DAVIS
'Former Quarterback At University Of Oklahoma

1iI
I

'3 Year Starter (Record 32-1-1 )
'All Conference Big 8(1973, 74, 75)

- -,....•\

More than 100 boys watched
a clinic by former British
professional star Jim Parry
Saturday morning during a
sign-up program at the
Murray-Calloway County
Park.

-.,

'1976 Orange Bowl Most Valuable Playe
'Named Christian Athlete Of The Year (1975-76) By
National Fellowship Of Christian Athletes
'Appeared With Billy Graham In 1975 Lubbock
Crusade

6

Prior to and after the clinic,
boys in grades two through
seven registered for the
Murray Soccer Association
season. The season will -include a league for boys in
grades two through four, and
another for boys in grades five
through seven.
Teams for the leagues will
be drawn Thursday, according to soccer cooridinator
Bill Whitaker. Boys who wish
to play soccer, but who have
failed to sign up should call
Whitaker at 753-0783.

A Weekend With...

,

More Than
100 Watch
Parry Give
Soccer Clinic

__.

Saturday

'Color Commentator For ABC Sports NCAA College
Football

September 8

1:00 P.M.

Community-wide Banquet $2.00 per plate
Fellowship Hall-Ftrst Baptist Church
For Tickets Or Reservations, Call The Church Office At First Baptist(753-1854)Or Baptist Student Union (753-5771)

1

Sunday

September 9

10:45 A.M.

Steve will preach at the morning worship service of First Baptist
Church 203 Fourth Street

1

R

Sponsored By First Baptist Church and Baptist Student Union
s....-•.s»s......s........s...s..s.•.•ss....s.s...ss.s....s....s.s...s...ms—...

1
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- Not A Chance
College Playoff System Kicked Aside
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
AP Sports Writer
in case you missed it, that
proposed playoff to decide college football's national championship on the field instead of
in the voting booth seems to
have fallen by the wayside.
At a meeting last month,the
NCAA Council, powerful
policy-making arm of the National Collegiate Athletic
Association, accepted the
recommendation of the Division I Steering Committee and
declined to endorse a Division
I-A championship playoff,
which had been proposed by
the NCAA Extra Events Committee.
And if the Council isn't for it,
the chances of its corning up
for a vote at next January's
NCAA convention are
somewhere between slim and

none

The Heisman Committee
also decided to discontinue the
D.A.C. Awards after two
years. Those awards went to
six outstanding offensive and
defensive players.

•
The Heisman Memorial
Trophy Committee of New
York's Downtown Athletic
Club has made several
changes in the voting and an•
nouncement of the 1979
The Alabama-Georgia Tech
Heisman Trophy.
game will be televised naThe date of the annual tionally on Saturday by ABCHeisman dinner was pushed TV but the folks in Syracuse,
back one week to Dec. 12. As a N.Y., will also be able to see
result, the closing date for the the Syracuse Orangemen open
receipt of ballots has also been at Ohio State. Because its new
put back to 5 p.m., EST, Nov. domed stadium is under con30. The announcement of the struction, forcing it to play all
Heisman winner will be made 11 games ori., the road,
at noon,EST,on Dec. 3.
Syracuse received special perLast year, many ballots had mission from the NCAA to
to be voided because they pipe Saturday's game back to
were (1) received after the the home folks.
closing date,(21 the ballot was
However, because two other
signed by someone other than
the registered elector or (3) schools, Ithaca
and
the elector failed to list three Rochester, will be playing
home games Within 125 miles
names,as required.

of Syracuse, the university
had to agree to offset Any
losses those two schools might
suffer — i.e., buy up any unsold tickets.

When the NCAA passed a
new rule last winter allowing
football teams to bring meaning freshmen into fall camp
four days ahead of everyone
else, Rutgers Coach Frank
Burns "didn't think too much
of it."
Burns had changed his
mind,though.
"I found it to be very
beneficial," he says. "Our
freshmen are a lot further
ahead than they would have
been under the old rule and
they also got to know each
other a lot quicker than they
normally do. Whoever thought
that rule up used a lot of common sense."

Sizzling Cardinals Begin Crucial
Series With East-Leading Pirates
By the Associated Press
The Pirates, who were idle
If the National League East Tuesday, have won 24 of their
is going to become a three- last 33 games.
team race, the next two days
"We're two hot teams." said
will tell the story. "
Cardinals Manager Ken
The St. Louis Cardinals, Boyer. "When two hot teams
winners of five games in a row meet
head -to-head.
and 14 of their last 17, have a something's got to happen.
chance to horn in on what Right now, with our winning
seems to be a two-way scrap streak. I'd have to say I
between the Pittsburgh couldn't feel better going into
Pirates and Montreal Expos. the series."
They open a two-game series
The Expos, meanwhile.
with the Pirates in St. Louis defeated the New York Mets 5tonight, trailing by seven 1 to pull within two games of
games — six in the loss Pittsburgh and take a club
column — following Tuesday's record-tying
eight-game
6-4 victory over the reeling winning streak to Chicago. or
Chicago Cubs.
a pair of games with the

Cauthen Does
Well Money-Wise
By the Associated Press
EAST RUTHERFORD. N.J.
— From an artistic point of
view the return of Steve
Cauthen was a bust. But
financially, both jockey and
track were much the richer.
In his first United States
appearance since his self-exile
to England five months ago,
the 19-year-old Cauthen
finished no better than second
in six races Tuesday night at
the Meadowlands.
Certainly. the $10,000 appearance fee and the

satisfaction knowing he
helped draw a record 41.000
fans to the track's opening
night helped easethe pain. But
nothing for six tends to
provide an unexpected jolt to
the ego.
"I'm disappointed, I wish I
could have won a race," he
said after a slow-walk back to
the jockeys' room to a mixture
of jeers and cheers from the
crowd.
"I feel fine but I'm slightly
disappointed. They say you're
the show ... I did my best."

fourth-place Cubs, who have
dropped five in a row and are
10 games out.
Pete ,Vuckovich fired an
eight-hitter for a career-high
13th victory and the Cardinals
scored four unearned runs to
defeat the Cubs. Jerry
Mumphrey singled home a run
in the first inning and the
Cardinals broke a 1-1 tie with
two runs in the sixth, the runs ,
crossing on George Hendrick's bases-loaded grounder
and a wild pitch. Two runs
scored in the seventh on an
error by Chicago catcher
Barry Foote and Keith Hernandez delivered an RBI
single in the ninth.

Astros 9, Dodgers 4 — Luis
Pujols, just recalled from the
minors last week, led a 16-hit
attack with a double, triple
and two RBIs as Houston
moved back into first place in
the NL West. The Astros, who
hadn't scored nine runs since
May 26, erupted for four runs
on five consecutive hits — four
singles and Pujols' triple — in
the third inning.

Braves 7, Reds 6 — Bob
Horner keyed a three-run
seventh inning with a two-run
double as the Braves broke a
five-game losing streak.
Atlanta trailed by. a run when
Eddie Miller and Gary
Matthews opened the seventh
witA'singles against Doug Bair
and Horner doubled them
NATIONAL LEAGUE
home. Horner took third on the
throw to the plate and scored
the eventual winning run on a
Dave Kingman and Mike sacrifice fly by Dale Murphy.
Vail homered for the Cubs. Mike Lum homered for
Kingman's was his 43rd, Atlanta, Joe Morgan for
breaking
a
tie
with Cincinnati, which led 4-2 after
Philadelphia's Mike Schmidt 4I-2 innings.
for the major league lead.
Giants 3, Padres 1 — Rob
Expos 5. Mets I — Montreal Andrews' tie-breaking twobroke a scoreless game with run single in the seventh inthree runs in the fifth inning ning enabled San Francisco to
on Larry Parrish's double, snap a five-game losing
Chris Speier's single and Dave streak. John Curtis allowed
Cash's sacrifice fly. Rusty four hits, struck out eight and
Staub added a two-run pinch retired 16 batters in a row at
single in the seventh while one stretch before needing
Rudy' May, Dale Murray and relief following a leadoff
Bill Atkinson held the Mets to single in the bottom of the
six hits.
ninth.

Error Boosts Yankees Over Red Sox

Koosman Two-Hits Royals
- By the Associated Press
Veteran Jerry Koosman
didn't feel too good warming
up prior to the game. The
Kanss City Royals didn't feel
good at all afterwards.
"It's funny, when I warmed
up I was wild and my rhythm
was really off," Koosman said
Tuesday night. "I told outfielderi Glenn Adams when I
got to the dugout that this was
the worst I've felt in a long
time.
"But I just started concentrating. and after the last
hitter in the third inning. I
found my fast ball and things
fell into place after that."

AMERICAN LEAGUE

Koosman gave up only two
hits as he hurled the Minnesota Twins to a 5-1 victory
over the Royals and raised his
reiOrd to 18-11.
Yankees 3, Red Sox 2 —
Willie Randolph raced home
from second on an error by
Boston second baseman Ted
Sizemore to give New York its
victory over the Red Sox.
With Randolph on second
and Oscar Gamble on first,
Reggie Jackson sliced a
grounder to shortstop Rick
Burleson. Burleson threw to
Sizertiore at second, forcing
Caniblewbut Sizemore's relay
to first was in the dirt and
Randolph streaked home
when first baseman, Bob
Watson couldn't come up with
the ball
‘'

Chris Chambliss slammed a
two-run homer for the
Yankees and Butch Hobson
had a solo shot for Boston.

White Sox 10, Angels 7 —
Greg Prior's run-scoring
single in the eighth inning
snapped a 7-7 tie and Chet
I Rmon added a two-run homer
Indians 5, Tigers 3 — Bobby in the ninth to give Chicago its
Bonds chased home four runs victory over California.
with a home run and a single
Frank Tanana. making his
and Sid Monge hurled 21-3 first appearance since teninnings of scoreless relief to dinitis in his left shoulder
lead Cleveland to its victory forced him out of a June 10th
and hand Detroit its' fifth start against Detroit, pitched
straight loss.
the first four innings for

Sports At A Glance
Baseball Standings
NATIONAL LEAGUE
EAST
• L
Pet.
Pittsburg),
101 36
lif•
Montreal
77 54
511111
St Lows
74 61
$48
Chicago
71 64
33$
Philadelphia
el IS
564
New Tort
33 N
113
WEST
Houston
78 110
316
Cnicuman
79 Si
361
Los Angela
63 73
471
San Francisco
Ill 78
439
San Dia.
58 81
*7
Atlanta
54 113
3194
faraday's Gain
Montreal 5. New York I
53 LOU/S 6, Chicago 4
San Francisco 3, San Diego 1
Atlanta 7. Clricinnau 6
Houston 9, Los Angeles 4
Lay games scheduled

cra
2
7
10
13

h
II
174
Ws

215.

Wednesday's Games
Montreal r Schatzeder 94 • at Chicago
Kruachel 164)
New York 'Swan 11-11) at Phdadelphia
r Christenson 5- 161, In
Las Angeles iSutcliffe 134) at Ataxia
P Nieltro 17.1*1 ni
Pittsburgh 10 Robinson 74) at St Louts
Denny 7.101, .01
San Diego !Jones 10-11i at Houston
Forsch 94). in)
San Francisco ) Matehaeo 34r at Clic
nnnati i Norman 10-10i, rn )
Tborsday's Gasses
Montreal at Chicago
New York at Philadelphia. in,
Los Angela at Atlanta, n
San Francisco at Cincinnati. n
Pittsburgh at St Louis. n
San Diego at Houston, on

Transactions
BASERALL
Setae* Lags*
SAN DIFcri, PADRES-Named Jack
McKeon assistant genera/ manager
HOCKEY
National Hockey League
CHICAGO BLACK HAWKS- Signed
Warren Skorodenskl. goalie
MONTREAL CANADIENS-Named
Bernie Gectfrion had coact and signed
him M a multi-year contract.
PHILADELPHIA FLYERS-Named
Bernie Parent a goaltending coach
BASKETBALL
Nada* Basketball Assieriatla
CLEVELAND CAVALIERS-Signed
Elmore Smith, center Named Moms
McHone aasatant coach
NEW JERSEY NETS-Signed Cliff
Robinson. forward
FOCrTBALL
National Football League
DETROIT LIONS-Signed
Jerry
Goldsteyn. quarterback, and Ernie
Jackson, defensive back
NEW YORK GIANTS-Signed Tom
Neville. offensive tackle, and Dwight
Scales, wide receiver Released Todd
Chnstenien fullback, and Dan Fowler,
°Bernice tackle
WASHINGTON REDSKINS-Signed
Lo-mie Perrin, fullback, and John
McDareel, wide recover Placed Ni
FDrte. running back, on the "infra,
reserve list Waived Kris Haines, wide
receiver
COLLEGE
'DELPHI-Named Lawrence Keating
mats irtarrnabon director

Baseball Leaders

AMILIIUCAN LEAGUL
EAST
W
L
Pet
011
Baltimore
90 *
662
Attitraidtee
13 M
307
84
Boston
78 57
378
NewYork
75 40
566 14h
Larval
73 46
525 18h
Cleveland
71 61
511 $34
Toronto
44 44
319 47
WEST
California
75 64
540
KansaaCin
73 65
529 I',
Minnesaa
71 66
518
3
Teas
611 71
7
Chicago
40 77
4• 14
Seattle
56 82
414 175.
Oakland
93
331 21
Tuesday's Gasses
Cleveland 5, Detroit 3
New York 3. Boston 2
Mumitsola S. Kansas City 1
Chicago 10 California 7
Texas 5, Seattle 2
Only games scheduled
Wednesday's Games
Toronto 'Edge 2-11 at frialtunore
(I)
Martinell4-110n)
Detroit r Rosana 5-Si at Cleveland
.Wirier
L (n1
Boston ) Stanley 15-91 at New York
Jutm 1141, ni
Kansas City (Sphttorff 13-141 at Mmnewts r Gotta 13401,(ro
Chicago r Trout 64 i at Caldorra
'Knapp 3,9-, in r
Milwaukee (Caldwell 14-3r at Oakland
'Keough 0141,(n)
Texas (Joilldni 13-111 at Seattle ) Dressler 0-1). in)
Tbursay's Gaines
New York at Detroit, (ni
Chicago at California, in
Only games acheduled

NATIONAL LEAGC
AMERICAN LEAGUE
BATTING 375 at batsi Lynn, Biala, . BAITING )375 at bats) Bernina's. Si
Louis, .3411. Templeton, St Louis. .325
342 Lescano. Milwaukee, 332, Clowning,
Horner, Atlanta. 320, Gnffey, Cincutnat.
Cabfonua, 330 Brett, Kansas City. 329.
316. Matthews, Atlanta, 313
Rice. Boston. 177
RUNS Lopes. la Angela. IOU. Her
HUNS Baylur, California. IN. Brett,
nandez, Si Lnius, KC Moreno, Pittsburgt
Kansas City. 104, lynn, Boston, 101, Rice,
a Schmidt. Philadelphia, 93, Templeton,
Beaton, 101. Imutord, California. 96
Si Lotus 53
RBI Baylor. California, 123. Lynn,
Boston. 107. Rice. !Satan. 107. Thomas,
RBI Kingman. Chwago, 4, Ruda&
Sari Diego, 96, Schmidt. Philadelphia, 07.
Milwaukee. 105. Singleton, Baltimore 102
Hernandez. St Louis, 95 Garvey, bas
Angel... 10
HIM Brett, Kansas City, Lb, Rice.
HITS Templeton, St Lows. 164, HerBaton, 173. Bell, Team. 173, Innsford,
nandez, St Louis, la Garvey. Las
California, 166, Baylor, California. 161
Angeles, 175, Matthews. Atlanta, 173,
DOUBLES Brett, Kansas City, 40:
Moreno. Pittsburgh. 167
Cooper, Milwaukee, 311. Bell. Texas. 39.
isLaigs Remand... St Lows. 44,
Lemon. Chicago, 37. Lynn, Boston, 33
Youngblood, New York, 38, C2omartie,
TRIPIES Brat. Kansas City, IS.
Montreal, 37, Rose, Philadelphia, 36,
Mobtoe, Milwaukee, 13, Wilson. Kansas
Parker, Pittsburgh, 33
Cat), 13. Randolph, New York. 11: Porter.
TRIPLES Templeton. Si Louis, 17
KSAIIILI City, 10
Dawson. Montreal, 11, McBride,
HOME RUNS Thomas, Milwaukee, 36.
Philadelphia, 11, Moreno, Pittsburgh, 11,
Lynn, Boston. 36. Rice, Boston, 34,
HUM'S. PtUladelpi11/1. 10. SCOO., Si Lows, /0
Singleton. Baltimore, 32. Baylor,
California, 32
HOME RUNS Kingman, Ctuaigo, 43,
Schmidt. Philadelphia, 42, Lopes, Las
STOLF-N BASES Wilson, Kansas City,
Angeles, 38, Winfield, San Diego, n:
N. LeFlore. Detroit, 63, C'rua, Seattle, 362
Stargell. Pittsburgh, 26. Clark, San
Willa, Texas. 34, Bonds. Cleveland, 31
Francisco. 36
PITCHING 013 Decisions) John, New
STOLEN BASES Moreno, Pittsburgh,
York, 164, 750. 296. Kern, Texas. 12-4,
110. North, San Francisco, 51; Taveras,
750, 1*. Flanagan. Baltimore, 20-7, 741,
New York. 44, Lopes, Los Angeles. 19
129. Caldwell. Milwaukee, 14-3. 737. 330.
Scat', St Louis, U. Cabell Houston. 13
McGregor, Baltimore, 11+ 733. 3.38:
PITCHING )13 Decisions
Tidrow,
Clear, California, 11-4, 733, 312, MinTia
Chicago. 10-3, 769. 232, Bibby. Pitt,
Detroit. 13.4, 664, 3.41; Guidry, New York,aburgh, 10-3. 769, 2.69, Romo, Pittsburgh,
15-7, 612, 244
104, 714, 231, laCoss, Cincinnati, 14-6,
STRIKEOUTS Ryan, California, IV.
703. i10. Schatzeder. Montreal, 94, IN,
Flanagan. Baltimore, 164. Guidry, New
312; Blyleven, Pittsburgh, 11-3, .61111, 3 MI;
York, 161: Jenkins. Texas, 142, Kooaman,
Seaver, Cincinnati. 134, 664, 3.34. Niekro,
Minaret:4a, 138
Houston.
867, 192

Softball Entries
Still Available
HOPKINSVILLE, Ky.
Entries are still being accepted for the Sept. 7-9
-Western Kentucky Classic"
women's softball tourney, but
director Pam DeBow urges
interested teams to contact
her as soon as possible.
Teams must pay $60 and
provide two A.S.A. approved
softballs to enter, DeBow said,
who may be contacted at 502886-8116 or 886-7492

Twilight Golf
Now On Thursdays
Twilight golf at the Murray
Country Club will continue
through September, but play
will be held on Thursdays at
5:30 p.m., rather than on
Friday, chairman Faira
Alexander said.
The program has been
played weekly this summer as
a four-player scramble.

The A's of the East Little League finished second this season.
In front, from left, are: Stive Connors, Shane Paschall and
Herbie 13arnett. In second row are' Billy Barnett, Timmy
Morton and Greg Boren. In back are Allen Jones, Tommy
Ross, Jeff Eldridge and coach Pat Paschall_ Not shown are
Jeff Dowdy and Steve Garland.

It makes Cents
to shop with
Mirrray Ledger & Times

money-saving
food coupons.
start saving today
by calling our
drculation department
for home delivery.

California. He gave up six
hits, one walk and two runs
while striking out two.
Rangers 5. Mariners 2 —
Buddy Bell drove in three runs
with two singles as Texas
downed Seattle. Bell ripped a
two-run single in the first
inning and added a runscoring hit in the seventh to
back Ranger right-hander
Steve Corner, 14-10.

Chattanooga Coach Morrison
Won't Discuss WKU Game Plan
By the Associated Press
Conference champ after going wants to see Berkery pass
CHATTANOOGA. Tenn. — 6-0 last season. John Hall, a frequently in the opener.
Coach Joe Morrison says junior, appears likely to be the
Junior flanker Joe Burke,
Dennis, Berkery will be at Hilltoppers' starting quar- who led the nation last season
quarterback
when
the terback.
in average yards gained per
University of TennesseeWestern may well have catch with 28.1, paces a
Chattanooga opens at home revenge on its mind in the Tennessee-Chattanooga
ofSaturday night ' against opener.
Tennessee- fense which also boasts
Western Kentucky.
Chattanooga won last year 42- running backs Gwain Durden
It is a victory' of sorts for 15 at Bowling Green, Ky.. and and Mike Smith. Durden led
Berkery, a senior who has lead the overall series 3-1. conference rushers in 1978
been battling sophomore Western won in 1976, beating with 933 yards on 146 carries
Steve Woods in preseason the Moccasins in Chattanooga
Western Kentucky's frontpractice for the starting spot.
10-7.
line running backs in the
Morrison is hoping to direct
Morrison
close- opener
was
could
include
his .club this year to an un- mouthed Tuesday about his sophomores Elmer Caldwell
shared Southern Conference game plan.
and Troy Snardon.
football championship. for a
Morrison, 42, a 14-year
"When are,y.ou writing this
change. The Moocasins, and when's it fne'" he asked a professional footba4, veteran
conference members for two reporter. When'told the story with the New York Giants who
seasons, have tied for the was for immediate release, he previously played at the
championship both seasons declined comment.
University of Cincinnati, has
with 4-1 marks, deadlocking
The coach has said his been at UT-Chattanooga since
Furman the last time around.
Moccasins will be relying on 1973 and has seen his share of
Western Kentucky, no defense and kicking to carry season, openers — but still
stranger to conference honors, them in the season's early approaches them the same
is the defending Ohio Valley going. He said Tuesday be way.

Milierray Ledger & Times

753-1916
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We're saying "Good-Buy" Summer...
Hello to the best bargains to come
along in a long time! See 'em soon!

/
Ver115

Igloo
48 Quart

s 39
33
1,1n,44
/11tt
burItt1,

Ice Chest

urgh

692
3 Id
WILT,

All Items Are In
Stock Merchandise
No Rain Checks!

Reg.$29.88

Boys
10 Speed
Boys 3 Speed

Bike
Reg.$87.38
Assembled

Price

$1500
/
1
2

7500

Complete with table,2cue sticks
16 balls, 1 triangle and chalk

Reg.$23.97

5 Man Eldorado
By Camel
Attractive,lightweight,
large windows, with
storm flaps
Coleman

Reg.$4.47

Sleeping Bag

$2
00

Polyester filled, padded
and weather sealed,
Coleman quality
throughout
Reg.$22.97

dr44,00°

Reg.$79.97

$5r0

Now
Limit 1

Federal Game
Load Shotgun

Shells
Reg. up to $3.67
• 12

2/$500

Soup Bowls
Assorted Styles
& Colors
Reg.33(

24 Inch Charcoal
By Buddy L
3 Adjustment Settings
Reg.$8.97

,40#' *Chevron
Custom Motor Oil
•Havoline 30-W

Baron

Charcoal Lighter
64 fl. oz.
Reg.$1.47

Solo Insulated
Hot & Cold
9oz.& 7 oz.50 per bag
Reg up to 73f

Bel-Air Shopping Center
Acres of Free Parking
Limit Rights Reserved-Equal Opportunity Employer
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ADVERTISED ITEM POLICY
Foch of these cxiyert,sed rems is required to be reodily available t..o sole
in eoch Kroger store except as specificolly noted in this od If we do run
out of on advertised itern we will offer you your choice of o compor able
'tern when avoiloble reflecting the some sovings or a roinchr,s which
will entitle you to purchase the advertised item at the odverti,ed price
within 30 doys

EVERYDAY IN EVERYWAY.
7r;
*
;
e
, r
••
le.

CO
•

r•
)P CUT TER

U.S. Gov't. Gradid Choice Beef

SMOKED sii-irzw

--f_
61_TC1 A

RIB
STEAKS

•

Hickory

68
FAMILY
PAX

rillCH
MEATS
$149

MEGA T
WEINERS

vvo

AOc

JUMBO
BOLOGNA
$119

89`

12 En

SHROACHICUR

$1
lb"
138
••0
/
.1 c

lb

11

4t,

lit

HAMS

%

---

RED
III
11
110
si POTATOES Li
1111

RED

WATER
ADDED

FRESH
FISH
DEPARTMENT

89'

LI

II

Or-twisty aposfrw, vbs. peeked OA leo he assied coortoomon
oltrolood directly to Reeve ham mamba lost Coot fislartos
•Accininolo lobolltd spoons *Open doted Vs. o
d
hooligan A .a.loble Thix Edo', E,doo &
On..

w9
,.oz
T s it

Potato Salad
Liver

StuD POK

brno one

2 bogs EEwes Sep,

U S.D

GRADE A MOUT EARNS

Fryer Backs
USDA GRADE A DOLLY FARMS
Split Broilers

111r.".4111Q

10-lb.
Mesh Bag

LI

LI

Pond • Raised

594
25'
69'

I

FRESH I
CATFISH I
999
Ib

ISS-444I

FANCY

\

CANTALOUPES
large
(
awls, SEE

Am,

_1 FRIED
CHICKEN
8pcsOR SEA*
&

lb

Prune Plums

LI

NCHITNIVISY CANCY

Bartlett Pears
MIA FANCY

RED
PEACHES

Nectarines

LI

LI

39'
78'
89'

CAW Y EASTERN
SLAIG

Red Apples

1

49

3 $100

INN CROP SOUTNIEN

78°

Las

Sweet Potatoes

$

e'
'
•
•04t

- ri• 7

CORN
S

15c

5 For 79'

1

GOWEN

DINNER ROLLS
I:REOCCUR! OUP

FRESH COOKIES
risetAmt

WALNUT DELIGHT

79'
Doi. 99'

DOME

Le

S1 5
5i39
1 9LI

OLIVE LOAF

Fresh'o
'
SWEET41.
tclAi

er

rE

WittAo

4.5.,

CHEESE SPREAD

TRIMMED S. TRAYED

IM
ft

9

MMENTO

large

ii:""st)ie
"

4 DINNER ROL

oosimissr EANCY

Sunny slope Fancy

rorrs'olin

SLICED
BOLOGNA
$1 99

$1

Fesse vine AWAY I CHEESE
10110Y

SANDWICHES

4POT"ATO4
SALAD

2

999

Fresh Ocean Perch or

HADDOCK
FILLETS
79
lb

with coupon limit 2 Bogs
•

WHITE
GRAPES

lb.

39c

Beef Steaks

kurs WtAVfISCoth,IAWOI

eabtr

SPECIAL

DRUMSTICKS

$ 1 49

Pork Sausage

!PO
TAT
.99c
OES
a
coup.,,

be9
rot, th,s owpon

I I 01
PIG

TENNESSEE PRIDE

U.S. No. 1 All•PurposeV:* e

#to

Tr
lifi
efEY

111

Fox Deluxe Pizza

fie
so 0

lb.

Vek

$ 1 99

ALL VARIETIES

U.S. No. 1 All-Purpose

$179

FIKSII DOOM CNOPHID

stm.
Smoked Sausage

THE KROGER GARDE

79
c
A.\

99

3-W.
art

lb
FAN . •
P At

WATER
ADDED

BONELESS
/
P FLAT BRISKETS

lb

HAM

SLAB BACON

1139
lb.

U.S. Gov't. Graded Otoice Beef

cActi
„b ED
untryN

-

SLICED

SEMI-BONELESS

$
2
29

1.40 gr+

r

Country Style

i nSVA

tyle

*minor

t'

414

Glendale Whole or Half

lb

iFNN,hp KsPORK
ROAST

'
4
0
Wry/

4!"

4
%
‘
4
s
q/
A CO

Family Pak

CUBED
STEAK

1NEGN

AROGER IT NI MC/

siiENJa
WEINERS

U.S. Gov't. Graded Choice Beet

99C

12 ot

I

lb

USD A Grade A Holly Forms
Mixed Ports of

NOT,Grey ow

PLATE
KAISER
ROLLS

14 999
POI SANDWICHES

ONION CHEESE
CAWS CUSTOM SLICED

RMAN BOLOGNA

1,

Kff8 NYDIATID SOYA 100T1111 *18

Kroger's Pro
FRAIL HAI

Pork Steaks

ti $1 29

MUTT POEM

Spare Ribs

$J39
LI

NOUN IMPOITID (101 S LI. SAG1

Catfish Steaks
Breaded Shrimp
muimottiLL
Meat Weiners

II
sot
PIG

$ 1 49
I

$'I 99
B

12.01.Rat
PIG

‘11
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11111

Oil or wooer Pocked

STARKIST
I TUNA

n
11111

•

6

CUT YOUR FOOD COSTS!

2 01
COM

2 $1001

with this coupon and $10.00 purchase, excluding items prohibited by low and in addition to price of coupon
merchandise. Subject to applicable taxes Limit one coupon. Expires Sept 11th

_ 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

Th

Oil or Water Packed

R
L

"
-4'
,
0
.
4

. STARKIST
TUNA
SAVE

Assorted Flavors

DUNCAN HINES

"
VB 014*

CAKE MIXES

666

2/1°°

plastic
gallon
18' 2 •o
box

Star-Kist

1#1,1 ‘f: II
CAP.1
tallW

FREEZER
2 $1 9
RPEZER
POPS

MINUTE MAID

ILD

P41
LIQUID

ORANGE
JUICE

4ORY

2202.IlL

'
$129COTTAGE
CHEESE

64-02.
BTL.

89c ICE
MILK

SPRINGDALE

NOMESTYLE OR BUTTERMILK

6

KROGER
BISCUITS

CARTON

HALF GALLON
CARTON

fu6RAVOS

4,

• HAWAIIAN
PUNCH
Assorted Flavors

.
4 Y/

b
-

46-ox.

96

—FROZEN FOODS—

Pgrf
CRICKET
LIGHTERS

149

13

rFroxen

4
41""
4
07 WS

FIhED
• CHICKE

080

MOUT!SAID

160Z.$1 39
CAN a

UOGII

14•02.
PKG.

794
,1.01.
PKG. 794

Glazed Donuts

'BOGER
Jelly Donuts
ASSOtTID

13.02.$1 09
. KG.

'
s Pizza
Jeno

01111 IDA
:

Hash Browns

794

(ROGER

3/900

KROGER
Hot Dog Buns

lUtOGER
Country Style Bread

NOODLE WITH CHEESE

Kraft Dinner

436
"41

IRAF7 AMERICAN
A
Spaghetti Dinner'

45
'

DIXIE KITOWN

Cup Dispenser

1°
'
spli

KONOMY SIZE

s 1 25

Reynolds Wrap
KLEENEX

Facial Tissues

"'A 95"

MOCKERS NATURAL

Peanut Butter

8.0z. 736
Cream Cheese
(RAFT
Parkay

2 ailus 806

Cheez Whiz

14-01 $1 99
I
JAR

LOAF

(ROGER

2
2 Iasi 29
794

11
/
2•01.$ 1 09
CANS

2

21140
G1 $ 109

Italian Bread

MULTIGRAIN
Sandwich Bread

COUNTRY OVEN BROWN & SERVE
Cinnamon Rolls

1 2in.

Cinnamon Rolls
(ROGER

14-02. 794
CM

Sour Cream
OLD WORLD

2 8-02.$ 1 00
I
QB CMS.

Yogurt

a

49;

socse':
-cfek>••

0'CEDAR
Dust Mop

EACH $

Broom

EACH $267

NOME PtIDE

WASI NOW
5.02. SIZE

Dixie Refills

1 55

$1 19

PLANTERS

'a

756 694

396
416
$1 05
$1 1 9
894
$129

NOW

WAS
AUTOMATIC

$1°5
3/1
694
$1 35
994
664
754
$10°

12 ni

mu 1 °9
STORELY
"a 43'
Applesauce
‘
PLANTERS PRETZEL TWISTS 0:
756
Cheese Curls 'FE.
Green Vanish

JUMBO ROLL

(.141t

GALLON SIZE

Ziploc Bags
DPW(

Sandwich Bogs
DIXIE 14-02.

Big One Cups
WTI TRIGGER SPRAYER

Windex Cleaner

WAS

NOW

956
736

936
71 4

TOILET BOWL CLEANER

Vanish Crystals .3.4.a
-t

Saran Wrap

WAS

69'
79'
ittA. S l s

GARLIC Oa

nom,*

Regina Vinegar..I.!Iff:

WAS
QUARTERS, IMPERIAL

85
Taco Sauce ....
65
READ'S
Macaroni Salad's'. NO 636
AIR FRESNENERS
1-01. Came 75
Glade Spray
Margarine

WAS

DISPOSABLE

$1.33

Gloss'N

WAS

NOW

NOW

5/$1
Scrunge Pads
la 75' 694
Kroger Biscuits
93 794
Behold
$159
Gala Towels
73' 694
$126
Dixie Fun Cups ..1.141:'1
Dog Food

'

WON'T KRATCN TEFLON

NOMISTTU Oa 011TTERIMUI

$219

'

MINIMS PIK=

FROZEN BANQUET

MAN PLEASER
DINNERS
NOW

$1 39
Ivory Liquid
"Al: 61 2/$1°9
Whole Tomatoes .I.&
e 57' 494
ME WNW

CORM

39

MINIUM!

29

SEOUL

Soft Spread

14-th Si t

5-01.1111

43
' 37'
Sliced Beets
"No 4 / 3/89
DUNCAN MIMS CARE MIX
1
2Aft s 103 994
Moist& Easy "/
Cut Green Beans

ASSORTED FLAVORS,STROITREBn

16-07
PKG.

STORM

II

Ipig:

OLD EL PASO

STOKELY RENO!STYLI OR

00

9
a.

Latex Rubber Gloves

PAIR

$ 1II 00

You'll find the cost-cutter symbols on hundreds of your favorite items throughout our
store. Plus, each week you'll find cost-cutter weekly ad speciols for extra savings on
grocery items, dairy, frozen foods, health and beauty aids, meats, and produce.

NOW

NOW

67

O'CIDAR

COST CUTTERS.
Corn Chips

WAS

3 e:Ats$1'9
2
20.02 734
igs
t $ 1 00

FRIT
COCKTAIL

W
AINOV

MEAD
NOTEBOOK

KRAFT NEUFCHATEL

Sandwich Bread

•Ptcoikt

—DAIRY-

—BAKERY—

scr$1
05
PIG

Orange Juice

39

79
C

rce°ci

IIIRDSIYI LITTLE EARS
Corn-On-The-Cob

' 29

Kr

Roll

40 sq. ft.
roll

coil

19

J./Mb')

JOB SQUAD
TOWELS -

v4/.

79c

12 CT:
C
85

A

4. 4,, •
•

12-CT.
PKG.

COUNTRY CLUB

FRUIT
DRINKGALLON

PACK CTN. OF
8.02. CANS

12-02.
TUBS

'
kV 1
"

WAS

si.83

10 a

$ 1 85
I

NOW

79c
59c
61c
696
$J79
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Nunn Invites Brown To Go With
Him If He Feels He's Attacked

Deaths and Funerals
Max W. Williams
Dies At Age 45;
Native Of Murray

Connie Magness
Dies This Morning
At Local Hospital

Nunn said all felons, not just crimes."
"I've never used the word
The state's prisons should
repeat
offenders, should serve
'casino gambling' ... (in)
upgraded, he said,"but I'm
be
fixed portions of their
reference to my opponent," at least
not interested in making the
sentences.
Nunn said. "The first time I
Connie Magness of 1611
Word has been received of
He said he was not ad- jails and prisons so desirable
heard Mr. Brown called a high
the death of Max W. Williams. West Main Street, Murray,
that people want to go back."
a 'no parole" system
vocating
stakes gambler was by his
45, native of Murray, who died died this morning at 9:10 a.m.
Nunn said the 1978 crime
of
or
shock
the
total
scrapping
good friend, (Gov.) Julian
Aug. 31 at his home at 617 at the Murray-Calloway
rate jumped 1 A.:2 percent from
probation.
Carroll."
Pebble Beach Drive. Bath, County Hospital. His wife,
the previous year, although
"In certain instances where
Nunn called for minimum
Maydene, preceded him in
Ohio.
there were declines in the
are inyouthful
offenders
sentences for all felony ofMr. Williams had been a death.
numbers of murders and
it
shock
volved,
probation)
Mr. Magness. 83, was a
fenders, extension of the
resident of Bath and the
aggravated assaults.
be
but
we're
might
tolerable,
26,
Career Criminal prosecution
Akron, Ohio. area for 40 years. retired painter. Born Feb.
Asked if the state's unified
to have to draw the
program and a longer statute going
Be was the president and 1896, in Graves County, he was
court system, now in its 21st
he
line,"
said.
Charles
of
limitations for crimes by
owner of the Bissell Company the son of the late
month, had an effect on the
Under the Career Criminal
elected officials and state
of Cleveland. Ohio. He was a Edward Magness and Martha
rate, Nunn said, "I
crime
of
teams
program,
employees.
graduate of Central High Bradley Magness.
wouldn't want to relate (the
are
to
allowed
prosecutors
Among his survivors is one
School and Akron University.
crime rate) to the court
concentrate on repeat offenses
The deceased was a nephew, Charles Magness,
system.
and Nunn said he would
member of Phi Delta Theta Mayfield.
"Just like anything else
this
"extend
program
The funeral will be held
fraternity, a past president of
that's new,it should be given a
it
is
wherever
needed
the Cleveland Mortgage Thursday at 10:30 a.m. at the
chance to grow up," Nunn
throughout the state."
Bankers Association, and a chapel of the J. H. Churchill
said. He added that he did not
he
He
added
would
support
member of the Akron Baptist Funeral Home with the Rev.
favor putting the judicial
any
bill
to
the
lengthen
statute
Dr. David C. Roos officiating.
Temple.
amendment to a second vote
of limitations on crimes by
Burial will follow in the Oak
He is survived by his wife,
at this time, but said judicial
University of Oklahoma quarformer
state
and
DAVIS,
officials
employees
STEVE
Church
Baptist
Beginning Oct. 1, three
-Wide
Edna, and • 11-year old Grove
salaries had to be increased
terback. %ill be the featured speaker at the Community
of its master's degree because it often "takes
courses
the
at
Union.
daughter, Mandy. at home; Cemetery in Graves County.
Student
"to attract quality people" too
several
for
years
to
Banquet, sponsored by the Baptist
evidence
program in public adSept.
his parents. Mr.. and Mrs.
the bench.
fello% ship hall of the First Baptist Church on Saturday.
be uncovered involving such
ministration will be offered at
at
made
be
should
person
Edgar A. Williams, 1775
per
$2
at
s
8, at 7 p.m. Reservation
Friday.
Fort Campbell, Ky.. by
Glenmount Avenue, Akron.
the Mt; Center or the church office. 753-1854. by
on
Murray State University:.
Ohio, 44301; one brother. Gene
Davis mill be the speaker at the 10:45 a.m. services
Church.
Evening classes, and to be
Baptist
Mrs.
First
sister,
the
at
one
9.
and
Williams,
Sunda),Sept.
held on Mondays, Tuesdays
Myrline Williams, both of
and Wednesdays of each week
Manchester,Ohio.
throughout the fall semester
Private funeral services
Area high school journalism
program, includes
the
at
4,
Sept.
Tuesday,
held
were
and broadcasting students will
Urban
on:
seminars
ahead
two
months
November,
the chapel of the Hummel
chambers.
Murray State team that
participate in the annual oneBill Furgerson,formerly the
CHICAGO AP) - Thomas
adand
development
schedule.
of
Funeral Home, Copley, Ohio,
Administration officials
journalism workshop in
head
played in the Tangerine Bowl
and
day
coach
never
he
will
track
says
Wilson
head
adpublic
on;
ministrati
There was no indication,
with the Rev. Charles
were going before a joint
Henry County High School in
Murray State in 1948. He earned the B.S.
forget the night he spent in jail
that the eighth ministration; and American football coach at
Billington officiating.
hearing of two House sub- however,
Tenn.. on Saturday, on speeding and drunken
serve as degree in 1951 and the M.A. in
Paris,
will
University,
.
government
national
the
summit
was in
Interment
committees today to back up Egyptian-Israeli
at the education degree in 1955 at
29.
Sept.
ceremonies
of
charges.
master
driving
a
as
Provided primarily
began
which
Greenlawn Cemetery there.
their claims that there will be meeting,
The workshop is scheduled
the Can- Murray State and did' ad"Meet
filed
lawsuit
million
a
In
Democratic
$1.5
military
for
service
regional
to
made
be
Thursday,
ends
Memorials may
enough home heating oil this Tuesday and
from 8:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. Tuesday in Cook County
barbecue and rally in ditional graduate work at the
would result in any progless personnel, their dependents didates"
Akron University or the
winter.
and is sponsored by Henry
Saturday evening, University of Kentucky..
Circuit Court, the 29-year-old
on the key Issue in the peace and civilian employees of the Murray on
American Cancer Society.
Besides Brown and Mrs.
County High School, the
8.
Sept.
Wilson claims fellow inmates
the
base,
the
on
t
process, the amount of governmen
Scotland
AP)
LONDON
Y.
other nominees on the
Department of Journalism
Collins,
John
introduce
used
will
He
at the Cook County Jail
is willing to program will be directed by
Yard mounted extraordinary autonomy Israel
for
slate for the 'fall
and Radio-Television at
Democratic
nominee
Jr.,
Brown,
cigarettes to burn large pieces
Rose,
H.
Winfield
concede to the 1.1 million Dr.
against
precautions
security
Alben Barkley
are:
Layne
Murray State University, and
election
Martha
chest.
of
his
of flesh out
in the West chairman of the Department governor,
of
Irish terrorist attacks today Palestinians living
ner'
for
commissio
The Paris Post-Intelligencer.
nominee
Collins,
stomach and back.
Public
Science,
Political
Bank of the Jordan River and of
and
,
as
fmreign
Raymond
delegations
McGaughey
H.
re:
other
Robert
Dr.
agricultu
and
governor,
Irene
lieutenant
The funeral for Mrs.
Administration and Criminal
the greatest assemblage of the Gaza Strip.
Department
ent of
WASHINGTON (API Rudolph Nimmo was held chairman of the
Justice on the Murray cam= members of the statewide Barber, superintend
Radio27
gathered
years
Steve
in
and
;
royalty
instruction
Journalism
of
general
public
6
Nov.
the
the
for
are
worries
at
industry
ticket
Housing
Tuesday at 2 p.m.
HAVANA. Cuba I AP) - pus.
Murray State
for the funeral of Earl
several Beshear, attorney general:
as
well
as
,election,
mounting in the face of everclasses
the
ng
chapel of the Filbeck and Television at
Co-ordinati
U.S charges that the Kremlin
of the increasing interest rates, but
Mountbatten.
Drex611 Davis, treasurer; Dr.
officials.
Cann Funeral Home with the and a co-director
controls Fidel Castro's foreign and directing two of the local elected
Irish
of
year's
the
this
said
Members
workshop,
7 p.m. James Graham. auditor of
at
begin
to
say
Scheduled
many
economists
Donald
Dr
be
will
Rev. John Archer and_the
seminars
Army's policj and that hc'is trying to
and Frances
Republican
workshop will revolve around homebuilders will weather the
Rev. Bob Dotson officiating.
F. Hardy II. who has just in the West Kentucky public accounts;
a extend this control to the Nonand
fighting
wing,
sessions
Provisional
work
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Set In Paris

• By CHARLES WOLFE
Assoviated Press Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) Republican gubernatorial
nominee Louie Nunn has invited his Democratic opponent, John Y. Brown Jr., to
accompany him on the
campaign trail if Brown feels
he is being unfairly attacked.
-If he'd like to come and go
with me, he can correct any
misstatement on the spot ... if
he feels I'm being offensive,"
,Nunn said Tuesday in a news
conference.
Brown has denounced Nunn
for allegedly making a
campaign issue of Brown's
personal life, particularly
charges that he is a high
stakes gambler.
Nunn said he did not endorse
such attacks on Brown, but
acknowledged his campaign
staff distributed copies of a
Las Vegas newspaper column
"to people who would not have
had the chance to see it." The
column suggested Brown
would approve legalized
casino gambling in the state.
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By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — John Y.
Brown Jr. claims his business record
since he became a multimillionaire is
far better than Republican "ciLstortions" would have the electorate
believe.
The Democratic nominee for
governor said in an interview that aside
from misleading allegations about his
so-called lifestyle, his political enemies
are disseminating falsehoods about his
expertise in various enterprises.
"They make heavy emphasis in their
accusations about Brown hasn't been as
successful after he got out of Kentucky
Fried Chicken," Brown said. "Then
they give several examples of
businesses that haven't worked out."
But in truth, the candidate said, "all
they're referring to are some
development concept ideas that every
company tries," and that are not
always successful.
"It's a form of research and
development," he said. "And money
has never been my idol. I haven't had
the same motivation since KFC.

"Besides, no one required the Wright
brothers to build another airplane."
Brown said that when one delves into
his business career, "I think you'll find
that every major involvement of mine
has been responsible and productive."
He said there have been several big
undertakings since he sold KFC, other
than testing of new concepts
"One was Lum's which was a
bankrupt company that had closed over
MO stores before I purchased it," he
said.
"I just liked the challenge of trying to
turn it around,and during this period it
was turned around...and the re,staurant
industry I think will report it was one of
the most dramatic turnarounds in the
field because everybody expected it to
go under."
What this proves, the Democratic
nominee said, is that he has the ability
to manage, the discipline and the
correct judgment in making decisions
— 'they do show qualifications to serve
as governor."
Brown cited the national Democratic
telethon as another business endeavor
that was successful far beyond ex-

pectations, having produced $19 million
for the party from 1972 to 1975.
"It was just a matter of believing in
the idea, and you all talk about risks,
every venture I've been into has high
risk to it," he said. "'This one had
responsible judgment and was worth
doing."
Brown said that, "I don't think you'll
find me out too far on a limb, other than
basketball, because I was really
committed to trying to justify having
the only major team here in Kentucky."
Brown recalled spending six years in
that venture, but said, "at the same
time I showed enough discipline not to
get carried away."
He was referring to varied
negotiations involving his ownership of
the Kentucky Colonels in the old
American Basketball Association.
Brown also mentioned his unsuccessful attempt to bring the Buffalo
Braves professional basketball team to
this state.
He also owned part of the Boston
Celtics, but gave that up.

"I showed enough responsibility to
get in and out of the insane world of pro
basketball, unlike the large majority of
owners, without losing anything," he
said. "I came out on a positive basis."
Brown said his only other major
undertaking was running for governor.
"Not too many people gave us a
chance on that," he said, referring to
his late entry two months before the
May 29 Democratic primary and
subsequent 28,000-vote victory over the
runnerup in a field of five major contenders.
"There again, I think it was
responsible management of putting a
campaign together in two months and
taking a message to the people and still
being able to organize respectably with
volunteer workers," he said.
Shortly before Brown announced, he
had locked himself in a Lexington motel
room with his new wife Phyllis and his
trusted aide, Larry Townsend, and all
made scores of telephone calls to
Kentucky politicians to solicit advice —
which invariably was: It's too late to
run successfully. Why then did Brown
take the plunge?

"I've learned through experience
that you listen to advice, but you make
your own decisions." he said. "If I
(heeded) all the advice, then I'd have
been like other businessmen, and you
have to be different if you are going to
do something."
His best counsel in the campaign,
Brown said, was Phyllis, who had been
a national television personality and
Miss America.
"She's been more exposed to the
public arena, people, how they feel and
what they think, than all the advisers
that I had," he said. "And these are
some of the top people."
Brown continued:
"You have to learn through experience. All we are in this world is the
product of our own experience. That's
why I have such great respect for our
senior citizens.
"...But at the same time I've learned
to make individual decisions because
everybody advised me against buying
Lum's, everybody advised against the
telethons — "It wouldn't work, no one's
interested, Nixon's got $50 million, the,

Democratic Party doesn't have a
chance.'"
Lum's, the telethons, basketball and
now the campaign for governor. Brown
said he has done well in all categories
despite the allegations of "Operation
Uncover," the GOP attempt to deflate
his record and accuse him of a lifestyle
alien to Kentucky.
"I've had to sit here and listen for this
long period of time about being a jetsetter and just happening to drop by
Kentucky to run for governor," Brown
said.
"I feel like my life has been as deeprooted in Kentucky as anyone....1 was
born, raised, went to all my schooling,
operated my business here in Kentucky," he said.
And my motivation comes from as
a child, to want to be active in the
political spectrum, because that's the
big arena. That's where you protect
people's lives."
Making money is not the test of being
qualified for that task, he said.
""I'he key to being a good governor is
to surround yourself with good people."
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Leaders In Many Fields Honored
In New Hall Of Fame For Women
temporary headquarters to a
honored.
"There was no place to permanent home in the old
come to learn about the Seneca Falls Savings Bank.
A list of the hall's 23
women who have contributed
to this country," said Carole members reads like a Who's
Stallone, executive secretary Who directory of women who
of the hall. "There's a football have excelled in fields ranging
hall of fame and a hockey hall, from the arts to aviation.
There is actress Helen
but there aren't any women
poet Emily Dickinson,
Hayes,
honored in these various
novelist Pearl S. Buck, confields."
The women organized and servationist Rachel Louise
chartered a hall of fame in Carson, anthropologist
1969 and then began a 10-year Margaret Mead and aviation
campaign to find the per- pioneer Amelia Earhart.
Other well-known women
headquarters
manent
enshrined
in the hall include
necessary to "make it
Keller,
Eleanor
Helen
viable."
Margaret
Roosevelt
and
A $152,000 fund drive last
fall finally made that dream Chase Smith, the former U.S.
possible, and this past sum- senator from Maine.
Coincidentally, five women
mer the hall moved from its
honored in the hall all lived in
the Finger Lakes region of
central New York during the
last half of the 19th century.
These women are honored in a
special section of the hall,
which contains exhibits
dedicated to each of the inducted women.
Perhaps the best known of
these New York women is
Elizabeth Cady Stanton, who
lived in Seneca Falls and with
Quaker leader Lucretia Mott
planned a convention in July
of 1848 to discuss women's
rights.
A tiny ad in a local
newspaper attracted more
than 300 men and women to
Seneca Falls July 19 of that
year. They gathered in a
Wesleyan chapel for a two-day
session that produced the first
declaration of women's rights.
Only one brick wall of that
chapel remains today, and it
serves as one of the walls for
the Seneca Falls Laundromat.
But the participants of the
convention 131 years ago
made clear their belief that
women were capable of doing
more than just dirty laundry.
Modeled
after
the
Declaration of Independence,
the Declaration of Sentiments
laid the foundation for the
women's-rights struggle.
The document, which states
in its preface that "all men
and women are created equal,
demanded that women be
given more equitable tax and
divorce laws, job equality and
the right to attend college and
to vote in elections.
The declaration also vowed
that women "shall use every
instrumentality within our
power" to fight for those
rights, despite "no small
amount of misconception,
misrepresentation
and
ridicule."
Despite those stern vows,
however, Anne Bantuvanis,
one of the founders of the hall,
WALL OF STEEL — These men aren't playing follow the
stressed "We are riot a
leader, but are working at the Kennewick, Wash. Public
feminist organization.
Power Supply System Nuclear Project. They are tying
"We don't support prosteel bars around the containment building,
abortion or anti-abortion or
(AP Laserpho(o)
proERA movements," Mrs.
Bantdvanis said. "This is just
a hall, a place of honor. As
individuals we have our own
beliefs, but we don't want to
become bogged down with an

By MIKE STANTON
Associated Press Writer
SENECA FALLS, N.Y.
(AP) — The place where the
women's-rights
national
movement began in 1848 is a
Laundromat today in this
picturesque central New York
village.
But less than two blocks
away, a more lasting memory
to the birth of the women's
rights struggle survives in the
recently opened national
Women's Hall of Fame.
The idea for a hall was
conceived 11 years ago when a
group of Seneca Falls women
sat down to tea and decided
women who had made
significant contributions to
American history should be

Use The Want Ads

itt

organizational viewpoint."
Rebecca Holden, president
of the ball, says nominations
to the hall are screened by a
10-member research committee, which then passes its
to
a
recommendations
national honors committee for
a final decision.

FLOATING FIREMEN — In the first revival of the Charles Mill Boat Parade in Mansfield, Ohio, dozens of boat
owners decorated their crafts in various attire. The town fire department sponsored pne of the more unusual ones
— a fireboat, of sorts.
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JI MA AMS
NORTHSIDE
6-10 Mon.-Thurs.
6-12 Fri.,6-10 Sat.
Closed Sunday

PRICES GOOD SEPT.5 THROUGH SEPT. 11
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities

CLOROX

TIDE

DETERGEN
WITH $10.00 ADDITIONAL PURCIIIISE
EXCLUDING TOBACCO I DAIRY PRODUCTS

48 Z. SIZE

coo

WITH S10,00 ADDITIONAL PURCHASE
EXCLUDIN9 TOBACCO & DAIRY PRODUCTS

IGA

COFFEE ALL GRINDS

1 LB.

IGA INSTANT

$249

iammemommuNit,
IGA UWN & LEAF

BAGS

5

IGA SALAD

COFFEE

99
100z. $
3

IGA

MUSTARD

200Z.

IGA HOMESTYLE OR BUTTERMILK

TEA BAGS

100 CT. $169

IGA GRANULATED

BISCUITS

6/8 OZ.

IGA SALTINE

SUGAR

CRACKERS

IGA SMOOTH OR CRUNCHY
ISA

PEANUT BUTTER

180Z.

IGA LUNCHEON

MEAT

120Z.

$119

IGA LT. RED. KIDNEY

BEANS

150L
EL OR CREAM STYLE

vs
,
MARGARINE
QUARTERS

1 LB.
wimmumimmommill

3/$12. ORANGE JUICE
!GI PURE

1/7 GAL. $129

IGA CRINKLE CUT

GOLDEN
CORN

POTATOES

5 LB. $1

89

2/$a

496

IGA PIE

701; L

BATHROOM IV
TISSUE
4 WIPKG•

MILK
GA FRESH POLISH DILL

CPICKLES

IGA CONCENTRATED FABRIC

10/
1
2OZ.

9 OZ

49c SHELLS

*ANUS

ASSORTED

2/79
79c
32 OZ.

•CV

SOFTENER....

rowningvouch
PORCELAIN ENAMEL COOKWARE

APPLE
SAUCE

With each $3.00 purchase, you are entitled to purchase one cookware stamp
for 991 . When you have filled your Saver
Brochure with 40 stomps you will be
presented with on attractively gift boxed
8 piece cookware set.
Additional items to expand your basic

LIPTON INSTANT

SAVE
OVER
40%

14-i'sece Set in
Him (;arhinti Pattern
41
Andl,nw,
1“0011,p.s.
•11 •

4

"WM

set will be featured each week at special
amps seviege. hen/ Item la doe CMOSin Touch line is carried in open stock, so

30Z.

you con replace or add piece. to your set
long after the promotion has ended.

er• • .
04

PER COOKWARE STAMP
Orett• v if

.14

r
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A

/ER

AMS

JIM
SOUTHSIDE
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities
7-10 Mon.-Sat.
10-8 Sunday

BLADE CUT U.S. CHOICE

SHOULDER CUT

SWISS
09 STE
AK

CHUCK
ROAST

LB.

LL
BUTT PORTION ..................

SMOKED NAM

09

BONELESS CHUCK

79 PLUMS
LB $1 29 LEMONS
LI.

CENTER CUT CNUCK

ROAST

LB. BAG
BUNCH

BELL PEPPERS OR
CUCUMBERS

EATY
ILNEF
IINORT RIBS
MUCHNOT

Ls. $12

5

SP BONES

SHOWBOAT

LB.

EXTRA
GROILND CHUCK

LB. $

78

ImmaiiiimmAimmomom
REELFOOT DRY CURE WHOLE OR SHANK PORTION

SMOKED
HAMS

PORK &
BEANS
GOLD MEDAL

14-17 LB.Alfa. LL

IU

LUNCH MEATS

FLOUR

'
SEtf•RIS,4

3 OZ. PKG.
IGA FROZEN

QUARTER MIXED SLICES SMOKED

HAM

LB. $1 9
MEW 1111111111•111W:'

1111111111110W

$

ORANGE
JUICE

kW*
.00:01
.0
0

120Z.
Amp

ROUND TOP

BREAD

SOW•20

OZ.

IBA WHEAT & RYE

LB.

BREAD..
BUNNY GLAZED

CHUNK STYLE %

C DONUTS.

PORK LIVER

9
PKL

4/
L..69
89

$100

...................... DOZ.

IU

KELLY'S 14 OZ. BREADED PATTIES
CHUCKWAGON,VEAL OR PORK

PATTIES

LB.

CARROTS
CELERY

ia
P
&
PICNICS

SMOKED SAUSAGE
POLISH SAUSAGE OR
BEEF SAUSAGE

LB. 39C
39c
6/69c
2 39c
29c
2/39c

APPLES
FRE$11 JUICY

ROAST

HILLSHIRE FARMS SMALL

YELLOW DELICIOUS

SALAD
DRESSINO

QT.

410

PA

Fishing Light Over Labor Day Weekend
FRANKFORT, Ky. IAPI —
Fishing activity was generally
light over the Labor Day
weekend, the state Department for Fish and Wildlife

Resources reports.
The lake-by-lake rundown

trolling deep runners over
submerged ridge tops; in
tailwaters, catfish and sauger
fair to good; clear, stable at
two feet below pool and 79
degrees.
Barkley: Crappie slow to
fair over drop offs; black bass
slow on crank baits in coves;
in tailwaters, catfish fair,
white bass slow; clear to
murky, stable at two feet
below pool and 83 degrees.
Nolin: Crappie fair over
submerged cover; black bass
slow on medium runners off
points; clear, stable at pool
and 80 degrees.
Barren: White bass fair to
good trolling medium runners
and in the jumps; black bass
slow on spinner baits and
artificial nightcrawlers off
points and steep banks; clear
to murky, falling, lkt feet
below pool and 81 degrees.
Rough River: Crappie slow
over submerged cover;
bluegill slow off shallow
banks; clear to murky,
falling, 1 1'2 feet below pool and
81 degrees.

Kentucky: Crappie fair over
channel drop offs; sauger fair

'Saint Jack' Wins Top
Venice Festival Award

A DIFFERENT KIND OF READING CENTER — finding a place to read comfortably out
of the house and still out of the hot sun — all at the same time can be be a tall order,
but this bookworm found the perfect place in a playground in Lansing Ill

VENICE, Italy ( API — a professor juggling his wife,
-Saint Jack," an American mistress and numerous ocfilm directed by Peter cupations
in
"Autumn
Bogdanovieh, won the Italian Marathon."
critics' prize Tuesday as best
Best actress award went to
movie at the Venice Film Japan's Nobuko Otowa, who
Festival.
starred in a violent Japanese
In the film, Ben Gazzara film
on
parent-child
plays an American running a relationships, "Kosatsu"( The
brothel in Singapore.
Strangling).
Directors of the festival,
Another critics prize
which had faded in recent granted by the international
years, are reviving the event film reviewers' federation
but did not grant the once. IFIPR-ESCI) was given to
coveted Golden Lion Awards both Algeria's Assia Djebar
this year. They plan to award for "La Nouba" and France's
them in 1980.
-Passmontagne" (Ski Mask )
The Italian critics' award, by J. F. Stevenin, the story of
the Pasinetti Prize for best a Parisian who retires to the
actor, went to the Soviet mountains and runs a gas
Eugenis Leonov for his role of station.

Green. Crappie slow over
submerged cover; bluegill
slow along shallow banks;
clear to murky, stable at pool
and 71 degrees.
Dale Hollow: White bass
fair in the jumps; black bass
fair night fishing artificial
nightcrawlers off points and
around weed beds; clear,
falling, one foot below pool
and 79 degrees.
Cumberland: Crappie fair
to good drift fishing in coves
and over submerged cover;
black bass good still fishing
crawfish off points and vertical banks; in tailwaters,
trout good with some limits;
clear, falling, 11 feet below
pool and 83 degrees.
Laurel: Trout fair night
fishing off deep banks;
bluegill slow along shallow
banks; clear, stable at 1L2 feet
below power pool and 80
degrees.
Herrington: Crappie and
white bass fair night fishing
off steep banks; black bass
slow at night on artificial
nightcrawlers off points;

clear, stable at 15 feet below
pool and 80 degrees.
Cave Run: Musky fair on
deep runners over channel
and in timbered coves; black
bass slow on artificial
nightcrawlers over submerged cover; clear, stable at
pool and 81 degrees.
Grayson: Crappie fair over
submerged cover; bluegill
slow along shallow banks; in
tailwaters, trout good; clear,
stable at pool and 83 degres.
Buckhorn: Black bass slow
at night on artificial nightcrawlers off shallow points;
bluegill slow along shallow
banks; clear to murky,
falling, one-half foot below
pool and 80 degrees.
Dewey: Crappie slow
around stick ups; clear to
murky to muddy, stable at
pool and 82 degrees.
Fishtrap: Crappie slow over
submerged cover and around
stick ups; bluegill slow in
inlets and bays and off shallow
banks; clear to murky to
muddy, stable at pool and 81
degrees.

AP Laserphoto

Hurricane Hunter's Final Wish
Granted, Ashes Spread On David
MIAMI AP) — For 20
years,
William
Joseph
Freedman flew into eyes of
hurricanes. He learned to love
the serene centers of nature's
greatest storms.
"When I die," he would say,
-make sure you scatter my
ashes in a hurricane."
His wish was granted in
Hurricane David.
As the fierce storm roared
toward Florida after killing at
least 800 people on a string of
islands across the Caribbean.
Freedman's ashes fell lightly
to the sea.
Freedman, a government
•'hurricane hunter,- flew
across the eyes of 400
hurricanes as a communications specialist for the
National
Oceanic
and
Atmospheric Administration's
Research Facilities Center at
Miami. His colleagues said no
one else had penetrated so
many hurricanes.
"Hurricanes were Bill's
whole life," said Joe Chada, a
former research technician
for NOAA.
Freeman died June 9, 1978,
at the age of 59.
His longtime boss and
friend, James McFadden,
remembered Freedman's
wish. McFadden, flight
operations chief for the NOAA
facility, kept Freedman's
ashes in a box in his office. He
waited — not for any
hurricane, but for one big
enough andr strong enough for
his friend.
Amelia, Cora, Ella, Greta
and Kendra all passed in 1978
without being worthy. This
year, Anna, Bob and Claudette
failed to meet the test.

But David was something
else.
Born in the far eastern
Atlantic. David seemed to be
the kind of storm that comes
perhaps once in a century, its
winds reaching speeds of 150
mph while still far out over
warm,open seas.
"David was it," McFadden
said.
So it was. A silver-and-white
airplane flew into David's eye
last Thursday as the storm

BEGLEY'S

marched across the Caribbean 90 miles southeast of
Puerto Rico.
A small door opened and
Freedman's ashes swirled
into the atmosphere.
His ceilleagues later phoned
Freedman's widow, Dorothy,
with the news of his final flight
into a hurricane's eye.
"I felt a great sense of
relief" she said. "I knew then
that nothing would hurt me,
that Bill's ashes would protect
me from the hurricane."

DRUG

SUE ENDS SEPT.1011

CARESS

3

48'

PAMPERS
TONER OWNS

ROLL-ON
ANTIPERSPIRANT
1 5 OZ

BOX OF 12

LIMIT 2

1.57

pa mi)er"

99 GOES

MONO
BATUMI

PRY IDEA

nssuE

ON DRY

'Awe
E.

4'
27

JUMBO ROLL

9oz ADORN

SELF STYLING HAIR SPRAY
REGULAR. EXTRA HOLD OR UNSCENTED

••••■

Channin

LIMIT 2

1.14

REGULAR OR UNSCENTED

11 ROLL FAMILY PACK

*

•

LIMIT 2
01//1.411f•

n_

INTRODUCING
DRY FORMULA

SECRET

41

SINE-AID
TABLETS

FOR SINUS HEADACHE.
PAINS AND PRESSURE

DOES NOT CAUSE"
DROWSINESS

Some birds are more finely
feathered than others, says
Geographic.
National
According to, one scientist's
count, a Cuban hummingbird
had 940 feathers; a robin,
2,587; a mourning dove, 2,635;
a glaucous-winged gull, 6,540;
a Plymouth Rock chicken,
8,325; a mallard, 11,903, and a
swan,25,216.

2

ABSORBS LIKE MAGIC
H1110

LIMIT 3

DRY IDEA

LIMIT

* PAPER TOWELS

SNAMPOO
1102

BODY BAR WITH BATH OIL
BATH SIZE

counties.
Mrs. Hurst says prospective
doctors consider an area's
school
systems,
entertainment and workload in
deciding where to set up
practice. She says most new
physicians are opting to settle
in larger cities.
Mrs. Hurst says one solution
to the doctor shortage in rural
Kentucky . could be recruiting
physician's assistants or
clinical associates who are
trained in basic laboratory
work.

BOUNTY

HALO

BATH SOAP

Nine Western Kentucky
Counties Need Doctors
MADISONVILLE,Ky.( AP
— Nine western Kentucky
counties are suffering from a
shortage of doctors, and at
least 100 more physicians are
needed to adequately serve
the population, a Madisonville
health agency official says.
Janice Hurst, executive
director of the state-funded
Pennyrile
Area
Health
Education System, says the
Pennyrile region csently
has 164 practicing physWans.
Only 88 of those are family
doctors, she says.
Ideally, she says, the area
should have one family doctor
for each 1,000 residents. The
current ratio is one family
doctor for each 2,200
residents.
The health agency, which
attempts to recruit medical
personnel, serves Livingston,
Crittenden, Caldwell, Lyon,
Trigg, Christian, Todd,
Muhlenberg and Hopkins

STORES

54

SCENTED OR uHsCENTED
TO THE WORLD IT'S
DISCREET AND ELEGANT
BUT UP CLOSE,
ITS SOMETHING ELSE

PACKAGE OF 24

.

ANTIARSPIRANT

75 01

SILKIENCE

3.99

KLEENEX
SUPER DRV

4919#
1'

'

2 5 OZ

TWIN BLADE
DISPOSABLE RAZOR
DIAPERS

SELF-ADJUSTIND
HAIR CONDMONER

WITH 7 CARTRIDGES

REGULAR OR EXTRA BODY
AUTOMATICALLY CONDITIONS
ONLY WHERE
SACZ4`tt.
YOUP HAM NEE DS II

2•47

ven, eiAsnc
PACKAGEOF

:GS

(4 97

PERSONAL TOUCH

rias

PRE—MOISTENED
PADS
BOX OF 10

1.88

1.66

7 OZ I

elPAra MOUTHWASH,

1.19

*Mi.!?"tiff 1.51

/Iv
r

My God.

MEAD

7•41111111

3SUBJECT
NOTEBOOK
120 SHEETS

NEN)

PADLOCK COMPASS

is
39'
99'
3
62s
2V
POCKET

AND REVEVE A I.°
REFUND FROM MEAD
$1f FUND

NY

MAJI. 0.11v

CASIO
CALCULATOR

CANN!PENCILS
10 PENCILS

ERASER PACK

I GUMMI, I ROSE PINK,
4 PENCIL CAP

:

••••
/
04De•

1 14

BUY ANY 4 MEAD PRODUCTS PORTFOLIO
WITH THE ''BUCK BACK OFFER

79'

tr1

And it's important that we all realize that He is our personal
God. We have just gone through the trauma of a cultist faith
where a man set himself up as a substitute for God. There can
be no substitute.
At the Christian Church ( Disciples of Christ ) we believe in
the ability of every person to interpret the Bible in his own way
and to relate to the teachings of Jesus in a way that is
meaningful to him.
We believe that Christian faith is not just a Sunday high, but
a way to relate to people and the world seven days a week.
-Many people are tired of being hit over the head with
someone else's belief. If you're looking for a way or a place to
express your belief in God,try us.
Come in Sunday and be a welcome guest in God's house.
We're just the caretakers.

COMBINATION BAUMANN
It

I
8 DIGIT 4 FUNCTION

•
•
110

2 BATTERIES INCLUDED

t 11.88.

PAPP3 MATE

Alek
UMER
WE-Au

ELMER'S
GLUE-ALL
8 OZ

34"
WOODEN

4 PACK

PAPERMATE
MU POINT PEN
RETRACTABLE, REFILLABLE

5

The First Christian Church

CM,'STRIPE

RUG RUNNER
21" X 00-

BAR
STOOL

STORM
WINDOW KIT

1 99

4.88

SPECIAL HOLIDAY SAVINGS
GIVES YOU 2 FULL COLOR BORDERLESS PRINTS
INSTEAD OF ONE

North of the square on Fifth Street
Dr. David C_Roos, Minister
NOW
BEGLE
4
1 1
/7"11 fi
't
TWIN PRINTS

•REMEMBER 2 PRINTS
•LOW IbItICE.S
4

YOU CAN SHARE THOSE HOLIDAY PHOTOCRAPHS WITH FRIENDS
OR RELATIVES. IT'S EASY AND SO INEXPENSIVE.

12 EXP. 20 EXP. 24 EXP. 36 EXP.

2.99

3.99 4.19

5.99
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The more you
know about
us, the more
you will save...

•

On

nel
• ck
ial
bat

Cood Thurs-Sun.
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!al
in
ar,

NEW FREEDOM
MINI OR
MAXI PADS

ow
ht-

ts;
ow

$1

tam
Mot"MN

ow

Mom.
,••••••■••/.....
••••••••••••••

ow

32 Ounce Fantastik
or 22 oz. Spray & Wash
...Does the
trick on Dirt
and Grease

$

77
BOX

to
at

New Fredom sanitary pads with
adhesive strips. Choose 30 maxi
pads or 30 mini pads

•er
nd
in
ow

EACH

to
81

32 fl
oz
Fantastik
Household Cleaner removes
dirt and grease fast. Just
spray on Spray & Wash
directly on fabrics to remove
stains 22 oz (net wt).

Next Oil
Change...Reach
for QUAKER STATE...
Quality motor oi/ by
Quaker State for all
types of engines
Change cal often for bet
ter engine performance

REG.

644

LIMIT 6

47?)

28 Oz.
Pine
Power
Cleaner

QT.

40 Oz. Purex
Bleach is
Economical
to Use.

;
75

-•

purex.
BLEAcH

Save 1.20

sharni xx)

sit

ii

ED.

Disenfects anC
deodorizes is it
cleans Leaves a
fresh
clean
fragrance 28 fi
oz

ULTRA
WOK
Thestuvropoo spec.aky
..Weal tor
torn.
bk..&en usen

7 Oz. Ultra
Max...
for Blow
Dryer Users

SPECIAL
PURCHASE

97t
REG. 1.37

Safe for washable
fabrics and so
economical to use
40 oz (net wt) box

The
shampoo
especially formulated for blow
dryer users 7 fl

oz

BIC' SHAVERS. . Out
shaves your blade costs
less Package of 4 shaver
s

LIMIT 3

Save 304
Be Creative with Wintuk Yarn
... Many Colors in 3/
1
2 Oz. Skeins
Just imagine all the handcrafts you
can make with Wintue' yarn. 31
/
2
ounce skeins in solid or colors.

Save 2 Ways
on STP Air
and Oil Filters
...Our Super Low Price...Save
Again By Installing Both Yourself
Be a do it yourselter
and save Simple to in
stall air filters and oil
filters by STP1
the
products people trust
for dependability
-

OIL FILTER

AIR FILTER

REG.
2.77

REG.
3.88

REG.$1.27

When Quality Counts.„Shop Roses First
Roses Brand Paints
Beautify and Protect
1, Your Home...

1199268

'7

13 Qt. Galvanized
Drain Pan

DRIPLESS • INTERI

1 48

<MOO

ROSES

ROSES

INTERIOR PAINT

EXTERIOR PAINT

WALLS and CEILINGS

AVON:, messy oil clean ups
with 13 quart galvanized
drain pan
Durable for
lasting use

21enti

94'

Otto 3110

Roses brand paints go on smoothly and clean up with
water. Interior dripless paints for walls and ceilings.
White, beige or oyster white. Rose exterior paints renuire one coat and dries in 1 hour. Available in white.

1

BRIGHT
WHITE

1341141,211(1/15 LITERS)

lititin,L
n-s
"ea

$

9

21-PIECEsA

.

SET

VE,
, 2.00

INCH DRIVE SOCKET SET
WITH
DY
CARRY/STORHAN
AGE CASE.

Great for the handy man
and simple mechanic work

•

lagillAtrAIRT1111NO
POLICY
Th. racy el POWs in So has wowor

sewellinal Wm no Wed 111w wow nw.
ornialis nosion Ni. irkwilorl
~dmU 1.1 Iisemedi. %Wsow.
We a ran dank on MIMI all NM
110 alaiNi POONNOt N11111.0
0111001,

elheal.rim nalin Om wordweilliw
•
w
nowennindlon
Wo WInnwl 0. NOW
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lloon-• NiUsek•0 ea
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11111111•1110 Otonsdasil
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On011611 ST011112. 1118c

SAVE $1.09
$

•

88
SET

3/4"x180'
Masking Tape
Each roll
has 34"x
180
of
tape

21$

Save 52;
9" Roller and
Paint Set...
The quickest
and easiest
way to paint
Set includes
9 roller and
pan

147
I REG.
1.99

Seals Around
Tubs, Showers,
Sinks and Tile
6 oz (net wt 1
Dap Kwik Seel
Caulk for many
household sobs

11 Oz.
DAP Latex
Caulk... Easy
to Use. ..
SHREDDED URETHANE CONEFOAM • . Ideal for pertei t
filling outdoors or in over one
hundred and one uses
Non
Toxic Resilient Washable Net
wt 16-oz bags

17

REG.
•1.54

BARGAIN PRICED

master charge

CLOUD 9 Ty 5-PIECE BATH SET. Set
includes 20!30 area rug. 20x22
contour rug tank top and cover and
seat cover Choice of colors

•.!

14,•{ WBAN.

KLEENEX' FAMILY
NAPKINS. A must
for the end of every
meal You gel 140
11,1y napkins per
Package

(4.1

,
1,
'

r
1 •r

%

x. • 1.

MI=

Central Shopping Center

Just Say
Charge it!

9-9 Mon.-Sat.
1-6 Sunday

2/1 ®
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Pears Give Potato Salad A Lift
By CECILIA' BRON \STONE

AssOciated Press Food Editor
I had never heard of adding
fresh pears to potato salad
until my friend, the late Helen
McCully, told me the fruit
made a great addition to this
old standby. Helen, who had
many admirers during the
years she was food editor of
McCall's, and later food editor
of House Beautiful, had
superlative taste.
This year we got around to
trying Helen's idea. We added
fresh pears to a hot potato
salad. The result was an
unqualified success. If you try
the recipe, we hope your
tasters enjoy it as much as
ours did.
HOT POTATO AND
FRESH PEAR SAI.AD
new
1 12 pounds Iscant
potatoes
2 pound bacon
"
2 tablespoons sugar
4 cup cider or white wine
'
vinegar
12 teaspoon salt
4 teaspoon pepper
'
1 2 cup thinly sliced or finely
chopped scallion
1 tablespoon minced fresh
dill or dried dill weed to taste
2 medium, ripe but firm
Bartlett pears
Scrub potatoes in cold
water. Steam or boil in their
skins. Remove skins and cut
each in half; slice halves
crosswise and fairly thin —
there should be 4 cups.
Reserve.
Dice bacon into about '4inch pieces. ( An easy way to
do this is to stack half a dozen
or so slices, cut into thin
crosswise strips, then dice the
stacks of strips).
In a 12-inch skillet gently
cook bacon, stirring occasionally, until brown and
crisp; with a slotted spoon,
remove bacon and spread on
brown paper to drain;
reserve. Pour off drippings
from skillet into a cup so

brown residue will settle at
bottom. To the clean, dry, 12inch skillet return' cup of the
clear bacon fat and stir in
sugar. vinegar, salt and
pepper. Reserve off heat.
Peel pears and quarter
each: core; slice each quarter
crosswise and fairly thin.
Reserve.
heat reserved
Gently
baconfat mixture in skillet,
reserved
Add
stirring.
potatoes; over moderate heat,
stirring as necessary, heat
until potatoes take up most of
bacon-fat mixture. Stir in
reserved bacon. Off heat stir
in scallion, dill and reserved
pears. Serve at once.
Makes6 servings.

State Parks
Expected To

Soviets Ban Books From Show

fresh pears and a hot bacon

POTATO SALAD — Made wi
dressing.

They confiscated about 40
books before the opening, but
later returned five.
Censors removed George
Orwell's -Animal Farm" but
left his "1984." They took the
hard copy of Desmond Morris'
"Man watching" but left the
paperback edition. U.S.
publishers said they thought
these moves were oversights.
Soviet censors banned five
works by Solzhenitsyn, the
leading Soviet dissident in
exile: his three volume
"Gulag Archipelago"; his
novel 'First Circle," and his
1978 Harvard University

address'World Split Apart."
Also banned were two books
by Josef Stalin's daughter,
Svetlana Alliluyeva, and a
book by Israeli Prime
Minister Menachem Begin on
his experiences in Soviet
prison camps.
Some 1,800 firms from 75
countries including the Soviet
Union are displaying more
that 100,000 publications at the
fair, the official Tass news
agency reported. The U.S.
contingent is made up of 251
firms, up from 73 in the first
Moscow International Book
Fair in 1977.
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YOUR TOTAL FOOD BILL

WILL BE LESS!

Merrill

SLICED
BACON

I.

12.89'

Big John Super Tender U.S. tholes

CHUCK ROAST
LB$109

94 Js. S.ur To•Aw 5.5 a.m.
42'
BEEF POT ROAS'T

NI Ms Wm Twist IP
CHUCK STEAK

Tenderized Lean (Economy Pak)

PORK CUTLETS Ls.119

Fresh Collie sy. Whole (Snood 79')

Ho-Made Seasoned

Quarter Perk Ws 3Hee4 Isite

Di Ms Seim Tease IS Clbolem
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Show Increase
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) —
Kentucky's state resort parks
are expected to show an increase in revenue this year.
despite early fears that gas
shortages would keep tourists
at home, a state official said
Tuesday.
And the picture for next
year "looks as bright as any
year," said J.W. Young, accomodations director for the
state Parks Department.
Figures kept by the
department show occupanc
was up by 1'2 percent in May
over the same month in 1978.
about the same in June as in
the previous year, and
dropped off b,t less than a
percentage point in July from
July of 1978.
Young said the July decline
was the first at the state's
lodges in 14-15 months.
Figures for August have not
been tallied, but Young said
reservations showed a definite
increase.
"We're real encouraged,"
he said. "In July, everybody
was holding their breath."
Revenue will show an ,increase this year because of
higher room rates, which
more than compensated for
the slight decline in tourism in
July. Young said.
Meanwhile, he said tourists
are making reservations at
the state parks for next year
at the same rate they have in
previous years. They're
required to put down a first
night's deposit, an indication
that they intend to keep their
commitments.
Lower fall room rates went
into effect Tuesday systemwide, cutting about $.5 from
the price of a single or double.
Young said rooms should be
inrailable at most state parks
airough September, generally
slower month. Most lodges
itre already about 75 percent
pled for October, but rooms
11(iould still be available, he
Odd.
"We're encouraged about
jie all," Young said. "We
f4ere less damaged in the
travel business than we
thought we'd be, and we don't
litirir for any great decline."
,'.- 'Because of rising utility and
Isloor costs, the state will
probably close the 305 houseXeeping cottages in the system
daring the winter months,
toung said. They were
citiginally built as summertime accomodations and
are expensive to heat.
-,..I.odges at most state parks
'fill remain open and should
*ye sufficient rooms for
tinter guests,44e said

Publishing and Book Trade,
told a news conference
Monday.
A U.S. embassy spokesman
said late Monday that
Ambassador Malcolm Toon
had cancelled a scheduled
Friday reception honoring the
book fair. U.S. publishing
officials said the cancellation
was to protest Soviet refusal to
grant an entrance visa to
Random House publisher
Robert I. Bernstein..
A team of eight Soviet
censors worked for 'three
hours to sift through the 3,200
volumes in the U.S. exhibit.

By STEVEN R. HURST
Associated Press Writer
MOSCOW (API— Sot
censors have banned at least
35 books published in the
United States, including works
by Alexander' Solzhenitsyn
and George Orwell, from the
tour-day. Moscow International Book Fair which
,)pened Tuesday.
Authorities banned those
aooks because they felt they
did not -serve the purpose of
detente and mutual understanding," Boris Stukalin,
chairman of the Soviet State
Coninuttee for Printing,
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N1AYFIELD, Ky. (AP) —
isitors to the Graves County
lockup never know which
--jailbirds" will meet them at
the gate.
Some days it's a flock of
chickens. Other days, a guinea
hen. And the rooster occasionally makes an appearance, provided he's in the

75
viet
ore
t the
news
U.S.
f 251
first
Book

To some visitors, the
elcoming committee may
seem a bit unconventional.
But county jailer Rudy
Shelton says it's all pretty
tame, compared to the time
his monkey !Anus shinnied up
a steam pipe and menaced the

LEDGER & TIMES, Wednesday ,

September 5, 1979

7lporwIt Henderson Woman To
Attend Class Reunion;
Was Only 1908 Graduate

jail and its inmates with a tear
let them go after they
gas cannister.
disrupted a Sunday school
"That monkey pulled it
class by pecking on a
right out of my pocket — it
basement window at a nearby
loved to do things like that," church.
Shelton recalls.
The current menagerie
Linus was disarmed without sticks pretty
close to the
any ill effects to jailer or in- courtyard,
Shelton says.
mates. But similar episodes "That old hen
had her babies
eventually led Shelton to trade right out there
in one of the
in the cinnamon ringtail for a hedges."
mynah bird that learned to
Pigeons, rabbits, dogs and
answer "county jail" every other fowl have
all been
time the phone rang.
jailhouse pets of Shelton at one
The bird was also fond of time or another
during the 11
whistling at women and years he has
served as county
mimicing the sound of police jailer.
c.ar sirens.
"I've
always
loved
Before the mynah there animals," he says.
"I just like
were two dozen quail. Shelton having them around
."

THE BACON AIN'T BAK1N' — It's been hotter than
a frying pan in northern California
this summer, but these two pigs aren't squealing — they've found
a cool mud bath to
help them beat the heat. Barn and Sweetcakes are
a 4-H project by Brian Livingston,
15, of Redding Calif.
(AP Laserphoto)
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HENDERSON, Ky. ( AP) —
Carrie Walker Duncan is
hoping for a 100 percent
turnout when the .Dixie
Independent School's Class of
1908 returns to its alma mater
for Sunday's homecoming
day.
Chances are good that she'll
get her wish.
Mrs. Duncan, now 88 and a
resident of Henderson, was
the smartest girl in her
graduating class. She was also
the prettiest, the best-dressed,
the most likely to succeed, and
the most popular.
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TOKYO (AP) — Lan Lan,
an 11-year-old giant panda
who with her mate Kang Kang
was a major attraction at
Tokyo's Ueno Zoo, died
Tuesday. Zoo officials who
had long hoped she would
produce a panda cub sadly
discovered- that she was
pregnant when she died.
The two pandas were a gift
from China to Japan at the
time the two countries
established normal diplomatic
relations in 1972. Ever since,
zoo officials had sought to
mate the pair successfully to
produce the first panda cub
born in captivity outside
China, their native habitat.
Lan Lan fell ill last Friday
with what proved to be a
kidney- infection. She died of
uremic poisoning early
Tuesday, despite round-theclock efforts by veterinarians
to save her.
X-rays and an autopsy found
that she was carrying a fourinch-long, 11
/
2-ounce fetus,
Ueno Zoo officials said. They
theoriied it would have been
born next month.
Chinese Vice Premier Gu
Mu, visiting Japan, promised
that all efforts would be made
to provide another female
giant panda for the zoo. Ueno
officials said Lan Lan would
be stuffed and exhibited at the
STIEGLITZ SHOW
BOSTON
AP ) — An
exhibition of photographs by
Alfred Stieglitz is on view at
the Boston Museum of Fine
Arts through Oct. 7.
The museum says its permanent collection includes 64
prints by Stieglitz. It says a
selection of the strongest
images in the collection is
included in the exhibition with
a special emphasis on portraiture.
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Toyko's Female Giant
Panda Dies; Zoo
Discovers Pregnancy
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Mrs. Duncan,it seems, WAS
the Class of 1908, a distinction
that
made
her
commencement exercise among
the shortest on record.
It almost didn't take place
at all.
Because there was only one
person in her graduating
class, school officials decided
there was no point in holding
commencement exercises for
Carrie Walker.
The graduating class
thought differently.
"I'd been going to school
since I was 4 years old," Mrs.
Duncan recalls. "And I wasn't
about to be cheated out of my
graduation ceremony."
Mrs. Duncan still chuckles
when she recalls her
graduation get-up.
"All the rage then was
ruffled skirts, but I wanted to
be different," she says.
And so, the independentminded graduate donned a
long white satin gown with a
shoulder-length kid gloves and
a train that trailed behind her.
As the star of the show,
Carrie Walker decided to sing
a song for the spectators who
filled the pews of the old
Methodist Church.
Then she gave both the
valedictorian and salutatorian
speeches.
"I tell you, I was all of it,"
says the feisty octogenarian,
who peppers her speech with
occasional four-letter words.
Chances are Mrs. Duncan
will attract just as much attention when she journeys to
Dixie this weekend.
"I wouldn't miss it for the
world," she says.
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Women On Welfare Moving To Salaried
Jobs Through New California Program
SAN JOSE, Calif.(A?)—"I
just couldn't wait to get off
welfare. I guess that was why
I was so determined," says
Vera Guererro, 20-year-old
mother who has gone from
6287 per month from Aid to
Families with Dependent
Children to a job earning four
times as much.
Thanks to the training she
received through the San Jose
Work Incentive Job Corps
program, Ms. Guererro, the
mother of 4-year-old Angelo, is
an
electrical-mechanical
draftsman with the City of San
Jose.
Another former welfare
recipient who earns 6600 per
month after receiving help
from the WIN program is
Irene Alarcon. 19. She began
her training in November 1978
and is now an insurance
secretary for a local real
estate agency. Her job is to
take information from ap-

plicants for real estate insurance and to prepare applications and forms for use
by reviewing insurance underwriters.
Michele Genero, 23, who is
training to be an auto
mechanic, expects no trouble
in getting a job when she
finishes her curriculum.
"M) dad showed me how to
do a tune-up on a car when I
was 12 sears old," she says.
-Since then I have always
wanted to be an auto
mechanic.. I like being around
cars and I like to work with
my hands. This i training) is a
dream come true."
Ms. i;enero, who has a 2year-old daughter, Kathleen,
received
welfare
had
paj, merits for almost two
years before she was accepted
into the program, funded by
Human
of
the Office
Develppinent services in HEW
and the Department of Labor.

The WIN project, for
welfare recipients, trains
mothers for jobs in private
industry while providing daycare services and education
for their pre-school children.
"The program provided
these women with the personal confidence and job-skills
training they needed to
become independent," says
Jacqueline Simon, San Jose
WIN Project coordinator.
"Once we take these women
into the program, we work
very closely with them to help
them change their attitude
perceptions
about
and
themselves through testing,
peer review and counseling.

physical requirements and
pay — and training them,
after very careful testing, in
the vocation of their choosing.
Not a small part of the
success of the project to date
has been the Child Develop'Tient Center, which is located
on the premises of a former
elementary school in an area
of the city with a 65 percent
Hispanic population.
"This isn't just a day-care
center," said Melba Lyons,
center director. "The mothers
bring their children here in the
mornings, enjoy breakfast
and lunches with them,and we
teach the children social
skills, colors, the alphabet,
and how to read. While their
mothers are learning, they are
learning.

"ARO while we are working
on att4)ides," she adds, "we
are testing them for skills
abilities, informing them
"The children, who range
about the real-world facts of from
infants
to
kinvarious occupations — in- dergartener,k like knowing
cluding hours of work, that their mothers are
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nearby," she pointed out.
"And their mothers appreciate knowing that their
children are well taken care
of. This takes a lot of pressure
off the mothers to find baby
sitters. It works quite well."
"It's a real joy for me to see
their faces or hear the thrill in
their voices over the phone
when they tell me that they
have landed jobs," said Ms.
Simon. "They are so proud of
themselves."
According to Merwin Hans,
executive director of the
Federal Work Incentive
Program in Washington. D.C.,
291,698 former recipients of
AFDC got non-subsidized jobs
in fisca
8
estimate that taxpa!, rs were saved an
estimated $900 million in
welfare grants, Medicaid
payments and food stamps
when these recipients went off
the rolls," Hans said.
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EVERY WOMAN seems to have a soft spot in her heart for luxurious cashmere. Good
cashmere is costly but when one realizes thhe trouble those Mongolian and Chinese goats
have gone through, it's bard to argue. At left is the ultimate in cashmere luxury, an embroidered sweater set, cardigan and pullover, worn over a softly shirred -sweater skirt." At
right, cashmere takes on a special glamour with a halter sweater and color coordinated
pull-on skirt. (Fashions by Dalton Industries.

MISS
YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not reczy•
ed their home-delivered copy of
The Murray Ledger & Times by
530 p m Monday-Friday or by
330 p m Saturdays are urged to
call 753.1916 between 5:30 p.m.
and 6 p.m.. Monday through Friday, or 3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m.
Saturdays.
A circulation department
employee is on duty during these
time periods to insure delivery of
your newspaper. Calls must be
placed by 6 p.m. weekdays or 4
p.m. Saturdays to guarantee
delivery
The regular business office hours
of The Murray Ledger & Times are
8 am. to 5 p.m., Monday through
Friday and 8 a.m. to noon, Saturdays

Department as director of
hospitals and medical care.
the third-ranking slot in the
department hierarchy, below,
the commissioner and the
deputy commissioner.
He left in 1973 to head an
alcoholism
treatment
program in Hartford, a job he
held for 15 months.
All the while he was looking
for something better.
In 1969 he had joined the
deacon program of the Roman
Catholic Church at St. Thomas
Seminary in Bloomfield,
studying at night. In 1972,
several months short of
becoming a deacon, he
dropped out of the program.
"I disagreed with the
Roman Catholic Church on so
many fundamental • • •issues,"
Jarvis said, that he couldn't
stay in the program. He was
married and disagreed with
the • church's position on
celibacy for priests.
He disagreed on the official
policy of refusing the
sacraments to a woman who
has had an abortion ("I
believe a woman has a right to
deal with her body based on
her own moral judgment".
He disagreed on the Roman
Catholic doctrine of the in-
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By TOM HOGE
AP Wine and Food Writer
Drupe fruit sounds like
something that has passed its
prime. But it refers to such
succulent specimens as
cherries, peaehes and plums
which have a soft, pulpy flesh
and a woodlike pit.
The most varied of the
drupe -fruits is the plum, first
ancient
cultivated
in
Damascus and later grown by
the Romans and Greeks. At
about the same time, plums
were being grown in China.
There's really no native
American plum unless you
refer to the wild persimmon or
the beach plum, but there are
said to be more than 2,000
varieties in existence falling
into two main categories:
European and Japanese.
The colonists introduced the
European plum in this country
more than two centuries ago
and today we cultivate dozens
of varieties.
Some of our better known
plums are the greengage,
Damson
named
after
Damascus and the egg plum.
European plums are usually
a reddish purple with a sweet,
firm flesh. Then there is the
Japanese plum, a derivative
of
the
Chinese fruit.
Introduced in the United
States in 1870, it has a yellow
hue overlaid sometimes with
shades of red.
Plums are used for canning
or for drying into prunes. But
the!' are most delicious fresh.
Fresh plums are in season
from July through September
and ther, are a number of
ways you an enjoy their tart

Ultraviolet radiation, invisible to the human eye, can
be seen by insects as various
shades of color and patterns
on flowers, says National
Geographic.
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- Jarvis pursued- his interest
in the Cursillo moyement and
in 1976 he was ordained a
priest_ in the Old Catholic
Church, which is fundamentally different from the
Roman Catholic Church in
that it doesn't preach the
infallibility of the pope. Jarvis
said.
Upon his ordination, he
became associated with St.
Paul's, which had been in
existence for about three
years.

(For the best in gourmet
cooking, order your copy of
"101 Recipes" from Tom
Hoge's Gourmet Cornerl Send
$1 to Gourmet Come?, AP
Newsfeatures, 50 Rockefeller
Plaza, New York, N.Y. 10020.1

Crest _

Peit"`

Jarvis was brought up in
Hartford. the son of an Irish
mother and a French
Canadian father, in a strict
Roman Catholic household.
"The only time I was happy
was when I was serving on the
altar," he said:
In 1967 he had been exposed
.to a new form of Catholic
worship in the form of a threeday retreat known as a
"Corsair)." which is Spanish
for a short course, in
Christianity.

sweetness.
Two desserts I have
recently sampled feature the
plum at its best In Plum
Brnlee, large halves of the
fruit are spread over with a
mixture of sour cream, nutmeg, orange liqueur and
brown sugar. Broil it till the
sugar lightly caramelizes
Then there's Plum Tapioca in
which the fresh fruit flavor
pervades the thick, rich
pudding. Here's the Brulee.
4 large plums
3.1 cup sour cream
1 tablespoon sugar
LH teaspoon nutmeg
1 teaspoon orange liqueur
teaspoon vanilla
04 cup packed brown sugar
Cut plums in half, remove
pits. Place plums, cut side up,
in small baking dish. In small
bowl, mix sour cream, sugar,
nutmeg, orange liqueur and
vanilla. Spoon over plum
halves. Sprinkle with brown
sugar and place under broiler
6 inches from heat. Broil 5
minutes till sugar has melted
and plums are heated. Serve
warm or chilled. Serves 4.

-
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fallibility of the pope.
So he stayed away from
religion, even trying atheism
far a while. But "witlfGod out
of my life," he said, "there
was no music."

Fresh Plums Make Dessert Treat

4
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Cabbie-Priest Combines Job;
.
By ANDREW O'CONNELL
Associated Press Writer
HARTFORD, Conn. ( AP ) —
Ther,e is in tills city a priest
who earns his living taking
women to their jobs at
massage parlors and ferrying
drinkers to gin mills as a fulltime cab driver.
And if that's not enough of a
contradiction, this same man
was for seven years one of
Connecticut's highest-ranking
public-health executives.
In between was a life change
that ended a $23,000-a-year
career and the ownership of a
Porsche 914. It propelled the
Rey. Arthur Jarvis into the
priesthood at a late age,
giVing this city both its most
unusual member of the clergy
and its most unusual cabbie.
Jarvis, 46, works for Yellow
Cab Co. five days a week. On
-Sunday • • afternoons he conducts Mass at St.. Paul's
Community Catholic Church,
which isn't a church in the
classic sense. It is simply a
group of people who meet at
the Hill Center to practice an
unorthodox
form
of
Catholicism that disregards
some basic Roman Catholic
teachings.
He drives a cab because one
of the precepts of the community church is that its
pastor is not to rely on the
parish for support. Instead, he
must work.
So on weekday mornings,
Jarvis puts on his clerical
collar and starts up the cab
with the crucifix hanging from
the rear-view mirror and sets
off on an unpriestly journey
that takes him nowhere, and
everywhere.
-This coWr is a symbol,"
he said on recent evening
over a glass of beer."The cab
brings the collar to all sorts of
places that it wouldn't ordinarily go."
The women who work in the
massage parlors regularly
take the cab to work and back
home again.
In 1966, before becoming a
priest, Jarvis went to work for
the Connecticut Health
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99c
PERSONNA
99c
TUMS
48c
UNACANE
DOUBLE EDGE
BLADES

ANTACID
TABLETS
2

1E
6

Y.

51

PE. OF 3 ROLLS-36'S

ANTI-ITCH
CREME
MEDICATION

•.)

I—

1
7117/1

ORAFIX SPECIAL

j4re/1110
-----

DENTURE
ADHESIVE

-s,
fs,;04

when only the finest will do.

-4

Grandparent's
Day Cards

Ftkkei;,
Ales:11L

LADIES
SAFETY RAZOR
0

G.E.

8
$18

99

FLICKER

MEDICATED
CREAM
FOR
JOCK ITCH

Soft White

$3.16 Value

1 401.

$
1

28

5'S

CRUEX

Let them know how very special they are
with a lovely thought

LIGHT BULBS

8

1
$
2 2 OZ.

88

$
1
15 OR.

LEGS NO BREEFS

••••10- •

PANTYHOSE I PANTIES IN ONE

8reet

REGULAR
SANDALFOOT

99e

CONTROL TOP
SANDAL FOOT

$1 49

SIZES 95-135 LB. 1 120-160 LB.

Bel Air
9-9 Mon.-Sat.
Center
1-6 Sunday
Murray, Ky.

SALE PRICES
EFFECTIVE THRU
SEPT. 8

753-8304

IIIS10111 !RH; IIITERS

1

yap
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13 Die On State Highways Over Holiday
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By The Associated Press
Among those killed on Labor
Thirteen persons died on Day was Wilson
Edwards, 58,
Kentucky highways during the of Burlington. He was
injured
Labor Day weekend, three fatally in a two-vehicl
e acmore than in the same holiday cident, one mile
west of
period of 1978,
Florence on Kentucky 18.
Twelve-year-old Robert
State police said Joseph R.
James Renusch of rural Timmons, 15, Jeffer
son
Bowling Green died Monday County, died in a
hit-and-run
night at Vanderbilt Medical accident Monday evenin
g.
Center in Nashville after
Timmons was walking south
being in a single car accident along Cane Run Road
with a
north of Bowling Green.
friend when he was hit by a
Two other persons, 16- pickup truck. Timmo
ns'
yearold
Timothy
Ray companion was uninjured.
McKinney and 17-year-old
No arrest has been made but
Kenneth Beshear, were ad- state police said they
picked
mitted to a Bowling Green up a motorist in connec
tion
hospital after Monday's ac- with another hit-an
d-run
cident. They
were in fatality during the weekend.
satisfactory condition today, - Police said Robert Willia
m
and a third person injured was Boggs of Porter Creek
in
treated at the hospital and Carter County was charge
d
released.
with second-degree manState police said the car slaughter in the death
apparently failed to negotiate Saturday of Thomas Arthurs.
a curve just before reaching a
Arthurs, 26, of rural Olive
bridge, struck a fence row and Hill, was struck while walkin
g
landed on its top.
along the Lawton Ridge Road
The four persons were about four miles south of Olive
trapped in the car, which Hill, officers said.
caught fire, and rescue units
A Princeton youngster was
had to remove them from the struck and killed by a car
burning vehicle.
Monday afternoon in his

hometown, Princeton police
said
7-year-old
Robin
Christopher Fraliex apparently ran into the path of a
car while chasing a ball.
The accident occurred on
U.S. 62. Police said no charges
would be filed.
A two-car crash Monday on
Kentucky 40 in Williamsport
took the life of Jerry Allen
Butcher, 24, of Williamsport,
state police said.
Gary Putman, 26, of rural
Greenville, died when his car
left Kentucky 176 in Greenville, statte police reported.
That accident also occurred
on Monday.
State police said Mark
Cannon,28, of Henderson, died
early Monday when his auto
smashed into a tree in his

less than a mile south of
Booneville in (Ywsley County,
state police said.
Sunday's third traffic victim
was identified as 16-year-old
Timmy L. Cain of Williamsport. State police said the
youth died in the crash of a
motorcycle and pickup truck
on Kentucky 40 in his Johnson
County hometown.
Ernest Phillips, 78, of
Hustonville, died Saturday
night when the car in which he
was riding was struck by a
train in Lincoln County. The
accident occurred about two
miles from McKinney, state
police said.
The deaths raised the state's
yearly count to 594, compared
with 569 through the same
period a year ago.

BEST DEALS IN TOWN ON THE

Best Eatin'All Around
,zot -9)';Ae

641/

5.TWO HOT HAM 'N'CHEESE
SANDWICHES $1.69
Good Octobe

6. REGULAR ROAST BEEF AND
A HOT HAM 'N'CHEESE $1.59

Good at all participating Hardee s
°resent this coupon before
ordering One coupon per customer ph iiiso Customer must pay
any sales tax
due on the purchase price In the state
nois
customer must pay any sales and use tat Lvr-1 the full
retail value of food product received Th,,,c:)upon
not good in combination with any other 'te,s

Good at all participating Hardee S Please pr,-,
ordering One coupon per customer please(
due on the purchase price In the state of
customer must pay any sales and use tax on
retail value of food product received This CO,
not gr, n
',V,
'hor

r 4-10. 1979

liardeet

3. REGULAR ROAST BEEF AND
A HOT HAM 'N'CHEESE $1.59
Good
September 20-26, 1979

Good at all participating Hardee s Please Present this coupon before
ordering One coupon per customer, please Customer must pay any sales
tax
due on the purchase price In the state of IllinOiS
customer must pay any sales and use tax on the full
retail value of food product received This coupon
not good in combination with any other offers

Mardwis

1. TWO BIG ROAST BEEF
SANDWICHES $1.99
Good through September 12, 1979
Good at all participating Hardee s Please present this coupon before
ordering One coupon per customer please Customer must pay any sales
tax
due on the purchase price In the state of Illinois
customer must pay any sales and use tax on the full
retail value of food product received This i,r)upon
not good in combination with any other offers

tiardettk.

Oasis
Num
MIND

AU NATURAL — Taking a romp through
the puddles
just seemed like the natural thing to do for Lori Wellen
s,
4, of Green Bay, Wisc. She scooted out of
the fiouse as
her mother was washing clothes.
(AP taierphoto)

WHEEL OF FORTUNE — in the early 19th century, the
flywheel of this 45-ton Gothic
Beam engine and others like it brought the industr
ial revolution and prosperity to
America. It now rests in Greenfield Village, in Dearbo
rn, Mich., a historic recreation.

aidgel

Hordes Of Travelers Jam
Italy As Tourism Booming
By SAMUEL KOO
increase this year.
Associated Press Writer
What attracts foreigners to
ROME (AP) — Venice is Italy?
fighting "people jams" on its
"You get your money'ssidewalks, border posts are worth here," says Wiebke
waving thousands of German Kuhn,
a
34-year-old
and Swiss tourists through schoolteacher from Hamburg.
every day and Italy's major "The lovely weather, good and
airports have all but aban- relatively inexpensive food,
doned customs checks in a the pope who talks sense, and
desperate effort to cope with above all the treasures of
"human waves."
art."
We haven't seen anything
In Rome, a tourist can still
like it, somebody must have find restaurants offering a
spread rumors that the fullcourse meal for 6,000 lire
Colosseum is crumbling and or $7.50. But inflation, running
won't last long," says Guido at 18 percent a year, is already
Bruschi, a Rome travel agent. cutting into these bargains.
"I can't get a clear shot of
A double room with bath in a
St. Peter's ( Basilica because good Rome hotel costs more
of all those buses," says Susan than 50,000 lire, or $62, up from
Wadsworth, a 21-year-old 40,0001ire, or $50, a year ago.
student from Minneapolis, in
Still, the bus fare in Rome is
exasperation, pointing to only 100 lire, or 13 cents,
dozens of tall, sightseeing despite increased fuel costs.
buses blocking the St. Peter's Premium gasoline in Italy ,
Square.
sells for 550 lire (70 cents) a
Despite the threat of liter.
terrorism, foreign tourists are
"I think there's also this
streaming into Italy in record feeling of let's enjoy it now,
numbers, and government before another energy crisis
officials expect the nation's comes," says Claudio Bontotal earnings from tourism vecchio, the ENIT chairman.
will go over the $7 billion mark "Otherwise, how can you
this year, a whopping 27 explain that most of the
percent increase over 1978.
foreign tourists, unlike in
The National Tourist Office previous years, are all looking
ENIT) says Italy received for
first-class
ac15.5 million foreign visitors commodations
—
airlast year and, based on the conditioned rooms with
first seven months' record, it television, telephone and a
expects at least a 15 percent bar."

hometown.
Charles D. Osburne Jr., 17,
of Carrollton, died Monday at
University
Hospital
in
Louisville of head injuries
received in an accident in
Carrollton Saturday, according to Jefferson County
Deputy Coroner Robert
Carter. Police said Osburne's
car struck a building after his
accelerator pedal stuck.
Three fatalities were
reported Sunday.
A two-car crash on
Algonquin
Parkway
in
Louisville took the life of Louis
M. Neal, state police said. The
51-year-old Louisvillian was
killed at about 5:30 a.m. EDT.
Kenneth W. Terry, 19, of
rural Booneville, died when
his car ran off Kentucky 11,

Good October 11-17, 1979

liarded

4.TWO BIG ROAST BEEF
SANDWICHES $1.99
Good September 27-Oct
ober 3, 1979

Good at all participating Hardee s Please present this Coupon '
ordering One coupon per customer please Customer must pa‘, .
due on the purchase price In the state of Illinois
customer must pay any sales and use tax on the full
retail value of food product received This coupon
not good in combination with any other offers

2.TWO HOT HAM 'N'CHEESE
SANDWICHES $1.69
Good September 13-19, 1979
Good at all participating Hardee s Please present this coupon before
ordering One coupon per customer please Customer must pay any sales ta
due on the purchase price In the state 01-•ttrrirs— —
customer must pay any sales and use tax on the full
retail value of food product received This coupon
not good in combinatioh with any other alfeS
,

Best Eatin'All Around

ardees"
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AyGOOD,IYEAR
SERVICE STORES
PRICES
SLASHED
ON BRAND
NAMES

SALE

DAYS ONLY

Store Hours During Sale 7 a.m. to 5 p.m.

RECORD BREAKER!
We re reducing prices as
low as it takes to beat last
year s record -breaking
sale'
PLEASE, MOM — "Can 1 have some jelly on my bread?"
This 1917 print is from the culinary picture collection of Cecily Brownstone, Associated Press Food Editor.

Ii

BEST
BLACK & WHITE
TV BUYS

BEST
REFRIGERATOR
BUYS

Plum Butter:
Please, Mom,
Can I Have Some?
'
By CECILY BROWNSTONE
Associated Press Food Editor

and consistency. The plums to
use are the yellow-flesh kind
with bright or dark red skins.
recipe. A real
Around preserving time, A new
discovery!
many cooks are tempted to
puiM BUTTER
"put up" fruit butters. They
(generous) red
pounds
1'2
are delicious and economical
sliced and
to concoct, convenient to have plums (about 9),
pitted
on hand. Kids love to spread
2 cups sugar
them on bread.
'2 teaspoon ground cinBut let's face it. As a rule,
fruit butters are time- namon
A dash each of allspice,
consuming to make.
and nutmeg
cloves
Take apple butter. The
In a large heavy saucepot
wonderful old-fashioned kind
heat stir
may need two to four hours of over very low
½ cup of
cooking before it thickens. together plums and
flow;
juices
the
until
sugar
the
(It's this slow cooking that
gives that sought-after old- bring to a boil and boil until
time flavor.) And you have to fruit is tender — about 5
watch it guardedly, keeping minutes. Turn into an electric
the heat low and stirring often blender; whirl on low speed
toward the end of the cooking, lbecause mixture is hot) until
or it will sputter and spatter pureed. Return to saucepot
with remaining sugar and the
like mad.
Peach butter, too. Last year spices. Bring to a boil, then
we tried to make it an boil gently, stirring often, to
on a candy-jelly
easierthan-usual way. We-put 222 degrees
— about 10
thermometer
it in the oven and were extremely pleased that it needed minutes. Ladle at once into
only 1k2 hours of cooking and a hot, wide-mouth, u2-pint
few stirrings. No sputtering or canning jars, leaving 142-inch
head space. Adjust caps (lids
spattering.
This year we had the best and screw bands ) according to
directions.
'hick yet in making plum manufacturer's
butter. It is speedy to make — Process in a hot-water bath
about 15 minutes of cooking — for 15 minutes. Makes 3 halfand has excellent flavor, color pints plus a little extra.

12" G.E.Sculpture Cabinet
18 Ft. White General Electric
s46900
18 Ft. Harvest Gold General Electric

12" G.E. Woodgrain Cabinet
$8900

$4790°

15" G.E. Woodgrain Cabinet

I I tutu tri

2900

16 Ft. Almond General Electric
$44900

General Electric

19 G.E. Woodgrain Cabinet

Microwave

All have reversible doors
and are no-frost.

959°°

$28900
W/Defrost

CHARGE IT!

BEST
wasiitR
BUYS
Heavy Duty General Electric
with mini- basket $31900

BEST
STEREO
BUYS

Heavy Duty General Electric Harvest Gold
six temp. selections, three water levels.

10900

8-Track Player W/Speakers

Large Capacity Avacodo General Electric 2
speeds, 5 wash rinse temp., variable water
level.

AM-FM 8-Track VI/Speakers
Turntable W/Speakers
Turntable W/O Speakers

$59
$89"
$8900
$5900

AM-FM, 8 Track, Turntable ".
Recorder W/Speakers

CHARGE IT!

$229°°
ENJOY YOUR
CREDIT POWER
AT GOODYEAR

Autumn Dress-Up Days
4•01011,

Goodyear Revolving
Charge

CLOSEOUTS

• Flev,bie Pay Schedule
• Monthly Statement
• Customer loentificatton
CAR CARD tor
Convenience at Any
Goodyear Store Countrywide

AIR CONDITIONERS
13,000 BTU Super Thrust
15,000 BTU Super Thrust

Goodyear Installment
Pay Plan

$369°°
$38900
$4190°
$47900

• Longer Terms Than
Available on
Our Revolving Charge
• Low Monthly Payments
• Monthly Statement

18,000 BTU Super Thrust
21,000 BTU Super Thrust
$51900
24,000 BTU Super Thrust

• It must be right
or we mak•
it right
• We d•liv•r
what we sell
• Approved
factory service

$2790°
G.E. Heavy Duty 2 Cycle Electric
Dryer

219"

• CHEST-TYPE FREEZERS

General Electric soma
20.3 Cu.Ft.
16.2 Cu.Ft. 'iga0 General Electric

$399

Olen Illmager lebsrt laid"Jr.

0

FALL FINERY — For special occasions, little girls will entoy wearing these pretty coordinates. The wide wale corduroy jumper features eyelet trim at the bodice and extended
shoulders, with a pocket treatment that matches the floralpring blouse. In fall's newest coloration, the separates are
available in sizes 4-6X.(B Health-tex.1
0

Murray, Goodyear Service Store
Ky.

st

News: 7.n. mid Spa. Ulm-Sat

753-0595

mmr
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PUT IT IN THE
2-.11O-rtice

2. Notice

2. Notice

2. Notice

Bible study each evening or any
time by phone Free Store for
the needy, all donations appreciated Bible Facts 7594600

Office Space For
Rent. Call 7537618 after 5:00

It's A
Fact
Free Gift
Wrapping

Phone Numbers
For The
ledger & Times
Departments
Are As Follows

CLASSIFIED AD
DEADLINES
In order for your ad to appear
ion the date you specify you
must adhere to the following
deadlines An ad must be called or broukht in by 12 noon
the day before in order to appear in the next days paper,
with the exception of ads to
start in Monday's paper, they
must be called or brought in by
10 AM on Saturday
To have an ad cancelled
before publication you will
need to contact us by 8 AM
that morning in order for it not .
to appear in that days edtion.

La A Specialty At

Starks Hardware
12th & Poplar
753-1227
FREE PARKING!

News, Society and
753- I 9 I 8
Sports
Retail Display advertising 753- I 9 19.
Classified Display,
Classified, Circulation and the Business
be
may
Office
reached on 75 31916 and 753-1917

Want to buy One chest of
drawer
in good condition
with at least 3 drawers. Call
753-6173 after 6 pm and ask
for Sherry
Free Store 759-4600
Take advantage of Avon
specials Call local representative,753-2896

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Weasel
sound
4 Lean-to
8 Fate
12 Exist
13 "King 14 Encourage
15 Spruce
17 Devoured
19 State . Abbr
20 Pea holder
21 Resort
22 Marsh
23 Encourage
25 Simian
26 Zeus' beloved
27 Distant
28 Reverence
29 Haloed one
32 Article
33 Pennants
35 Note,ot.
scale
'36 Allude to
38 Speck
39 Transgression
40 Near
41 Lair
42 Level
43 Insane
45 Pitch
46 Diocese
47 Siberian
river
48 - Gawain
19 Saturates
52 Entreaty
54 Drunken cry
56 Large tub
57 Dispatch
58 Amount
owed
59 Greek letter
DOWN
1 Cushion
2 Anglo-Saxon
money

3 Seasoning
4 Luge, e.g
5 Pronoun
6 Digraph
7 Curtain
8 Owing
9 Conjunction
10 Eye closely
11 Average
16 Vessel
18 Tantalum
symbol
21 Profligate
22 Mist
23 At a distance
24 Poison
25 Beard of grain
26 - and outs
28 Swiss river
29 Skill
30 Silkworm
31 Fasting period
33 Wager
34 Vast age
1

Answer to Tuesday's Puzzle

111213 00013121 101013
GOO GIC10130 CIOCI
MOOG ClOOLIOLKI
DOM IMO
1301311211300 13EmU0I2
121131 IMMO WOO
OLIO MUM 01210
UWIZILJ MOOG] CO
uuoIJIj OCIOGIE1013
000 UUUU
00001111E1 WUDLIU
A CIO DEXICICI 1112111
DE
0111:1013 UtlU
37 Novelty
39 Jacket part
41 Challenged
42 Toll
43 Swabs
4'4 Competent
45 Note of
scale
46 Let it stand

2
3

3U

4

I

ilarilal

.11

rail.

UU

P24

Listed here is a ready
reference that will quickly
h•lp
you locate the
classification you are looking for.
1. Legal Notic•
2. Notice
3. Card of Thanks
4. In Memory
5. Lost and Found
6. Help Wanted
9. Situation Wanted
10. Bus. Opportunity
I I. Instructions
12. Insurance
19. For Sale or Trod.
14, Want To Buy
IS. Articles For Sale
16. Horne Furnishings
17. Vacuum Cleaners
is. Sewing Machines
19. Farm Equipment
20. Sports Equipment
21. Monuments
22. Musical
23. Exterminating
24. Miscellaneous
25. Business Services
26. TV-Radio
27. Mobile Horne Sales
28. Mob. Horne Rents
29. Heating-Cooling
30. Business Rental
31. Want To Rent
32, Apts. For Rent
33. Rooms for Rent
31. Houses For Rent
35. Farms For Rent
36. For Rant Or Leas.
37. Livestock -Supplies
38. Pets-Supplies
39. Poultry-Supplies
40. Produce
11. Public Salis
12. Horne Loans
43. Real Estate
41. Lots For Salo
45. Forms For Salo
46. Homes For Salo
47. Motorcycles
48. Auto. Services
19. Used Cars
50. Used Trucks
51, Campers
52. Boats and Motors
53, Services Offered
51. For Trade
55, Feed And Seed
56. Free Column
57, Wanted

Quality
SIGNS
Since 1951
Come On By or I
Call 753-3315

iihr L10i

S6 ill
ill

48 Mournful
49 Cry
50 Dab
51 As written .
Mus,
-53 Printer's
measure
55 - Day:
May 8, 1945

WANT AD
CLASSIFICATIONS

SEPTEMBER RED
TAG SALE

aai
a al ail m
NU
a .0
al
NI
1
1 ., ill
UU ida ali
a ii MI
UI
ill
lei

29

Buy now us
and save!

37

Lure s

CARRA WAY
FURNITURE
105 N. 3rd
753-1502

dicate Toe.

2. Notice

--What we do best is care
Needline 753-6333

CARTER STUDIO
WEDDINGS
PORTRAITS
153-8218

3. Card of Thanks
We want to take this opportunity to express our gratitude
and appreciation to the many
people whose acts of
thoughtfulness and compassion helped sustain us during
the illness and death of our loved one.
A special thanks toDr. Billy
P'Poole, Father Maddingly, the
nurses on second floor of Murray Calloway County Hospital,
and all the ,many friends and
neighbors who sent food and
flowers. Each and everyone of
you will hold a special place in
our hearts.
Many thanks from the Wife,
Mother. and family of Tommy
Noonan.

5. Lost and Found

6. Help Wanted

19. Farm Equipment

37. Unstuck-Supplies 43. Real Estate

Babysitter needed. five days a
week, 7 am til 4 pm
References required Call 753/238
Reliable cook needed Apply in
person, Fern Terrace Lodge
641 Super Shell is now taking
applications for full time and
part time help Apply in person
516 South 12th Street.

Must sell, All-steel. clear-span
AG building, 40'x72'x14', large
door included, $5795. F.O.B.
also 40'x48'x14'. $4595 Call
collect 614-237-2740
Six yard pan Earth Mover, in
good condition, for 100 hp and
up tractor Call after 8 pm,
753-8998

Rolled hay for sale 489-2495

9. Situation Wanted

Clarinet, only a year old, $130
Phone 753-9345 or 753-9796
Will do babysitting in my home,
Conn
saxaphone. excellent conweekdays. Have references.
dition, used. 8 months,
759-1078 after 5 pm.
reasonable price. 753-2583.
11. Instructions
Guitar, Les Paul replica, HumLyndia Cochran Dance Studio bucking pickups, sunburst
registration for dance and gym- finish,
hard shell case. Cord
nastics Call 753-4647
and strap. Gretch amplifier,
Private piano instructor will tube type. Call 247-6753.
-give private piano lessons. BS Spinet Piano used like new. Usdegree in music and 6 years ex- ed console and grand pianos.
perience in private teaching. Practice pianos. New Baldwin
Will teach adults and children. pianos and organs. Lonardo
Call 753-6090.
Piano Company, across from
Would you like to know more the post office, Paris, Tenabout cosmetiosband skin care? nessee.
Come to the Holiday Inn at Wurlitzer organ model 6251.
12:30 and 7:3,0, Thursday, Antique white, arch type, all
September 6th for a free extras, like new. Cost $5000.
seminar.
Sale $3500. Phone 753-1816
13. For Sale or Trade evenings.
Seiler oil stove for sale, two- 23. Exterminating
tone finish, or will trade for
good old wood stove. Call 7533477.

Immediate placement. Will
hire three. Need motivated 1724 year old males for Nuclear
training. Must be high school,
grad. Have above average ability in math, algebra. $121
weekly. Room, board, medical.
Two years paid training. Call
Navy (502) 753-6439 or call
toll free 1-800-841-8000.
Tobacco cutting hand. Call
492-8790.
Wanted: person experienced in
auto painting and body work.
Apply at McKeel Equipment
Company, 503 Walnut Street,
Murray, KY. See Dan McKeel.
Local Derby Station for
Lease. Located at 707
South 12th Street. low
investment, desire individuol who can be a
builder.
business
Training provided in
conjunction with a
marketing
strong
program. For further
details contact Derby
Refining Company, P.O.
Box 1030, Wichita, KS
67201 or call 316-2670361. ext. 235.

15. Articles For Sale

Dining table. Walnut legs, top
matte finish, contemporary
design. 753-4054 after 4:30
pm.
Early American couch for sale,
makes a bed Phone 753-3969
New electric stove kitchen set,
couch and chair, end tables
and coffee table 436-2743
Seven foot velvet couch, excellent condition $75. Velvet
recliner, like new. $45. Call
753-8598.

17. Vacuum Cleaners
KIRBY
VACUUM
CLEANERS
For factory authorized ports,
soles, and service call (901)
642-7619. Located at 102
-W.-- -Washington St., Court
Square. Pans, Tn.

SALES CAREERS
FULL OR PART TIME

- - AND THE
PEOPLE ARE

HOSPITAL

SO POLITE ---

HHH-- PLEASE

IfETU BAILEY
WHY DO YOU

United Feat,. Synthcale

nc

CLOTHES ARE

A WAY OP
ADVERT/SING
YOURSELF

WEAR SUCH
WILD
CLOTHES?

Start a new career with the K.A.S.H. Team $14,500.
to $22,500. first year opportunity with America's
fastest growing multi-media and specialty advertising firms. Company car and full benefits
package. Earn while you learn, while serving the
businessmen in your area with new Specialty Advertising Products of Quality and Distinction. No
sales experience necessary, full or part time
positions available. For information write: Mr. Lee
Martin, KENDRICK-ALLENDER ADVERTISING
CO., INC., 777 Portland Way North, Box 729, Galion,
Ohio 44833 (419-468-5418) -OUR CUSTOMERS
LOVE US, YOU SHOULD KNOW US"

IM SELLING
STILk -FOREVER

I Peon- AT Pootircev- mc-eat,

At Wendy's
Ma
s More
Noole Work
Than Raper Work
WE HAVE OPENINGS FOR BOTH
EXPERIENCED MANAGERS AND
TRAINEES IN
THE WESTERN KT. AREA
Our outstanding growth and increasing
voiLime are due to a good product, and good
people If you have the skills to train and
motivate others plus the drive to succeed, and
an attitude that will accept nothing but
sixAmss, we can start you in an advancement
program that will give you everything you need
to achieve your goal Food service experience
is helpful but not required Proven leadership
skills are vital We offer.
• Good salary while training
• Rapid advancement
• Benefits

BLONDE

viCrouS
PritATE9!

VYOUR
PUNISHMENT
IS OVERDUE!

Dog obediance classes to start
September 6 Any age dog
Special program for 2 to 4
month old pups Nationally
known obediance instructor
Call 436-2858
Grooming and boarding for
your dog or cat, receives indondual attention and 24 hour
supervision. We also have Pug
and champion sired Minature
Schnauzer stud service. Puppies will be available by
Thanksgiving. Hidden Valley
Kennels, 435-4481.

41. Public Sale
Indoor garage sale, 520 South
6th Street. Different items. Friday 8 til 5. Saturday 8 til 3.
Yard sale, corner or 9th and
Goodman. Some furniture, curtains and bedspreads. Saturday, September 8, 8 am til ?.
Yard sale, Immanuel Lutheran
Church, 15th and Main St., Friday September 7, 8 til 5, and
Saturday September 8, 8 til 3.
Dinette set, couch, fruit jars,
clothing, and miscellaneous.

Plus the support of a young,enthusiastic
organization. For more information
call Mr. McMillin
Monday, Tuesday, or Wednesday from
8:00a.m.to2:00p.m. an equal opportunity employer

LAKEFRONT
PROPERTY
Beautiful wooded
waterfront lot with
mobile home and 2
boat covered boat
dock located on
private cove just off
main channel of Kentucky Lake. Good location and realistic price
$24,500. Phone Kopperud Realty for all
your real estate needs.
Garden Courtyard! Creative
landscaping and imaginative
planning have made this charming 4 bedroom, Viz bath
home completely unique! Plus
lots of extra features. Call 7531492 for your private showing...Offered by Loretta Jobs
Realtors.

WALLIS DRUG
•PRESCRIPTIONS .FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
•HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
.LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
•HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS

Kelley's Termit
8, Pest Control

Free Delivery on Prescriptions in City Limits

Yard Savings
For a perfectlawn next spring,
Re-seed now is the proper thing,
Buy just enough to cover that
bare spot.
Or plenty ofseed to sow the entire lot,
You can buy to suit your needs,
Without any fear of sowing
weeds,
We have a wide selection,
So come on down our direction,
And our prices are not
depressing.
At

26. TV-Radio
Cabinets damaged in transit. 2
t.v.s and one stereo. Works
perfect with warranty. Selling
at large discount. Clayton's-1 &
B Music, Dixieland Center.
Stack 3 Mosbey's CB antenna,
can talk to Canada and Mexico.
New $150, now $75. 4928834.

27. Mobile Home Sales
For sale: Armour double wide
24x54, just remodeled. 43/4729.
Mobile home, completeli furnished on 1 acre improved property. Electric, sewege, water,
all for only $5495. Call 4362391.
12x65 Three bedroom trailer,
bath and a half, $4100. Call
7517442.
Vindale double-wide house
type construction. 2 baths,
storm windows, central heat
and air. New, must sell, owner
transferred. Call 615-2326801. Must be relocated.

28. Mob. Home Rents
12x65 two bedroom, water furnished. Call 753-0957
Three bedroom, fully carpeted,
central heat and air, new furniture, near University. 7535209.

29. Heating-Cooling
Air conditioner, 3¼ ton central
unit. Cools and heats. 7533509

30. Business Rental
1579

Excellent site for lakefront
home Overlooks Blood River on
38. Pets-Supplies
deep water Approximately 2
Community water
Doberman puppies AKC 35 acres
champions in 5 generations. available Very private and ex$100 Call 489-2379 or 489- clusive area Call Spann Realty
Associates 753-7724
2245 after 5 pm

Baby crib, Simmons mattress,
matching bath and dressing
table, and a Bobbie Mac car
seat. 753-2329
For sale: 5 cent Coca-Cola drink 24. Miscellaneous
machine. Ideal for novelity To settle estate: Man's 11
/
4,
item for Fraternity house, etc. karat diamond solitaire, white
$100. Phone 759-4573 after 6 gold mounting, jeweler's
Pm.
estimate $3,000. If interested
16. Home Furnishings write P.O. Box 32 K.

LUOWI6 VAN BEA6LE!

•061,6 9,M0cale, MC
VITO Wieled,

22. Musical

*LOST* Black and white
female birddog, approximately
11-years old, wearing choke collar. Lost about one week ago at
intersection of Johnny Robertson Road and Ky. 94W. If 14. Want To Buy
found, call collect, 1-247
Wanted to buy: standing
5561, Larry Sholar, Mayfield.
timber, top prices paid. 4892334.
6. Help Wanted

- Arr Equal -Opporttanty F'znplayer

PUMPS

FOR REM 41.

For rent: downtown location.
Convenient, safe, storage
warehouse up to 1000 square
feet. $100 per month. Call 1522-8469_

32. Apts. For Rent
For rent 3 room apartment
newly decorated Close to town
See at 503 Olive

33. Rooms for Rent
Boys only, furnished, kitchen
facilities, air conditioned.
private entrances, 2 blocks
from campus at 1626
Hamilton. Call 753-8572.
Sleeping rooms, air conditioned, refrigerator in hall, private
entrance. Zimmerman Apartments, South 16th St. 7536609.

36. For Rent Or Lease
Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-4758

37. Livestock-Supplies
18 month old Tennessee
Walker and 5 month old Angus
heifer. 3 nanney goats. Call
753-2418.
Will board horses. Have barn
shade tree, water trough. and 5
acres to run 3 miles out of
Murray off of 94 East Call 7530065

Shoemaker Seed
Processing
4th

Chestnut

All Types Lawn
Field
es ofSeed

753-7666

AUCTION SALE
SAT., SEPT. 8, 1979
10:00 A.14,,
96.73 Acre Farm, 3 Bdr., Home, Antiques
LOCATION: Roy E. Houser Farm. From Benton take 58
(Mayfield Nwy) Southwest 2.50 miles to Houser Rd.
then West 1.5 miles to Farm.
Real Estate Will Sell at
12:00 NOON
REAL ESTATE: This farm contains 96.73 acres
with 22 acres wooded and the rest cleared and
presently in a high state of cultivation. There is 012
dark fired and 976 lb. Burley Base. Improvements
consist of a 3 or 4 bedroom frame with large living
room, kitchen, bath, utility and enclosed back porch. There are many outbuildings one with electric
and a shower. Farm buildings include large stock
barn with sheds (extra good); large tobacco barn
with shed (extra good); cribs; old tool shed. There
is approximately 70 acres now in beans and lays
level to gently rolling, 22 acres in good growing timber the majority being marketable size. This farm
has road frontage.
PERSONAL PROPERTY: House is full of appliances, furniture, and antiques galore! The outbuildings are full too. Come stay all day!
AUCTIONEER'S NOTE: The best of both worlds is
the only way to describe this farm, good row crop
ground or with these buildings an ideal cattle farm,
plus a good track of hard wood timber. This farm is
only 4 miles from town and has several hundred feet
of road frontages. It has just been surveyed and
plots are available at our office.
REAL ESTATE TERMS: 10% down purchase price
day of sale, cash balance within 30 days with deed
delivery. Personal property cash.
POSSESSION: Cropland after 79 harvest - home 30
days from signing deed.
LUNAR WILL RE SERVES
NT RESPONSIBLE FOR ACCIDENTS
will show Nos property anytime prior to side by waking an ee
peintreest with Louis* Illoodworib end losers ilosss•r Ad
Ilisistrwt ors
CONDUCTED et

We

AUSTIN REALTY
SARK BROTHER'S
ACUTION COMPANY
CNARLES STARKS -521-9552 PAUL STARKS-521 4591
LICENSED-BONK I INSURES
PROFESSIONAL IN MI IIIISINESS
C111•11111101•010.91

rook erg .4 ode ftadr• prole...a vow prImed
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43. Real Estate

BUD MAJORS
REAL ESTATE
1538080

641 N.
Three bedroom B.V.
home about 542 miles
from Murray. Newly
decorated and carpeted large kitchenden, spacious master
carport.
bedroom,
this
into
Move
spotlessly clean home
and enjoy good counOnly
try.
living.
$39,500.
Mini-Farm
Only 3 miles S.E. of
Murray, this wellconstructed, 2 BR.,
Frame home, (large
upstairs
unfinished
3rd
be
could
bedroom). Elec. heat.
carpeted spacious kitchen-dining area, 10
acres.
productive
Four acre corner lot
on Locust Grove Rd.,
makes ideal building
i te. Mid 40's.

A tine home says a great deal
This spa( kling clean 3 bedroom
home is easy on the pocketbook with TVA approved insulation and a lovely 1 bedroom
apartment for added income
Stretch your dollars, call Spann
Realty Associates 153-7724
Brand new 2 bedroom 1 bath
built-in appliances city water
and sewer, nice size lot Call
Purdom & Thurman 753-4451
For sale cleanup and body
shop Stadium View Drive Call
Purdom & Thurman 753 4451
OLDER HOMI.
Older part of town
Lots of room, great
for
candidate
remodeling. Could also
be converted to high
income
return
y.
propert
ng
produci
For your new tax
shelter or remodeling
project just give us a
call. 753-7411.

FOOD
STAMP5
ACCEPTED
HERE

53. Services Offered

1974 Caprice, 4-door all
power, clean. 753-1266
For sale. 1929 Model A Coupe
good restorable condition
$1500. Phone 759-4573 after
6 pm
For sale 1974 Gran Torino
good condition /59-10/8 after
5 pm
1975 Monte Carlo, clean good
gas mileage Call after 5 pm
435-4268
1975 Oldsmobile Royal 88, 4door. Asking $1475 Call 436-

Do You need stumps removed
from your yard or land cleared
of stumps? We can remove
stumps up to 24 below the
ground. leaving only sawdust
and chips Call for free
estimate. Steve Shaw 7539490 or Bob Kemp 435-4343.
Do you need a carpenter' Will
do paneling, additions. small
lobs, or what have you. Call
436-2516
For your coal needs, call 1978318 or write Edward lpock,
Rt.1, Dawson Springs, KY
42408.
Fence Sales at Sears now Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimates for your needs
For your chain link fencing
needs, contact Montgomery
Ward. Free estimates 1531966.

2658

.„

JOHN SMITH
airfAr
HOMES

Murray Kentucky

753-4451

44. Lots For Sale

CLOUD ROM 7,

S P

1 I

Tit Suk

Walls, windows,floors and carpets. Free estimates
Insured and experienced. Call day or night:

AUCTION SALE

7S9-1176

Friday, Sept. 7 starting at 11 a.m., 3 miles
from Paris Landing State Park on highway 121
and 119.
Selling all kinds of tractors and farming
equipment.

FOR SALE BY OWNER
Three bedroom brick with chain link
fence, 12x30 patio, concrete drive, pantry, utility, city school district.. Low
utility bills. Good subdivision for
retiring couple or young family.
$32,000. Call 753-1702 after 5 p.m.

Gary Beechum Auctioneer
License #471
Sale held rain or shine
xe!

miles south of
In Meadow Green Acres, just 11'i
Murray. lovely 3 bedroom, 1% bath, brick home
(excellent for
on l', lots with fenced back yard
& air, built-in
heat
Central
pets).
&
young children
closet
dishwasher, drapes, utility room, and
opener
door
electric
space galore. Garage with
reception. City
.1(1 vora-high TV aerial for good
total square
1700
water but no 'city taxes! Over
nt buy at
excelle
an
for
feet. Your chance

Call today,759-1410

CARTER STUDIO
WEDDINGS &
PORTRAITS
753-8298

CHRISTMAS SHOP EARLY!! HANDMADE LEATHER WORKS

Every Friday Night
at 6:30, 641 Auction
This week big boy Scottie will be here from St. Louis
selling furniture, tools, oriental rugs, lots of dishes,
and lots mire!
Sale under new management.

MADE TO YOUR SPECIFICATIONS

Billfolds-Belts-PursesU Name It!
Call Mark Roberts after 5
753-2259

ABSOLUTE AUCTION

,

2 Farms 1393 Acres
Farm Machinery - 50 Head Cattle - 300 Rolls Hay
2 Sales
Thursday, September 20, 10 a.m. and 2 p.m.
On Two Promises
The Highest & Bost 1111shiers
To
Selling
y, Kontiocky cad Paris, Tennessee
Murra
Located Botwoon

First Salo-10 A.M. - 718 Acres In Calloway Co., Ky.

Forms "TIKI by Lawiwek
property knOWil al:ithla Old KEW & W0,5-bistef
Located 7 miles Southeast of Murray on George SPoernoker Rood,
to George Shoemaker Rood', l' Mit* to
93
t
Hwy
Follow
-Tn.
ay
Hazel
of
Livestock and A W Smirnons The farm is approi 47 miles Northeast
form

3 Tobacco Berms

3 Borns

3 Ilsodroom Homo

Pounds Burley,.26 Acre of Air Dryed
Tobacco Allotment - 4-2 acres,dark fired, 1916
Concrete Mk & Trim*. & Pend
Water
Tear leased Spriggs And Leonia, Creels For Ample
Wire
Stransi
5
&
4
mmed,
Cress-I
A.d
Fenced
Nestle Roiling Land
375 Acres Op..
Hardwood
Timber Estimated Approx. $100,000-Pine &
Fesque
and
Grass
Orchard
Pastures of Clover, Lespedesia, Jap,Seresa,

Ferns Ti to Offorosi he 3 Tracts Ansi As A
Cottle IL Hoy Ti Soil Ow This Form

Whole

1

Steers
Bull-2.3 Head Yearlings, Mixed Heifers And
T. NIghest Ased lest Wafers
Rates
Seam Financing Far Assimmiless At Lee lettered
This Farm Is A Cattleman's Dream

26 Head Of Herefords & Angus-1

And Cattle
Second Salo-2 P.M. - 675 Acres Row Crop
Farm In lionry County, Tonnossoo
11 Miles North Of Paris, Tenn.
Murray & Puryear Road (Cross Over Rd.
Located 1 mile North of Puryear on Old
Ti Ile Offered he 4 Tracts & As A Whet*
In Pasture - 5.92
- Approx. 200 Acres Now In Row Crop - 450 Acres
Through
Approx. 375 Acres Can Be Row Cropped
Running
Creek
Round
Year
-Fenced - Gentle Rolling Land.
Tobacco Allotment - Fenced And Cross
Blacktop Road
Good
on
e
Frontag
Road
,Good
Silo
e
Concret
-Shed The Property - Good Farmhouse - 5 Barns
To Be Offered In Parcels AM As A Whole
Side of the Road with Barns and Sheds.
1. 44 Acres to sell separately on the East
in Rowcrop on the West side to sell separately.
2. House, Barns & Sheds and 140 Acres
nd 188 Acres on South West Corner
3. Road Frontage and Good Farmla
e as one tract.
with fenced Cross-fenced and a creek to be separat
4. Good Lush Green Pastures 300 Acres
location
This
At
Sold
Be
To
nt
Eqviposta
Farm
Tractor, 2 Lifts for MovSeveral Feeders, Drill, 247 Massey Ferguson
2010 John Deere Tractor, 2 Bush Hogs,
ing Hay,Hay Racks
Everything Selling To The Highest S. Best Bidders
No. 5471
Raymond Taggart, Kentucky Auctioneers License
Registered Trade Mork

DELTA
AUCTION it REAL ESTATE CO., INC.
Executive Offices.
st Tennessee Bank Building•Suite 301
all•Fir
Mendenh
At
4990 Poplar
ee 38117.(901) 761-5080
Tenness
Memphis,

S'REAALNTYN

ASSOCIATES
753-7724
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No, we're not a new real estate agency in town

AUCTION SALE

James Travis and
Gary Beechum Auctioneers
(901)642-3749 or 642-0919

56. Free

SALE

Special

CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS

HOME FOR SALE BY OWNER

Will do plumbing, heating and
air conditioning, repairs and
remodeling around the home.
such as; painting, carpentry.
and concrete. 753-2211 or
753-9600
Wet basement? We make wet
basements dry, work completely guarenteed Call or write
Morgan Construction
Co.,
Route 2. Box 409A, Paducah,
KY 42001, or call day or night
1-442-7026

Insulation blown in by Sears, Sewing Machine repair All
save on these high heating and makes, very reasonable, excooling bills. Call Sears, 153- perienced. Free pickup and
2310. for free estimates.
delivery for limited time only in
Murray city limits Also small
er
718
repair.
Ken's Lawnmow
South 4th. Fast service. 153- appliances. 759-4674 after 7
1974 Vega hatchback air con- 7400.
am.
ditioned. AM-FM radio good
condition. good tires 2 snow
tires, $900 Call 753-5355

WILSON

•

Licensed electrician. Service
Call
calls our speciality
Earnest White, 153-0605
Will do babysitting in my home
for ages 3 and up Call 7534732
Your trees could be silently suffering from insect attack and
or fungus disease A new
rock
method of pesticide iniection
white
driveway
Will haul
and Ag lime, also have any type to your trees can correct most
of these problems easily and
of brown or white Pea gravel
quickly. Scientific and effec3
753-676
Call Roger Hudson.
tive. Call today. EPA certified_
or 753-4545
Kelley's Termite & Pest ConInc., 100 South 13th
trol,
Herndon's
Street, Murray, KY 42071
Portable Welding
Phone 753-3914. 33 years of
Service
ce in pest control.
experien
It. 6, Box 154,
Murray, Ky.
Column
753-9507
Free kittens. Call 436-5502

1977 Cutlass Supreme 0V 'hi
Radio Tilt Wheel Rowe! _'re,
mg & Brakes. White
_e
Vinyl toe $3475 Cali
pm 753-1613

Away from everything! No
neighbors. no noises, no interruptions - lust beautiful nature.
753-7411
7 wooded lots fronting on 2
RoL 's.t) T HE t. LOt.
roads. We'll show you how to
get away from it all for only 50. Used Trucks
$3500. Call Spann Realty
178 acres with cropland. some
1979 Ford Currie! 4-speed.
Associates. 753-7724
757
'
timber, lake. and creek. Good
14,000 miles, new
ANCE
INSUR
2hoice waterfront lot. Nicely road access. Priced less than
Nice one acre lot 161 foot mpg, in excellent co'
hooded with a building site $500 per acre. Financing
road frontage. water available, $4900. Call 753-2316
753-3163 ANYTIME
that has a tine view of the lake. available. John C. Neubauer.
off Johnny Robertson Road.
392 N 12th Si
mile,
north. $5000. Phone 753- 1977 Luv truck. 23 000
Good road access. The owner Realtor, 1111 Sycamore, Murpm.
7
after
9
box.
435-443
tool
now!
wants to sell this property
ray. 753-0101 or 753-7531.
Residential building lots 7304.
Monday. Wednesday and FriJohn C Neubauer. Realtor.
Good leca- Westwood Subdivision, city 46. Homes For Sale
day between 8 and 5 ca" 753-11i.1 Sycamore. Murray. 753- New listings..
18x30 water and sewer. Priced from for sale by owner Convenient 4 677
with
lding
4
.
bon...Bui
0101 or 753:7531 or call Bob
Purdom
shop, overhead door. loading $3000 to $5000. Call.
bedroom home, gas heat, 51 Campers
Rodgers. 753-7116.
dock and space for offices. & Thurman 753-4451.
screened-in porch. vinyl siding.
Commercial property about Total of approximately 1600
11-2 baths, liv- garage. Upper 530's. Must see 18 ft. Open Road motor home.
bedroom.
Three
onP. acres on Kentucky 94 E
sq.ft...Also shop outside of city ing room, kitchen and den, city to appreciate. 1306 Poplar, ap- 37.000 miles. $4250, S'Arcraft
ly one mile from town. Approx- limits on approximately 1 acre
pop-up, sleeps 8. $800 8 ft
water and sewer single garage pointment only..753-9571.
imately- 5,500 sq. ft, of with gas heat. Reasonably prictruck campe' $675
Cabover
in
drive
with concrete
For sale or rent 2 bedroam 753-1566.
showroom, shop and office ed. Dial 753-1492. Offered by
Subdivision. For
Westwood
house to settled people only by
space. Paved parking area plus Loretta Jobs Realtors.
more information call Purdom owner. 753-1988.
52. Boats and-Motors
room for outside display.
,
753-4451
,
Thurman
&
Suitable for marine, furniture.
Home for sale by owner 15 Delta Pro bass Poat. 135
deo.h finder
farm machinery, auto sales.
Meadow Green Acres, lust 142 hp motor, trailer
9
Ainley Auction &
etc. Busmess is also available.
miles south of Murray. 3 and trolling motor. 753-8548
0 Maar
Realty Sales
John C. Neubauer. Realtor,
bedroom. 11-7 bath brick home 24 foot Pontoon coast gaurd
- e.Bfk• k .4 E,
1111 Sycamore. Murray. 753753-1222
lots. Central heat and equipped, 55 horse Johnson
on
0101 or 753-7531 or call Linda
air, dishwasher drapes elec- outboard motor 436-2367
Drake. 753-0492.
tric garage opener. Listed at after 6 pm
COUNTRY
$42,500. Call today 159-1410.
53. Services Offered
GENTLEMEN
Think you 'ant afford
Three bedroom, 3 bath home, Three new 4 bedroom homes
- sicmg and
2 Miles south of Murto buy? Upstairs
den with fireplace. fenced in by builder in Canterbury Alcoa Alurr.r..
6 pm 753ate'
Call
trim.
4
a
641,
Call
on
ray
district
apartment can be
yard, city school
Estates. Will consider a trade.
1873. Jack Gr.:3er
bedroom, 2 bath home
Purdom & Thurman 753-4451
rented to help make
753-3672. .
cirwith many extras. Kitpayments, downstairs
Welcome to 505 Whitnelll Three bedroom brick, newly Additions Repair work,
inroofing,
aces,
chen and bath features
t,•eo
culating
has 2 bedrooms, living
the
like
'll
over...you
Come on
carpeted, bath and a half, kitor• Call Murray
marble, elegant living
rr;om with fireplace,
convenient location Near the chen. living room, dining room. surance
.
room and dining room.
dining room and
shopping center, branch banks. large patio on large lot, large Remodeing 753-5167
could
nt
baseme
Full
back
and
fenced
brick
kitchen,
groceries. 3 bedroom
utility room. 3 miles from Mur- Byers Brothers & Son-General
be recreation area. Inyard is ideal for
wood home. .large fireplace in ray. Call 753-8667 after 5 pm. home remodeling, framing,
come potential with
children and pets.
living room.. Call 753-1492 for
aluminum oding, gutters. and
47. Motorcycles
mobile home on extra
more information...Offered by
Asking $40,000, 1316
roofing Ca' 1-395-4967 or 11970 Honda 350. 489-2273 362-4895
lot now renting for $150
Loretta Jobs Realtors.3
Poplar.
after 5 pm.
per month. This is one
Compare and save on chain
JOHN SMITH
of the best built homes
1974 Kawasaki KZ-900. 9.000 link fencing Circle A Fencing
in the Murray area:
miles. needs about $100 work 753-8407
Kopperud
Phone
done. $1000 Call 75.3-8273
Can't get nose small lobs
Realty, 753-1222 for all
after 5_1)m,
around the house or mobile
tion...
the informa
1979 Yamaha 650 Special. red. home--done' Carpentry, pain2000 miles. $1950. Call 753- ting. plumbing, aluminum
Three bedroom cedar cabin
2871
with
LIKE
YOU
IF
siding, patios small concrete
Shores.
a
Panoram
753-7411
lobs. Call 436-2562 after 5 pm.
THE COUNTRY
Franklin fireplace Call Purdom
AROUND TtiE ClOr k
49. Used Cars
You'll love this 3
& Thurman 753-4451.
1976 Camaro Rally Sport. Concrete and block work. Block
bedroom, 1'2 bath
power steering, brakes, air con- garages. basements, driveways,
brick home with counHORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
low miles, new tires. walks, patios steps. free
ditioned,
209 Walnut Street
try kitchen located onestimates 753-5476.
Call 437-4832.
wheels_
Rally
Closed All Day Wed
NEW OFFICE HOURS:
ly minutes from Mur489Carpentry service Whatever
.
Supreme
Cutlass
1971
5:01,
Saturday 7:30 til
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon
ray. The spacious livyour needs old or new. quality
pm.
5
after
2273
d
ing room is accente
Price of •
Call 753-0565.
work.
PRICE SHAVE 75'
with an attractive
1976 Chevette, deluxe trim.
HAIRCUT 51.25
cleaning, at reasonable
Carpet
interior,
carpets
Nesprtel kokrm Mit *me mil 753 31015e.* Mk ....M.Mk• OkOmy PMM
cloth
New
fireplace.
bumper guards.
serlarge
4-speed, good condition. Call rates Prompt and efficient
throughout,
Care 489.
Carpet
vice.
Custom
75
front.
.
in
trees
527-7457
shade
2774.
acres total or will sell
FREE
1977 Cougar XR7, loaded with
free
cleaning,
less acreage. Owner
extras, new radial tires, low Carpet
20 MILE
s.
financing available. 2
mileage, $4100. Call 759-1972 estimates satisfied reference
cleanof
dry
or
st
steam
southwe
Vibra-Vac
miles
after 5 pm.
DELIVERY
ing Call Lees Carpet Cleaning.
Murray. Phone KopFrench Rolls Royce. Citroen 15 753 5827
„a 753- 0984
perud Realty, 753-1222
CV Sedan. Good restorable confor fulltime real estate
Floored and ready. Up to 12 x 24. Also barn style, of
dition, $1600 Phone 759
service.
4573 after 6 pm.
fices, cottages, mobile home ad-ons, and patios, or U
BUILD, pre-cut completely ready to assemble up to 24
I 60 Buy the best for less.
Spring House Cleaning
OF

53. Services Offered

anchors
Home
Mobile
Aluminum and fiberglass
underpinning, white, beige,
and brown Roofs sealed Also
patio awnings. open or screenSmall Engine repair. efficient ed in, with or without windows
mechanic on duty at all times Also carports, single and douContact Montgomery Ward ble sizes Jack Glover 753Catalog Store, 753-1966
1813.atter 6 pm

Licinsed Elec*.ncian and gas installation, will do plumbing
heating and air conditioning
Call 153-1203.

1972 Pontiac Sataria 400
wagon. 70,000 miles $1300
Call 753-0309 after 5 pm
1979 United Feature Syndicate Inc
_**
1949 Plymouth. body good,
best offer 436-2667 after 5
us
let
they
will
s
ion
come
When the recess
Prn
"
know?
1973 Thunderbird, has all the
plus a new set of tires.
extras
Estate
Real
43.
43'Rial Estate
Guttering by Sears, Sears con$1350 Phone 1-354-6217
tinous gutters installed per
n
Thurma
Purdom &
your specifications Call Sears
FOR
753-2310 for free estimates.
Insurance & Real Estate
Extra income plus on ideal
home can be yours with a purchase of this 4 bedroom brick
home with central heat ond
air Has 2 bedroom apartment
on lower level and also 2
mobile home hookups. See
this property

543. Services Offered

53. Services Offered

49. Used Cars

905 SYCAMGZE
MURRAY. kY.

We've been here all along. as Guy Spann Realty
But we've grown - now we can give you the
personal service you expect from a small agency
plus the expert advice you'd expect from a big one
Listing or selling? Give us a call - you'll be sold
on us

A

1

